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The simplified expression giving the amplification ratio of valve and L.F.
transformer is
i

where

.t

VR+Z4

is the amplificaf ion factor of the valve.
is the impedance of the transformer.
R" is the impedance of the valve.

-

II

If, at
given frequency, the valve impedance " R" 'equals the transformer
or x 0.7.
inipedance 'Z," the expression becomes
On the other hand, the greater the transformer impedance "Z" the more nearly
does the expression become equal to + .tx%/i or .tx i.
Thus, the greater the transformer impedance the greater the amplification ratio,
and to choose a transformer of lower impedance to match the impedance of the valve
merely results in impairing the amplification.
Therefore, to obtain the best results choose a transformer of very high impedance,
and, seeing that transformer impedance varies with frequency yvhilst valve impedance
is practically unaffected by frequency, chocse a transformer which has high impedance at
low frequency, say roo; otherwise, low notes vjll not be reproduced satisfactorily.

a
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-
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-
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Do you find it a nuisance to have to pull out coils and insert others when you want
to change over from Daventry to a low-wave station ? On this attractive set you
simply move a single switch and the change-over is complete.

OR simplicity of operation and

coupled and has been arranged to be
switched in or out of circdit at_will
by means of ordinary jack switches.
The other feature which is very
desirable in any receiver of this typo
is the reception of Daventry and possibly other programmes on this warebatid without the necessity for changing coils.
A simple change_over

construction the straightforward
3-valvo ieceivor, conìprisin a
detector valve followed by two note
magnifiers, is a very usEful arrangement. The selectivity which cati be
obtained with such a circuit is, of
course, not high, although vitli sorne
care it can he made reasonably gond.
Such a circuit, therefore, is a useful
one for what one may
term " hack ' reception of the local station

The Circuit
The circuit adopted is a simpiG
Reinartz arrangement. Varions other
types of detector circuits were experiniented with, but the circuit giving
the best results both as regards simplicity of operation, selectivity, and
freedom from interaction between the
two

iuils

uq

n,,,.

nh

friend the
Reinartz
arrangement. A simple

change-over switch enables the wavelength
range to be changed at
will, and the remainder
of
the
circuit is

with occasional listeniqg to more distant
At the
programmes.
saine time, if the instrument is to be used
for such.pveryday work,
other features lire desirable.

r

4

straightforward.

Self-Contained Batteries
Still pursuing the
Two or Three Valves
policy ¿f mnking' the
receiver a true liiuk
In the first place, the
model, always ready
reception of the local
ø
and giving as little
station can be obtained
possible,
trouble as
satisfactorily on the
arrangements have been
loud-speaker on two
made to house the LT.
valves only at distances
and HT. batteries in
of ten or twelve miles.
fhis enthe cabinet.
It is desirable, thereables us to obtain a
fore, to be able to cut
very handsome type of
out the last valve if
layout, as will be seen
possible, and arrangements have been made
from the photographs.
There are two battery
for this to be done in
There is only one tuning dial on the set (the large one), the
compartments, one at
'this particular reiver
knob of the wave-change switch being placed 'immediately
each end of the cabinet,
Should it be desired to
beneath it.
produce
very
loud
while the set is mounted
yolurne at any 'time, such, fQr
switch has been used in this set, thereon a slightly sloping panel which is
example, as provision of music for
fore, whereby tIme circuit may be
placed in between the two battery
changed over from the one set of coils
outdoor dancing on the lawn or
compartments.
It will be seen that
some such arrangement, the purity
to the other, and for tuis reason he
this provides a neat and attractive
of the
music is of particular
receiver lias been called the " Dayarrangement, -the receiver being selfimportance.
low," giving Darentry or the local
For this reason the
contained except for the aerial and
station with equal facility,
last valve has been made resistanceearth, thereby avoiding a good deal
-
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the batteries and
connections.

On

their attendant

Layout

4

Intrclìaugeable

The layout of the components in tbe
aeceiver itself hs been made someThe high-frequency
what compact.
circuit has of necessity to occupy a
certaiií space in order to avoid interSecondly,
action between the' coils.
the use of a sloping panel always
tends to provide a certain waste space
which cannot normally be utilised.

S

One packet of

H. F. choke
with holder (Bowyer-Lowe Co., Ltd.).
One wije-wound anode resistance,
60,000 ohms (Varley).
One .01 fixed condenser, type 620
(Dub ilier).
One .0003 condenser type 600 with
grid-leak clips (Dubilier).
One 2_megohin leak (Dubilier).
One .25 inegohin leak in holder
(Dubilier).
Three fixed resistors to suit the
valves in use with sockets.

ccasioned by

of the trouble usually.

transfers.

Radio Press panel

Bevelling the Panel

The first operation is the fitting of
the panel into position.
The baseboard provided with the cabinet will
be found to have one edge bevelled.
The two long edges of the panel must
also bé bevelled at the same angle, so
that when the panel is screwed on to
the baseboard and is resting at its
proper slope the bottom will lie flush

4.

+2'

p..

I

-.

'L
S

.

i

S

CHOKE

'I

_____

-

LIC2SIFRf1

-

Ti2;1V3
I

C

000z

-

Fig. 1.-The circuit is

The switch SI serves to make the change
straightForward Reinartz arrangement.
from one wave range to another.
i upon the cabinet and the top edge ill
In eider to avoid making the receiver
any krger than necessary, therfore,
be horisontal. This will he clear frprn
the diagram shown in Fig. 2, which
a somewhat uikusual layout has b4n
indicates how this bevelling has been
incorporated.
BEVELLED
carried out.
The two coils with the tuning conIn order to fix it the bmt method
denser and switching arrangement are
is t.o hold the ebonite in a suitable
housed on the left-hand sdé of the
receiver.
wood-working vice and to bevel the
The first note maguifie,
edges with long, slow movements of a.
which
is
transformer-coupled, is
file. Care must, of course, be taken
hused at the rear of the hasel)oald on
to get the bevel uniform a.l1 along. If
the right-hand de, while the other
a wood-working vice is not availab4e
note magnifier, resistance-coupled and
then the ebonite shoujd either be
capable of being switched in or out at
clamped on to a table or be held by
will, is at the front of the baseboard
Fig 2.-TI,e panel is attached to the
some other meajis, when the bevelling
underneath the lee of the sloping panel.
baseboard at an angle of 70 degrees.
The Circuit thus runs round three
can be carried out just as usual, tise
filing in this -ease being carried ut
sides of the square, but no detrihorizontally.
Tliiee
rnenta}'effeet is obtained from such
vibratory
alve
holders
proceeding.
(Etherplus).
The Panel Components
You will requil-e the following eom,
One '' Ou-off
switch
(Igranic
ponents
Electric Co., Ltd.).
Having finished the beveiJing, the
One
special
Davlow " cabinet
One double-circuit jack (Bowyerpanel should be screwed to the base(Pickett Bros.).
Lowe Co., Ltd.).
board with three screws anta inserted
One ebonite panel 16 in. by 8 in. by
One two-pole change-over switch
in the cabinet to make sure that i-t fits
in. (Clayton Rubber Co., Ltd.).
(Efeeca).
accurately. When this has been
One .0005 variable condenser (ClearOne
filament
switching
jack
accomplished the
panel may' he
trou Dikast).
(Bowye-Lowe Co., Ltd.).
unscrewed aga.in and then drilled to
One 4-in, dial to fit the condenser
One ebonite strip 3 in. by
in. by
take the two condensers, the two jacks,
Cy)don).
in., carrying two terminals.
and the filament switch into the,
One .0002 variable condenser (JackOne 2-in. length of 2-iii, diameter
positions 'shown.
These components
son Bros.).
ebonite tube.
shonld then be mounted in the orreet
One Paeen
1ow-freqiency transOne 4-in, length ditto.
positions.. The only component reformer, first stage (Igra'nie E)e1rtrial
Quantity of Glazite wire. and flex
quIring any attention is the reiction
Co., Ltd.).
wire.
condenser, which, as will be seen, is
a

t

¡

-

I
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I
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A "Quick.Chaig"
so that the
bottom end comes approximately
between the two jacks.

iounted. at an angle

Winding the Coils

-

Before proceeding any farther it is
necessary to wind the two coils. The
coil for the lower wavelengths is
wound on the 2-in, former and the
coil for the Daventry wave on the
former 4 in. long. The windings are
simple single-layer windings with a
tapping at a suitable point. They can
therefore be constructed without diffieulty, the details of the windings
being as follow
:

-

ThreeVa1ve Set
gives better access to the parts when
wiring up.
The components on the panel may
now be wired up. First take a lead
from the centre point of one side of
the switch to the reaction condenser
as shown in Fig. 4. Then cut off five
lengths of Glazito about 8 in. long
which should be soldered to the other
connections of the change-over switch.
These leads may be allowed to project
at the back of the panel in such a
direction that they can be connected
to the coils when the panel is mounted
in position. If theke connections are
made at this stage no difficulty should

The Basebcard Components
Now mount the components on the
baseboard in the positions shown.
Although the In out has been cornpartly arranged there is ample room
for the components, and no difficulty
will be experienced in spacing the
conipon,euts.
Before finally sêr.ewing
the components into position, place
the panel, with the appropriate components mounted thereon, in the positien it should occupy in order to
ensure that none of the panel cornponents foul the baseboard cornponents.

il

i

.

-i--

f

__i

__

Ç7'-.

:
-

-

JI

1

L.

-

-

______

ï-

o

-

L

a

-

:
/
f

\-

':-

'-

-

The three Filament resistors are groLlped together for convenience, and the coils are placed well away from any
components likely to produce losses.
Lou, Wave Cou-70 turns of No. 30
D.S.C. wire tapped at 20 turns.

Doren try Cpu-300 turns of No. 40
S.C.C. wire tapped at 50 turns.
When these coils have been wound
small pieces of wood should be cut and
pushed into tite bottom to form bases
by means of which the coils may be
screwed into position on the baseboard.
These bases may either be made a
tight fit or, if desired, stuck in with
glue or Seccotine.

Wiring

Up

Tite components nlaV now be screwed
down into position and the wiring up
Illay be commenced. Wire upthe components on the baseboard first of all.
These connections may be completed
tvithi the exception of the leads to the
jacks and the connections from the two
coils to tite change-over sn-itch. It is

advisable not to mount the aerial atid
earth terminals until later, as this

be experienced, but if they are left
until later thé switch is somewhat diffi-

cult of access.
The panel may now be mounted in
position and the wiring completed.
First connect a wire from one side of
the on-off switch to the three fixed
resistors.
Secondly, two long flex
leads should both be connected to the
other terminai of the switch. One of
these rutis out to the left of tite set
and is conitectd to the low-tensioa

881
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The 'Daviow Three

-

pius respectively, the H.T. connection going to tue frame of the jack.
The two inside contacts are connected
to the resistance. When the plug is
removed, therefore, the resistance is
connected in circuit.
Care must be

accumulator, while the other runs out
to the right of the set and is con-

The
nected to the G.B. positive.
jacks may now be wired in position,
and little difficulty will be experienced
if the wiring diagram is followed.,

The
wire.

ef.t-baud jack is simpler
The two bottom springs are
connected to the anode and H.T., so
that when the jack is in circuit the
telephaucs or loud-speaker are connected in the anode circuit of this

:4C1.

L,

REAC7ON

5i/44_

'/4 _

hI

/3/4

vEs

--

.3/4
-

1

-

-

-

.

fig. 3.-TIiree ecrews along the lower edge of the pan'l ruthce
Connecting the Jacks
-

The right-hand jack is a simple
closed circuit jack. The outside contacts go to the anode of V and H;T.

-

io attach it to the baseboard.

taken to see that the side of the
resistance which goes to the caupling
condenser is also connected to the
spring making contact with the anode
spring.
_____ -

valve. The two top springs are connected in t'ho filament circuit of this
last valve, so that the. insertion of the
plug connects up the filament and so
lights the valve.

-

'

-

Wiring the Switch

isnow necessary to make the

-

-

/1

I.

i

j

ï,

,1

--

--

The aerial and earth terminals are mounted on an elevated platform to.
faciliiate the connection of the necessarr leads.
882

cowiectioji from the leads coining
from 'the change-over switch to the
two coils.
These may be made very
simply, the leads being bent into suitpositions as shown in the wiring
diagram.
The coutre points of the
able
switch
go to the reaction condeiser
and to the grid condenser respecOn the reaction condenser
tively.
side the two other connections go to
beginnings of the' two coils, that
is
to
say, the ends nearest the
tappings. The other ends of the coils
are connected to the grid condenser
of the switch.
Care must, of
course, be taken to ensure that when
the switch is in any given position
the connections both go to the same
coil.
The aerial and earth pillar may now
be mounted up.
This consists of a
simple ebonite strip carrying two terminais mounted on a wooden pi1Lr,
as can be seen. froni the diagrams and
photographs. This brings the terminais up towards the top of the set,
which facilitafe6 connecting up when
the set is in use. The earth terrnival

.
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ASetalitheFamilyCanUse.
the negatives of all
the filaments, and also to the tapping
points on the two coils.
is connected to

The Tuning Condenser
takn from this póint
to the moving plates of the main tuning condenser, the fixed plates of this
condenser being connectèd to the
centre point of the change-over switch
Finally
on the grid condenser side.
the aerial terminal is coinected
straight across to the fixed plates of
the reaction condenser, this terminal
also being connected to the changeA lead is also

over switch as has previously been
described. The nìoring p1atesof this
reaction condenser are connected to
the anode of the detector valve.
The viring is now completed and the

'set may be tested out. Make the usual

with the switch pushed in and
Daventry with the switch pulled out.
Having received signals, the reaction control may be tried, and it should
be found that an increase of the reaction condenser causes a gradual
strengthening of the signals up to the
point of oscillation.
The receiver
must be adjusted by varying the hightension tapping on the detector valve
until the set slides smoothly into oscillation without any flopping.
Any
such testing must, of course, be done
outside broadcast hours, to avoid any
possible interference with one's neighbours.

tests for correctness of wiring and to
ensure that no high-tension leads
are in any way connected with
The valves may
the filament leads.
then be inserted and the batteries
connected up.

Testing Out

Plug in the telephones on the twovalve position, and set the reaction
condener at minimum. Switch on
the valves, when n rotating the tuning dial the local station or the
Daventrv Station will be heard withWhich is actually
out difficulty.
heard, of course, depends upon the
position of the change-over switch.
If tite receiver is wired exctly in
accordance with the diagrams given,
then the local station will be received
-

Interchangeable Chokes
In obtaining this smooth reaction
the iiterchangeable high-frequency

-

C1

-

D C2

..

i

-

\
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.
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-
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Fig. 4.-The various leads which terminate in arrowheads (n this wiring diagram are the connections to the batteries.
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The "Daviow Three "-continued

-

choke coil will be found of distinct
service. The value of this choke has
- sorno effect upon the smoothness of
the oscillation, and Messrs. BowyerLowe have accordingly provided a
series of interchangeable high-frequency chokes. It is. therefore, quite
interesting to try the effect of interchanging the various values of chokes
and noting the effect on the reaction
control. For normal purposes a value

Valves to

Use

The set may be operated with a
variety of valves. The first valve
should be chosen partly with regard to
the rectifying action, i.e., a valve
which is a good detector is desirable,
ad partly with a view to obtaining
smooth reaction control. In the 6-volt
class the DFA4, DE5B or DESHF are
available, or even the low-inpedance

-

a low-frequency or power valve. Fer
normal working, however, where two
valves are used only for .teleplione
searching, the high-impedance valve s

quite satisfactory.
Suitable
combinations
be'ow
-

-

are

as

6-volt: DE.5B, DE5B, DE.5.
DFA4, DFA4, DFAI.
4-volt: DE3B, IJE3B, DE3.
B5,

B5,

B5.

/

-

.\4

T

\

--..

-

/

The connections are made with flexible leads soldered directly to
appropriate points in the receiver.

There are no battery terminals on this set.

of 20 millihenries will be found to be

suitable.
The receiver has been tested twelve
miles north of London and gavegood
loud-speaker reception on both London
and Daventry on tw& valves only.
Excellent quality and considerable
volume were obtained by plugging in
to the left jack.
Birmingham,
Newcastle, Stoke-on-Trent, Nottingham, and several German relay stations could be obtained quite emily in
many cases on the loud-speaker, using
the, three valves; while on the
Daventry range Hulversum and
Koenigswuterhausen were easily obtsinable.

'O

of similar rating, such as
DFAI, DES, etc. Corresponding types
of two-volt and four-volt valves .may
be employed if desired.

valves

The second valve should be a highimpedance valve for normal working,
in order to get the best from the resistance coupling arrangement, while
the last valve should, of course, he a
power valvi' of a suitable type.
When only two valves are employed,
a. certain efficiency has, of course, to
be sacrificed, because the high-kepedance valve is not suitable as a laststage valve. If the set is used for any
length of time- with only two valves,
therefore, the second valve sbouid be
884

''

2-volt: DE2HF, DE2HF, DE2LF
or DE6.
SPI8.
SP18,
SPiS,Green spot. Blue spot. Red spot.
Many other combinations will suggest themselves.
High-Tension Voltages

Froni 40 to (iO volts should be usd
on the detector, but this depends very
largely on the reaction control, and a
suitable value sheuJLl be found at
which the set oscillates smoothly. The
LE', and power stages requ'ire any
thing up to the maximum permitted
'by the makers.
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MAKING THE BE T usE OF
YOUR ENVIRONMENT
By

A.

D.

V.

HORT,

I

B.A.

There ¡s room for ingenuity in designing the best form o! aerial system under conditions which
fall far short of the ideal. ¡n this article a number of practical suggestions are made for
arranging an effcient aerial system under difticulties, and the advantages of making efficiency
the ñrt consideration are pointed out.
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ringe of a broadcasting re-

ceiver-that

is to say, its capa-

bilities measured in terms of
by most
people from the number of valves in
it and the arrangement of these
valves, with possibly some consideration of the type or style of aerial on
which the receiver is used or io be'
used. This is correct enough up to a
point, but in fact the iinniediate surroundings of the receiver and the
rial will in a great many cases, par:
ticulnrly in town aleas, play a quite
considerable part in the performance
of the receiver.

distance-is probably gauged

33

33

Q O

o

3

Q

33

Q Q Q Q Q

tious, ad the results of this adjustnient are often somewhat curious in
appearance, as everybody knows. It
is worth while, however, always to have
in mind the ideal arrangement, and
to make the actual aerial corne as
nearly as may be to this.

-

3

Q Q

A

tree

valls of several rooms before finally
reaching the aerial terminal of the receiver. It is necessary to adjust the
aerial to suit individual local condi-

00

Q

0
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Tree Mast
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Dream Seldom Realised

other hills in the imnidiate vicinity
dominating the one selected. For the
great majority of us, however, this
sort of dream has vo chance of being
realised in fact.
The aerial - is more commonly a
terribly curtailed wire, low down and
shut in by buildings on all sides, with
a lead-in which wanders round the

Ei

full leaf may eert a very
considerable screening effect on an
aerial, particularly if the latter ends
in the tree. If, therefore, a tree s
A

I

The dre.ni of the enthusiast in wireless ¿eception of any kind may perhips be crystallised into the vision of
a full-sise
aerial supported by
isolated masts at, both ends, on the
to1) of a hill clear of trees, with iio

33

Q

factory while the tree is bare but
when the spring conies along there
may be a puzzling decrease in signal
strength, which is not altogether
accounted for by tile incidence of tbe
normal '' summer cnditioi,s."

A

Summer's Advantage
Otie great advantage of erecting an
aerial during-the summer months is
,that due attention can be paid to the

Special Circumstances
There are certain parts of this

country which are well known as
blind spots " from the point of view
of broadcast reception. In such places
far more sensitive and powerful receiving equipment is required for good
reception than the distance and power
of the local broadcasting station would
seem to warrant. These blind spots,
however, are in the nature of special
freaks, and a discussion of theni Lis
outside the scopo of the present
article. It is proposed here to deal
rather with the types of surroundings
which are nmre commonly incidental
to boadcast reception, and to make
some suggestions for surmounting the
(1 ifficukies
which
are sometimes
encountered.

O Q

I]

-

Here we see City workers, during 'their -lunch hour, making full use of
a congenial environment and listening to wireless orchestral music.

matter of " natural " screening, a
point which during the winter can
very easily bo overlooked. If an aerial
is put up in the winter, when the
leaves are off the trees, there is a
natural temptation, if this support is
available, to attach one end of it to a
cOnvenient tree. The aerial wire is
perhaps fastened to a point about
one-half or three-quarters of the way
p the tree. This proves quito satis-

I

to be used as one support foi' the'
aerial, the wire should preferably he
slung out froni the tree on a long
tail '' of rope, in order to minimise
this screening effect. Of course, if it
is possible, the aerial may with. advantage be attached to the top of the
tree, so that it is not screened by the.
great mass of the foliage.
Failing this, and if the tree is no
very tall, an excellent aerial can often
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Making the Best Use of Yöur Environment-continued
put up by fixing a pole in the tree,
lashing it to the trunk with the top
-of it protruding several feet above the
top of the tree. By this moans one is
enabled to take full advantage of the
tree as a mast, without much of the
attendant disadvantages of its scr.ening effect.
1e

¡rl

REL

roes
'

\\

T
IEAO

Fig. 1.-A satisfactory form of
aerial smay be
erected on the
wall cf a building
in the manner
shown in this
s ketch.

1ft'

tically essential, however short and
apparently inefficient it actually has
to be in practice.

Experiments Essential
This screening effect is not, in the
experience of t}e writer, confined only
to steel-framed buildings. It may be
found to exist in buildings which ai-e
not of this type at all, but which for
some reason give rise 'to the same
symptoms in reception. -The existence
or ¿therwise of such conditions can, of
course, only be discovered by actua'
experiment with a receiver on various
types of aerial. If signals appear to
be abnormally weak at a short distance
from a broadcasting station and it is
known that the receiver itseïf is not
at fault, it is always worth while to
try the effect; of a vire placed ternThis
poraiily outside the building.
wire should be slung as far from the
walls as possible for the purpose of
the tests, although it may be necessary
to arrange it in a rather less efficient
position when it comes to the final
fixing.

Overcoming the

IS'/Noow

Buildings with Steel Frameworks
The tendency in modern architctue
in tite big towns and cities is to USO
a steel framework for blocks of flats
Anyone who
and stnilar buildings.
happens to live in one of these steIframed buildings will know of the
screening effect which they exert on
any receiver which employs an JIL(h)or

Difficulty

One method of erecting an outside
aerial in circumstances such as those
which have been described is shown in
Fig. 1. This method is particularly
suital)le for use by the man who lives
in n tall block of flats, the receiver,
if possible, being situated at the lowest
point of the aerial and the latter

Another Possibility
Whn any clear space, such

J.P.,

An Outdoor Aerial Necessary
The effect of hanging a length of
wire out of the window to act as an
aerial was to make the signals very
comfortably audible on the loudFront this it may be
speaker.
gathered that in buildings which are
constructed with a steel frame, one
cannot e\-pect to do anything much in
the way of distant reception with an
iidoor aerial or with a frame even
with the most sensitive of receivers.
An outdoor aerial of some sort is proc-

rumting up the wall of an area, for
example. If the wire can be stretched
tightly between the projecting windowsills of windows vertically one above
the other, this arrangement may provo
satisfactory. Ii will be preferable in

Recently,

as a

backyard or garden, is available, the
fullest possible use should be made of
it. Assuming that either method of
erection is possible to the tenant of
the house, he will be wise .to make
practical trial of reception both with
an aerial arranged from the roof of
the house down to the remote end of
the space available and with a shorter
aerial siting up on the roof itself,
either between the chimneys or on
short masts. If screening is at alt
noticeablo in the locality, the latter
method may prove the better of the
two, the fact that the top part, at
any rate, of the aerial is not down
below the level of the roofs or screened
by trees compensating for its compara
tively short length.

z..

-

aerial or a frame. For instance, n
supei'hetesodyne receiver us in
a
frame aerial in a steel-framed building at n distance of not more than
two miles in n straight line from the
aerial of the Londoner has been found
to be only just able to bring in signøs
at faint telephone strength.
This experiment was tried with the
receiver aiid frame situated soniewliere
near the centre of the building. ¡t
was curions and somewhat amusing to
note that when the whole apparatus
was moved near to one of the windows,
which also had a steel frame nund
the panes, opening the window wide
produced an appreciable increase in
signal strength!

this case to use insulated vire for the
aerial, to minimise leakages owing to
its swinging against the wall.
The better method is shown in the
sketch, the wire, which need not in
this case be itself covered with insulation, being supported every few feet
by insulators on the ends of' pegs
fastened in the wall. This type of
aerial, while being more troublesome
and elaborate to fix than the wire
between the window-sills, will prove
in practico very satisfactory, because
of its immunity from the.possibility
of swinging.

Ii

1

at

Bristol, 8,500
children gave a
demonstration

of modern
methods of
physical culture. Marconiphone loudspeakers enabled the voice
of Sr Ernest
Cook, B.Sc.,

heard

to

be

quite
clearly by the
huge audience.
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Locating the Receiver

One pòiiit which should be borne in
mind always when erecting an aerial
is that the receiver should, if possible,
be at the lowest point of the aerial..
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Making the Best Use òf Your Environment-continued
It

is not denied that results can be
obtained without the observance of
this
rule. The first aerial ever put up
by the writer
was, in fact, below the
receiver for its whole length!
It
stiirtecl from the receiver, a crystal
sot, at a window about 40 ft. aboyo
th ground and went steeply down to
a small pole about 100 ft. away.
Morse signals and amateur telephony,
the only signals available in those
days, were heard with this arrangement; but it could not be regarded as
efficient, especially as the earth lead
was 40 ft. long, a wire down the side
of the house to a buried mass of metal.
An Ana!ogy
In the vicinity of a broadcasting
station this sort of aerial may be
enough for local reception, but it will
usually have to he regarded as something of a
passenger," not really
doing its full part to help the receiver
to peiforni its work. In the same way

an

aria1 system which

is so badIy

arranged that the losses in it are very
high really makes unnecessary desnands on tile skill of the operator.
It is well know's that a single-valve
receiver wttn reaction, sor example,
can reach ou to a largo number of
stations under good conditions and
with au efficient aerial system. If, on
the other hand, the aerial system is a
"high-loss " one, greater demands will
be made both on the reaction required
and also on the.operator's skill in tuning. To couple a thoroughly bad
aerial to a good receiver is akin to
fitting solid tyrs to a ear designed for
comfortable travelling.

Not Good Practice
The position which the receiver
itself is to occupy in the house must

Fig.

.

II

4fj1

2.- The

f

..

'i

arrangement of the aerial and earth leads shown in this
sketch cannot be regarded as efficient, though the positions of the rooms
may render it almost unavoidable.
necessarily have some effect on the
a window on time floor above
nd
design of the aerial system.
It is' bringing it dowim the stairs into the
undesirabl to have a lead-in which
front room. This might offer chances
has to pass through several rooms
of keeping tl aerial further from
before reaching the recei'ver, but at
the walls than. in the other case.
the sanie time it is often difficult to
Again, provided that circunistances
arrange matters otherwise. Fig. 2
permitted, an aerial might be erected
shows how the receiver is sometimes
on tile roof of the house, amid the
placed relative to the aérial in a small
lead-in brouaht down over the front
house.
of the bous as far out from the
The living room is at the front of
wail as ossible, and so in through
the house, while it is most convenient
the window of the front room.

to erect the aerial at the bk. The
water pipes, which form a suitable
earthing point, are also at the back of
the house.
The result is that the
aerial and earth leads start somewhere
fairly close together and run together
through the house to the receiver.

Sacrificing Comfort to Efficiency
Now the best arrangement here,
froin tite point of view of efficiency,
would be to put the receiver close to
the place where tite lead-in enters tite
house and so iìeat to the earthing
point.
Leads for the loud-speaker
could then be run into the front room
without loss of efficiency, ami remoto
control could be installed also if
desired.
This would be satisfactory or the
reception of tite local programme, but
if tite twtitìg-in of distant stations
ivas to be carried out, it would nican
that the operator would be exiled to
the back rocen; coitifort would have
to he sacrificed to ffiiencv.
In a
case like this, if the operator, as is
to lie expected, did not approve of
excursions to the back of the house
c-cry tinte that he wished to listen to
stations in other countries, it ivuld
be ivomh trying various experiments.

Two Useful

Th16 photograph of the pulpit of the
Notre Dame, Paris, shows the microphone suspended from the canopy,

ir

-

RCf/VER

S,ggesons

Assuming that the earth ie7td vas
tu ise attached to the water pipcs at
the hack, whatever aerial was used.
th epErinwnt might be ttied of
sep.rating the aerial from the earth
as far as possible by leadng it in at

A Point to Notice
When an excessively long eatth lead
is necessitated by the position of the
receivet, it will usually be worth while
to try the effect of a counterpoise
earth. This may consist of a length
of insulated wire laid round the skirting of the room, and possibly ext.ending out into a passage or another
tOOtH.

-

With some valve receivers, notably
those employing the simpler types of
straight circuits, this change will
iMIally be found to affect considerably the operation of the receiver..
The reaction control, especially if reaction is applied to the aerial circuit,
may require much " lighter " hand.hug. It should not take long to
become aectistomited to the new condítions, and titis point is only mentioned
because some operators might dis ard
tite counterpoise without further experiment on finding titis alteration in
the behaviour of the receiver.

a

Ai Indoor Aerial
When it is qeite out of the question

to erect ail outdoor aerial, it reinaias
to make the best use of the space
aaiiable indoors. 1f a frame aerial
is not adesuate for the receiver to be
used, it vill usually be possibk to try
two or three differeut arrangements
of tite indoor wire. The first and most
obvious of these will be simply to
irnng a wire across or round ttÌe room
in winch the reiver is situated,
(L'ontaued oir poge 9S.)
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Do you know that there are hosts of interesting transmissions on the short-wave band waiting fo, you to
explore them ? The receiver described in this article will enable yu to listen to them.

VER experimenter should have a
short-wave receiver. With out
present knowledge it is so easy
to make and so deadly certain in its
results. With no other kind of receiver is it possible to guarantee the
reception of American broadcasting on
three or four nights of every week,
and in the wiister months sometimes
every night for several weeks at a
time. With no other kind of receiror
is it possible to hear amateur signais
froni so far away as Australia and
New Zealand, while both in daylight
and after dark our Transatlantic
cousins can be heard every night without exception. - " Only with skilful
handling! " you may say. Not at all!
In the words of the advertisement, " A
child can use it."

coupling," the same aerial coil serving
for all the grid coils, from the smallest
to the largest.
In series with. the
aerial condenser is placed a clip mounting, so that different values of fixed
condensers may be tried as desired.
In this method of coupling it is advisable that the aerial should not be
e*actly tuned to the wavelength you
wish to receive, and on those adjustments where " dead spots" occur, the
insertion of a small fixed condensersay .0001-will de-tune the aerial and
so make good reception possible on this
wavelength.
The construction is exceedingly
simple. A baseboard is used, measur-

lE'

jj_,

r-

Simplicity Itself

CHOKE
UN/T----4

-

In this article I am going to describe

.

I

to you a very simple short-wave receiver, that can be duplicated by any
intelligent reader in an evening, and
which, if he has not used a short-wave
receiver before, will astound him with
tiLe results it will give. As to its sensitivity aud general efficiency, I have
nothing in my collection pf apparatus
to beat it, and I use it exclusively for
all niy short-wave reception at the
present time.
It consists, as for that matter do the
najority of short-wave receivers used
by experienced amateurs, of a twovalve arrangement, the first valve
being used as a detector, and the
second a flote magnifier. The wavelength range is from about 12.metres

c

k

I

I

C3

I

HT.

I

(iv)

..LCAT
-

t

-
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I

:
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F

L3[

E1c'a:

L___i''1.I

+
LI.

L

E

metres.
It is
quite unnecessary to wind any coils
yourself, as these are.purchased in a
complete set, the coils for various
ranges being immediately interchangeable. There are but two tuning controls, both condensers, that on the left
tuning the grid circuit, and that on
the iight controlling the reaction.

to approximately

The Condensers

Here is the complete list of coinponents required. I may say that for
coupling the detector to the notemagnifying valve I have used the
Watinel Audio-frequeiicy ehok unit,
which contains the choke coil, coupling
condenser and grid leak.
I have
found this unit very useful and
efficient for telephonic reception, as it
has a particularly silent background
and gives quite good amplification. It
can, if desired, be replaced by any good
make of low-frequency transformer,
while such items as valve sockets, va riable condensers, and so forth can be

200

I

The Aerial Circuit
The aerial is loosely coupled by the
method often called " semi-aperiodic

Fig. 1.-It will be observed that choke coupling is ulilised for the note-magnifier.
ing 1G in. by 14 in. by in. or more
of any good make previously recomin thickness, this carrying an ebonite
mended in this journal.
As to the
strip screwed to the front with a
variable condensers, care should be
couple of braòkets to support it.
taken to get good quality instruments,
With the exception of the variable
and I do not recommend the use of
eondeners and an "on. and off"
variable condensers with shigle plate
switch, the various parts are simply
verniers operated by a spindle running
screwed to the baseboard in the posi
through the central shaft. Such eontious given, and wired up in the condensers may serve excellently in certain
ventional manner.
circumstances, but in short-wave work
I

I

J

I

I

J
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Try Short Wave Reception Yourself

-

One giitlleak, 2 megohms. (Dirbihier
Cndeiiiser Co. (1925), Ltd.)
One terminal strip carry ng L.T.
L.T +, H.T.
HT. +1, HT. ±2,
grid bias ±, grid bias -. (" Mainom "-Burne-Jones & Co., Ltd.)
Two small strips of ebonite of any
convenient size ap)rOximately 2 in.
by 2 in.), with aerial and earth termiiials and telephone terminals, as

found them satisfactoi'y,
some condensers of this
satisfactory on any wavecondensers I have used in
this set--the Ormond-have a vernier
adjustment of a form which has proved
particularly useful and efficient on
short wavelengths, being perfectly free
from backlash and. smooth in epera
tion.
Tuning is too sharp for eondensrs without a good vernier adjustment.

I have not
and, indeed,
type are .not
length. The

shown.
One base for clip-in condensers. (L.
McMichael, Ltd.)
ulip-in concensers, values or, say,
.0001 or .0003 (L. MeMichael, Ltd.).
In most eases a single condenser of

Comnonents Used
I

-,

-,

One baseboard 16 in. by 14 in. by
in. or in.

-

controlling filament current.

Four

ohms each is recommended. (" Mag.num "-Burne-.Jones & Co., Ltd.)

Constructional Work
Begin by drillig the ebonite panel
for the securing screws to hold the
brackets; nd the three holes to take
the .vo condensers and on ,and off
switch respectively. Thø three holes
- for carrying theso
last can be made
vithj a e-in. drill. Secure the brackets
to the ebonite panel by means of four
011A, metal screws and nuts. Next
secure the on-aiicl-qff switch and thern
two variable condensers in place this
is bt the work of a few iwuneuts'), and
place the front psnel with its brackets
on the baseboard, in the positions
shown, securing it with wood screws to
the base itself. Now place the other
components in position aid attach the
large and two small termitial strips;
wiring U can then be carried out
rapidly and neatly,' according to the
diagram of Fig. 3. A fuhl-sised blue
print will help you to measuse off and
bend the ivirea accuratel, and this, as
you know, can be obtained under the
WIRELESS CoNsTRuoeoR free blue print
scheine by sending, the, coupon on
page 960.

Valves to Use
L
t

L"

The condensers are kept well away from the rest of the components
.0001 will be sufficient, but it je convenient to have one or two to experiment with.
One radio-frequency choke. (Success
-Beard & Fitch, Ltd.)
One audio-frequency choke unit.
(Watmel Wireless Co.)
Two fixed condensers, Mansbridge

One ebonite panel 12 in. by 4 in.
in. or
in.
by
Two variable condensers .00025.
(Orinond Engineering Co., Ltd-slow

motion.)

(Igranic
One 'oiì-and-off switch.
Electric Co., Ltd.)
One set of Bremer-Tully shoit-wave
coils and coupler. (These are obtainable in England through the ilothermel Radio Corporation of Great

type, of any coneuient size over
a
microfarad. One nuicrofarad each is a
good value.
(Telegraph Condenser
Co., Ltd.)
Two brackets

Britain, Ltd.)

front ebonite
panel. (" Magnum "-Burne-Jones &
Co., Ltd.)
Two bases for fixed resistances, and
suitable plug-in fixed resistances for,

Two valve sockets. Board mounting
type. (Peto-Scott Co., Ltd.)

-

One fixed eoudenser, with clips for
.gridleak, .00O3. (Telegraph Condenser
Co., Ltd.)

The set is not at all critical in egard to valves, but I have found the
best results obtainable with a. highinpedance valve, of the type designed
for resistance-capacity coupling, as ilie
detector, and what is commonly called
a small power valve foi' the note magmifler.
For the detector valves, a
D.F.A.4 (Mullard), a D.E.5b (Marconi
and Osrain), or a C.T.25b (Clear.tron)
will, any of them, give first-class results. Foi' the second, a D.F.A.1,
D.E.5 oi' C.T.25 of the three makers
just named will give equally good l'esalts. For high-tension 20 or 30 volts
will generally prove sufficient foi' the
detector valve (H.T + 1), and for th
note magnifier 60 or 70 volts will he
sufficient (HT. + 2). For the benefit
of readers who are just starting experiinental work in making sets, it
should be said that the HT. negative
socket of the battery is connected to
HT. negative terminal, by means of
a lead and a *ander plug. H.T. + lis
connected by n lead to a wander plug
which can be plugged in at suitable
tapping between 20 and 30 volts (you
will find this best by experiment),
while HT. + 2 is joined by a similar
lead to a wander plug in the same battery at, say, 72 volts. A grid bias
battery tapped at each cell should be
used. 3 to 4 volts will give satisfac-

tory results.

for

.

Operation

It isbest

to practise on the largest
of the four coils if you are not used to
handling a short-wav rceiver. The
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A New

largest f these eoils tunes from approximately 100 to O0 metres, and
between these ranges you will hear
large number of Morse stations. Ping
in the largest coil, set the coup]ing coil at about 45 degrees to
the plug-in coil, plug the two 4-ohm
resistances in the two sockets shown,
set the right-hand or reaction condensei at zero and the left-hand condensei at zero also; connect up the

-

L

Field to Explore!

to a right angle as possible without weakening
signals
unduly.
'l'his means loosening the
coupling.
If you are able to read
Morse oit will be able to identify the
call-signs, but if you do not understand the code yoi.i will probably piefer to search until you hear amateur
telephony. When -Jicariug telephony
the set should bo adjusted just below
the oscillating póint, or you will get
coil as near

t

tli'

\.

.

Only a'few components are required.

batteries as indicated and pull out the

Both valu-s sliuld
is well, do not
trouble to connect aerial and earth,
but with the 'pilones on your head,
turn he reaction condenser slowly
Ii-orn zero onwards until you hear a
rushing noise which indicates that the
set is osciUating. Turn tile left-hand
tuning condenser to say lo degrees and
try the reaction again, repeating the
process every 10 degrees nil the way
-round the scale from zero to the
highest readiiig. If all is well, the set
should pass smoothly into ocìliation
at any reading of the left-hand eonçlenser when the right-hand condenser
is turned slowly from a lower to a
higher reiiding.
on-aiid-oil switch.
now light.

If all

(JON'STRUCTOR

such distortion that the speech afid
music will be unrecognisabie.

American Telephony
Haviug satisfied yourself that you
Can control and listen to signls on the
biggest of the four coils, take the third
-

coil which tuiies approximately from
O to 100 metres.
This is a very interesting eoil and on this you will
hear large nunbers of amateur signals,
both Morse and telephony, and in,
addition you srili be ahle to hear
American broadcasting from th

tened for two hours without a break
to the programme from KDKA on
such a two-valve receiver, and did not
miss a single song, word, or talk dur-

ing that-time. Even after seventeen
years of anateur wireless reception I
could not help being thrilled by the
fascination of listening on such a
simple set to perfectly clear telephony
from over 3,000 miles away.
On the secoud coil which tunes
from about 25 to 50. metres you will
frequently hear telephony from the
American Broadcasting Station WGY
at Schenectady, the New York Statiu. This station broadcasts on about
38 or 40 metres, and comes in extremely well in this country. On the
shorter wavelength coils you will sometiijies lind that it is not possible to
make the set oscillate on certain readings.
Whefl you find such a point
ethei' pull out the particular clip-in
condenser you aie using at the
moment or else short-circuit it with a
pice of wire. Either method will
change the wavelength of the aerial
circuit, and will enable you to receive
on that portion of the wavelength
binid.

-

Amateur Transmitters
Of 'course, if you are able to rad
Moise you will be -able to find and
identify ,a whole host of stations. The
American amateurs generally work on
one of the following baids: 18 to 22
metres, 37-43 metres, 73-86 mti'es. In
this country 23, 45, 90-100 mcti-es and
1O-200 metres are widely used by ama-

teurs, and siibilar wavelengths are
used by most of tile Continental experimenteis.
As the reception of American and

CouinentaI amnteui-s is such an easy
matter, and there are so ninny hun-

C,
-

H

Preliminary Searching
Having become accustomed to this
reaction control, cpnnect the aerial
and earth, turn the left-hand tuning
condenser backwards and forwards
slowly, keeping the set just below the
oscillating point. You will probably
hear sundry Morse signals from amatour transmitting stations, some being
musical notes and others rough un
tuned notes. For reception of continuous wave signals, it will be necessary to take the reaction condenser
just pass the oscillating point, when
you will be able to settle on a convenient musical note for the particular
signal by adjustment of the tuning
condenser. The best continuous wave
signals are heard when the set is only
just oscillating, and in such circumstances you should turn the coupling

3..
/2 Fig. 2.-Only two controls are required, one for tuning and one for
reaçtion. A blueprint of this panel (No. C1055 (a)) may be obtained
under our free blueprint service. See page 960
KDKA Station on 63 metres.
This
station is generally audible froni about
half-past eleven at night onwards, and
frequently is so loud, when properly
tuned in, that you can hear it with
veral inchs from your
the 'phone
and lishead. On one occasion I

st

(ireds to be heard on any good night,
it would be vaste of space to publish
a list of the results on thi receiver.
It should be pointed out, however,
that KDKA and WGY, both American
Broadcasting Stations, have
received o doaens of occasions within

bn
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Australia on
the last two or three months, and in
fact on only one night have I failed to
hear KDKA when I listened for it
with this set In order to compare the
results obtained at my home with
those obtained elsewhere I lent the
set to Mr. L. H. Thomas (GQB), and
some of his results are giren beloiv.
Notice that he received no less than
six or seven Australian amateurs'

wO

Valves-continued

transmissions before breakfast one
morning, in broad daylight (eight
o'clock iii the morning here corresponds with six o'clock in the evening in Eastern Australia).
An Indoor Aerial
As I have indicated above, even if
you have no knowledge whatever of
the Morse code, the set is worth build-

ing for the reception of American
broadcast telephony. If conditions re
good you will even be able to hear
KI)KA and WGY ôn a small indoor
aerial.
On one occasion I heard KDKA
with a two-valve short wave receiver,
not so good as that being described,
on but ten feet of wire, strung across
my laboratory.

SS

IJvlJ

I
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Fig. 3.-This diagram shows the wiring clearly. Blueprint No. C1055 (b) is available for those who prefer it.
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2345 inetres. Various Brazilian
stations - and numerous Europeans,
between 2130 and 2330 GMT. Between
0630 and 0830 various Australian statios were heard, one of them, A-3BD,

--',,

---

-

/

e

-

/

High impedance
valves of the quarter
ampere fype are used
in

i

which parts of England are best for
short-wave work, and whether the
signals are received equally well in
several parts of England, at the same

As soon as you get American broad-

casing on this receiver, please send

-

an Get

You

if

1I

-

thisreceiver.

-_

I

-

-

-

i

I

----

-

(

----

-

lward them, so that we can send th
results to the Broadcasting Stntion
in America. At the same time mention the kind of aerial you were using,
aud the weather, as well as the date.
fn this way we might he able to find

q

being received almost at loud-speaker

Stations Heard

13-2ö metres: Several comniercia]
stations were heard on this waveband, including LPZ (Buenos Aires)
and some of the Nauen stations.

strength.

metres: Chiefly British amastations on telephony, but
several Europeans using Morse be4.5-200

teur

tween 90 and 130 metres.
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By Capt. L. F. PLUGGE

L

____
A view of the

transmitting room at the Ryvang station.

}\ ,ffID-WINTER, one would say, is
choose for a
trip to the Northern countries
of Europe, but it must be remembered
that their climate is far more temperate than that of other countries in
similar latitudes, such as Canada,
owing to tite modifying influence of
the Gulf Stream. The winter cold is,
of course, severe, but it is a dry, crisp
and exliilnratinr one, and I did not
regret my undrtakiiig to pay a flying Christmas visit to Scandinavia, in
order to investigate at first hand the
conditions of broadcasting among our
friendly neighbours across the North
Sea.

IVI hardly the time to

Speed with Comfort
The journey r am about to describo
I have ften referred to as an interesting method of spend ing six
nights and five days to go from one
plat'form of Liverpool Street Station
to the other. In view of the short
time at my disposal such strenuous
travelling was necessary in order to
visit the five broadcasting stations
situated on my itinerary. One cannot
help marvelling at the wonderful network of transportation which is daily
at the disposal of the hurried travel1er. Although speed is the first consideration in such arrangements, the
comfort of the traveller is also studied
to a remarkable degree, and it was
these two factors which made it nossible for me to travel,4,000 miles in
3ose five days, passing through five
countries and traversing two sens.
I wished during the journey to devote my full attention to the position
of broadcasting in these countries, and
I realised that in addition to visiting
stations,
their
broadcasting
he

studios and transmitting gear, exchanging views with the station directors and radio journalists, and investigating the position of wireless trade
and legislation in. the countries traversed, it was necessary to listen under
the best possible conditions to the
actual transmissions from ail main and
relay stations.

Investigating Broadcast Activities
In order to do this a portable set vas

,ìndispensable, and I accordingly
travelled, as I usually do, acoinpanied
by my seven-valve supersonic heterodyne with frame aerial, all enclosed
when not in use in portable leather
cases. It was thus simple, whenever I
found myself with an idle moment to
spare, be it in hotel, ear, train or
boat, to tune in aimy particular station
in the vicinity, and under these most
favourable conditions to investigate
amid become familiar with the methods
and activities of the broadcasting
world through time ether channel.
Although Denmark, Norway and
Sweden are adjacent countries, and
are in the minds of many people
grouped together as existing under
similar conditions, as, indeed, they do
from many aspects, they are far from
being in the same position with regard
to broadcasting. For instance, whije
the art lias reached a high standard
of efficiency in Sweden, it is developing very slowly in Denmark.

Conditions in Denmark
During a most enjoyable and ifluminating chat with Mr. Axel Peterson, with whom I breakfasted soon
after my arrival in Copenhagen, I
gained some idea of the confusion that
wireless world " of
existed in the

Denmark. Here progress is being t'etarded by conflicting interests opposing one another in order to gain
for themselves the maximum amount
of aavantage from the new venture
before them. Mr. Petersen himself is
¿ne of th6 leading members of the
Committee of the Radio- Society of
Denmark, ihieh is called " Litterforeningen," and he and his society
advocate the establishment of a
private broadcasting organisation like
the British Broadcasting Company to
take over the whole transmitting
service, as is the arrangement in
England. Listeners, he told me, are
somewhat dissatisfied with what has
already been done under direct
Government contro!.

Political Interests
On time other hand, the various
political parties wish to retain every
possible hold on such a great national
asset as a broadcasting service undoubtedly is, both for propaganda
purposes abroad and also as a means
of moulding public opinion and taste
in the homeland. All this contention
of rival interests has probably harmed
the broadcasting position in Denmark.
Until recently, therefore, Denmark
was at the level reached by other
countries one or two years back.
This was greatly to be deplored,
especially as Denmark made a very
promising start in the radio field.
Denmark was, for instance, the first
country to establish two-way commnunidation for the use of passengers between coasting steamers and the mainland. It is pleasing to noto how Denmark has now gone ahead in its
broadcasting activities, and is daily
becoming in this field a more worthy'
rival to its sister country of Sweden.
Danish listeners owe much to the

¼
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activities of the Copenhagen Station
Director, Mr. Olesen, viìo is also the
distinguished editor of the wireless
jeurnal, Radio UqeLl?.evuc.

Copenhagen Programmes
Mî short visit to Copenhagen proved
extremely interesting, as, in addition

to enjoying such iuterestiii g conversations with wireless aijiateurs of the
country, I was able to visit both the
broadcasting stations which aro at pi-ekent working there. Yoik's Passage,
as the older of the two is called, is
situated in the centre of the town,
hnd has been working since 1924,
having previously been erected by
Danish amateurs nid radio traders,
though it was soon taken over by the
State.
The progralismes given f rom
this station are very good, and transmIssions leave little to be desired. It
is interesting to find that the arrangement of tif e programmes includo regular lessons in English, and that these
are given by a Scotsman who has been
resident in Copenhagen for some eight
years.
I proceeded in the afternoon by car
through the snow to Ryvang, where I
found another model broad.casti iig statiwi, the installation anji gear in this
grent military station being perfect in
every respect. Rvvang has become a
broadcasting station in the ordinary
dense of the terni only in order to keep
the geai iii use and to provide training for the soldiers.
Jt br6adcasts
only outside concerts sad relays, but
its transmissions are excellent in
quality, and can easily he heard witheilt interference from York's Passage
owing fo the wide difference in wavelength, Ryvang using the long wave of
3,160 metres, while that used by York's
Passage is 347.5 nitres.
A New Station
Commander - Engineer
Thomsen.
Cowinanding Oflicer of the Ryvang
taLiomi, kindly received me and gave
nie much interesting information as to
the ))reSent. position and probable
fu trqe of broadcasting in Den mark.
it ,is likely that a large high-power
mt.ntiou will shortly be erected, proba 1y at Aarhus, which is a central
pI)iimt
for the whole country of

sions. The other half goes to a private
company for iioviding the programmes
called " Radiotjanst." This plan has
muny acleniitages. The Government is
-iv n position to ensure a highly
ellicient staft of operators, and the
best anti most reliable transmitting
gear obtaiflable, while " Radiotjnst,
which is iiaturally composed of men
anxious to please .the -public, ensures
excellent programmes and secures f ronuent novel and intcrestiiìc outside

Swedish Efficiency.
It. is well known,%f courso that the
Swedish broadcasting service has
reached a very high standard of
efficiency, and is, in fact, in the
opinion of many, second to none in the
world, jiot even our own, of which we
are justly proud.
My risit to the
Stockhohiì station was rendered doubly
interesting by tim courtesy of Mr: Nils

Holuu}x'rg. Director f the station. vho
is one of time most unportant figures in
the broadcasting worid o Sweden, as
he is also director of programmes to
the whole Swedish servkce. He told
me the absorbing sthry of the wonderful progress of broc eastng in sweden

rodcasts.

.

The Steklmolm station is the only
Swedish station situated in the centre
of the city, all the others having been
erected about three miles away from
th town to which they belong in order

e

Peu mnauk.
I was very interested to discover,

bntb when listening in at odd moments
while iii Copenhagen and also when
ou board th
boat in which I crossed
th Sweden, that Mahnö, though a
Swedish station, is quito the best station to listen to even in Denmark, and
was disappointed not to be able n
this occasinn, owing to Jack of timé,
to visit it.
Arrived in Stockholm,
boweer. I found ample occupation for
every minute of my time ineploring
the posiwui of broadcasting there, and
LiI many very interesting opportun.ties of comparing it with the state of
things' in he country I had just .ief.

Mr. N. Holmberg, the programme director of the "Radiotjanst."
since' its inauguration some two years
ago, amid put »so quite aa -fait with
the conditions as they are at present.
The Licence Question

Liceìces in Sweden aro Ievid on
every listener, as in tbi country.
Half of the money thus paid goes to
the Post Offic, which is respousiblo
for the engineering,
teetrical and
gemmerai tnchnical side of the transmis-S

to enable listeners in the town to tune
in distant stations. I noted during
my brief isit to the Stockholm station
several details of airamugemnents which
give it an individuality of its own.
For instance, the beginning of. each
tran.smissiou is indicated, not by a
tuning note, as we understand it, but
by the playing of certain Swedish folk
tummes on a piano, so that Swedish
listeners to whom all those uatiønal

-
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tunes are familiar can imrnediatly
recognise their own station. The
switching on of a double bell during
intervals in the programme is a useful
device to prevent a gap in the trails-

of transmission between programmes
from a i-nain station and those relayed
by land line. They are both received

with equal purity and strength.
The Swedish nation have always

to hear on several occasions excellent
retrafisinissions from Swedish stations
of some of the best items of foreign
programmes. These are primarily received at a Government station
.situated at Kungsliacka, and sent by
land line to the other stations. The
ecellence of this relay provides an
added pleasure for the enthusiastic
listener. British transmissions in par
ticular are regularly relayed in this
manner, and are much appreciated by
the Swedish amateur.
Journalism in Sweden

well-known Swedish baritone, Mr. Gunnar Gr;ju. At the piano
Mr. V. Broman, musical director of the "Radloijanst."
from earliest times been renouned for
mission, and thus facilitate accurate
enterprise, progress, and a vital intuning in during intervals.
terest in the world around them and
An Interesting Arrangement
in countries outske their own. This
is exemplified iii broadcasting as in
An interesting and highly successful
other forms of expression of the
method. of increasing the number of
national life. I was very interested
relay stations in operation in Sweden
might with advantage be followed in
other countries also. The citizens of
any town who are sufficiently enthusiastic to do so are encouraged to pay
for the installation of a relay station.
Their responsibility ceases once the
A

After carrying out my extremely full
and varied programme during my one
day in Stockholm, having gained many
varied impressions and made many interesting discoveries, I departed on
the night train for Gotlicnburg the
sanie evening, arriving in this most
important of Swedish provincial cities
just as the dawn was breaking over
the snowy landscape. The cóId dry air
was sufficiently invigorating to make
breakfast a welcome prospect, doubly
so as, while enjoying it, I was able to
talk radio " with the leading wireless journalist of the city, Mr. Arvid
Palnigren, the editor of the best technical radio journal of the country,
Radio Amatoren. Mr. Palmgren told
me that, although man listeners in
Sweden prefer to buy their receiving
sets, the proportion of those who
prefer to make their own is very large,
and the sale of technical periodicals
such as his is very considerable.
The Gothenburg Staon
The broadcasting station at Gothen- burg, which I was able to visit later

station is working-" Radiotjanst ''
immediately takes over the programmes side of the enterprise, while
the Post Office becomes responsible for
the technical and engineering section
of the new station. The station at the
same time never ceases to reina in the
property of the purchasers, although
all further expenses are met by the
licence fees levied on listeners.
So successful has this plan jroved
that today Sweden lias; in addition
to her five maui stations, Stockholm,
Gothenburg, Malmö, Sundsva Il and
Boden, some twenty relay stations connected by land line to one of the
various main stations.

Excellent Quality
That the proportion of listeners in
Sweden works out at about a quarter
of the total population. of the whole
country is a clear proof of the excellenco of both programmes and transmission. I discovered that it is often
impossible to distinguish by the quality

-

..

The control room of the Yorks Passage station, Copenhagen.
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eighty years ago to discover chloroform.
Genius, too, helped James Watt to read the
lesson of the steam engine in the escaping
steam from his mother's kettle. Assuredry it
was genius that caused Montgolfier to
visualise' in the floating remnants of a burnt
ing paper bag the world's first balloon-the,
preludë to man's conquest of th air.
And ònce agaIn a touch of genius has been
responsible for an entirely newrnthod of
valve construction that bids fair produce
results which, but a year ag would have
been considered impossible;.
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sume as nìifhcurrentas a lie'ote'valve
set usiug' a single bright emitter.
As,can bt.. imagined, the filament used in
this new Cossor is 'no ordinary fliamént,
.Owino its exceptional length and its kieú.ç
tifIc method of preparation a great latitude in
working voltages is permitted.. Satisfactory
results are obtainable at a voltage a low as
V2, so that the valve can, if rquir&, bz used
with dry cells. Further, its opera u tern.
perature is lower than that of any other
valve on the market. And everyone knows
that kw temperature mns long life.
/
The Cossor system of Co-adal Mountin
has nov fiia&ly abolished the last bug-bear
of deu -.' ..ter valves-microphonic noises.
Individual movement of either the grid or
the anode in the Cossor Point' One' is
utterly IE.?'ossible. The seonite insulator
holds 'th
both in a -vice-like grip .whiçh
defies the hardest sh6ck.
With its bandsome pipless glass 'bulb, its
re4'signed IovJ loss mouldeci base,. and its
'ìew psitive contact pini the introduction of
these pew valves represents one of the most
ira portant events in the progress of the Valve.
See your Dealer about them to-day--we can
promise you ñew delights in radio reception.
A greater economy, imnïoved sensitivity, a
wonderful richness of tone, with a length of
life and uniformity of performance which
will positively astonish you.
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USING THE MAINS FOR

AN EASILY MADE FRAME

AND

AERIAL

H.T.

in the morning, is, like the other
Swedish stations, a model of efficient
construction and working. The wellappointed studio is, for the convenience
of the artistes, in the centre of the
town, but the transmitting gear, which
I was also able to inspect, is installed
in a compact concrete building situated
some two or three miles out of the
city, open to the winds of heaven on

LT.

SIR,-I have read with interest the
article in the July issue of TRE WIRELsss Cosmijciois on the subject of the
possible sources of H.T. supply. The
writer of this article, in discussing the
use of direct current mains of higher
voltage than required for the H.T.
supply te the receiver, mentions the

TT

is .of ten necessary to construct a
frame aerial hurriedly to enable
certain tests to be carried out,
and the method indicated below has
proved very satisfactory and has the
advantage of cheapness combined
with simplicity.
The material re-

Jj

quird
two

is an

dowel

ordinary wooden hoop,
about 2 ft.

rods each

WINDING

01

T»R/NC

'r
,.1

':

i(QEW

Hoop

ßrnorn&\

Hoop"

Ii.D0cL

-

I

'IbDD HASE

The construction can readily be seen

from these details.

long and i-in. diameter, some string,
aíid a quantity of insulated wir@.

-

The

the high plateau which extends for
miles in this direction.
The station is tinder the direction

of Doctor Babe, a distinuished personality in the city, and is considered
by sorne to be the best provincial station in Sweden. It is perhaps unique
in having created a special department
to deal with the broadcasting of
scientific and literary lectures, which
aro greatly appreciated, by listeners in

the district.
A

Simple

artistes' waiting room at the York's Passage station.

Reluctant

Farewell

I was reluctantly obliged, to leave
Gothenburg in the afternoon, after a
most interesting visit, and proceed to
Copenhageii on my way to Berlin,
which I was due to visit before my
return to England. I departed in the
hope of revisiting Scandinavia at sorno
future date, in summer weather, when
during the long hours of summer daylight I niiglit renew my acquaintance
with the many delightful people and
interesting places I had seen on my
In the delightful
winter visit.
summer climate for which these countries are famous, I am looking forward
to a revisit to Scandina%ia, still
accompanied, of course, by inytrustworthy friend, my " Super-het."

potentiometer method of obtaining any
desired voltage up to maximum possible and describes this as being
l,\Tjthi this view I am
uneconomical.
in agreement, but I think that it will
possibly be of interest to you and to
your readers if I give you a few details
of a system of using the D.C. mains
which
I reckon to be quite
economical.
Briefly the system consists in placing
a group of lamps of suitable resistance
in series with tite valve filaments,
which are themselves in series.
In
this way the consumption of current
by the valves is kept low. The H.T.
supply is obtained by'taking tappings
as required between the lamps, utilising the voltage drop across the lamp
filaments to obtain the necessary H.T.
voltages for the valve anodes.
The
current taken for the H.T. supply is
of course small, and the whole system
cnnot, I think, be considered wasteful. The mains in ruy ease are 220
volts D.C., so that I liare an ample
H.P. voltage for any purpose.
Wishing Tris WIRELESS CONSTRtCTOR every success, I am,
Yours faithfully,

JAs

C. ANnERsoN

Construction

The whole of the construction of
this frame aerial may be carried out
the space of half-an-hour. 'First
cut off eight pieces of dowel rod, each
111

piece being 6 in. long.

Tie these to

the iroodeit hoop as shown in the diagram, and then wind the wire on the
cross-pieces, evenly spacing the turns.
By equipping the beginning and end
of the winding thus macle with suitable leads and securing the hoop itself
to a small wooden base, the aerial is
ready for the test purposes. A suit..
able method for securing the hoop is
to pass a wood screw through a hole
drilled in the hoop and into the base
piece. This enables the aerial to be
turned as desired if the' screw fit is
not a tight one.
A frame aerial of this type was
made by the writer and was found to
give extremely satisfactory results.

ALL EUROPE ON A
FRAME AERIAL
See this month's Modern Wireless
NOW ON SALE PRICE U/

Nottingham.
898
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¶Jhe World's

Wireless

Pro9rammes

I

in jour

-

owrtHon'te
"WORLD RADIO is the only journal winch tells listeners a week
in advance about Dominion and Foreign programmes.
it brings. the
outside world 's broadcasting to Britain and keeps listeners abreast
of the times with interesting and up-to-date information -about
international broadcasting. Another outstanding feature of this
companion paper to "Radio Times "is an accurate table of stations
abroad, in the order of wave lengths, which makes It the essential
paper for the enthusiastic listener.
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Rfesca RegeneraUve Aerla I
Tuner is a specially designed
form of Tapped Aerial Call Incorporating Aerial Reaction in a
self-contained Unit.
Reaction is effected by means of a rotor
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revolving in a separately wound section
of the Aerial Coil, thereby effecting
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Complete
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J.B. low loss Twin Condenser for the " Elstree Six
.0005 mId. 21/- each; £4 for the set of four.

"

-
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Prtce 35/. each
Ask yojir Wireless Dealer
or Electrician for

EFESCA
COMPONENrS

(

Write for

Catalogas

559/4

No.

describing and illustrating

EFESC4 COMPONENTS
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t,

perfect

Only the
-

Condenser passes' the

(L

strenuous T.C.C. tests

'"

/OUR fixed condenser

one of the most
J
vital components in
is

your set; yet you buy
it on faith. For without an eliaborate test you
cannot tell whether it is
f u n o tioning
correctly. Experts say that
the majority
of faults in
home
built
receivers a r e
o
traceable
the use, of inferior and badly insulated
-

condensers. It is false
economy to buy an unknown condenser, for
although y o u s a y e
perhaps a few
pence in tle
first place, it
i

'August, 1926

(uave chosen a cornponent that because of
the strenuous a n d
elaborate tests through
which it has passed, caz
be indefinitely relied
upon to be not only

breakdown.

-

-

proof but to
have an almost

-

negligible

Fiere
-

Mansbrdge,
Mansbridge,

rnfds.

2

Can

know.

costly
more
when breakdown occurs.
Only by proConducing
densers whuh
give absolute
satisfaction can T.C.C.
hold their good name.
When yoù buy a T.C.C.
Condenser you know that
Mansbridge,
Mansbrtdge,
Manabridge,

b y
who

mid.
mfd.
4 mid.
25 mid.
z

-

-

is

4/8
3/10
3/4
3/2

3'

you afford to
overlook this
Condenser
renowned for

Are tot.ally enclosed in mouldecl Bakelite
eases giving great mechanical strength,

'two

without impairing their ecicney.
The coils have been so constructed that
the centres are always in alignment when
or more are used, théreby. securing
maximum results from their nugnetie Seid.
Ail connections arc soldered, so as to give constant
electrical continuity throughout.
A loose plug is provided so that the winding of the
coils can be reversed if so desired.
Prices -25, 55, 40, 2/6 each; o, Co, 3f.. each; 75, zoo
xo, 3/6 each; 175, 200, 4- each; 250, 300, 4/6 each.
,-
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FINSTON MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,
45, HORSEFERRY ROAD, WESTMINSTER, LONDON, S.W..
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testimony to the
circuit
experts

SUPER COiLS'
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_
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.

eventually bemuch
comes

-

(o

\j

percentage of
error. L o o k
through t h e
files of any
of the technical Wireless papers and
you'll find repeated

quabty of the T.C.C.
-its specification in
circuit after
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,=-i
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II

i

NO,V hEADY
THE FORMO COMPANY

1-

I

Crown Works. Crick!ewood, N.W2

-

10/6

accuracy
its
and dependaf o r
bility
one of doubtful origin and still more
doubtful qualities. Do
as the experts do-
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-

ï

Mansbridge,

ÇLÄZITE
¿J

r

nild.

Mansbridgeo9toox

216

-

24

009 to oo5 2/Mica, 004 to nor - - 2/4
Mica, 0009 to 000z - 2/4
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¿'forget to use

specify T.C.C.

the range:

RADIO COMPONENTS
OF ADVANCED DESIGN

BRITISH MADE REGO.
COLOURED CONNECTING WIRE
[REDYELLOWBWE BLACK

W}-IITE

and GREENJ

T.Kriefordescrir,/jpe leaflet to

TheLONDON ELECTRIC WIRE C0 &SMITFLSI'
,

P1ajhoûseYard. Golden Lane. London.ECJ.
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/or oz'er
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British

ABSOLUTELY
NON-MICROPHON1C!

'

At last the perfect valve holder
The Etherplus + "Antivibro"
Valve Holder has low capacity legs
in a soft rubber base, which in turn
is mounted on four phosphor bronze
springs inside a high quality
moulding.
I

T.C.C.

-

Condensers

-

(Mica and Mansbridge)
Manufactured only by;

L
900

Price 2/6
From

dealers or

from

EIUERP_LU$

Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd.,
Wales Farm Road, N. Acton, W. 3.
GiI6,

.

ENURE.TN
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CHANGE Y RCOIL
:.AND CHANGE

1

YOUR

RCULT

Jank
ters ÂE, E, G, C; A, TO, T and OUF
are those marked upon the coil-holder
(seen in the photographs), secured to
the baseboard, whito the dotted lines
show how the actuai coil unit cornpletes the connections, when pued
into position,

1rHE attractive proprties possessed

by the Reinartz circuit are too
JL
well known to comment up.rn,
ana it is a modified version of this

circuit which is primarily used in th

receiver to be described.
The chief
merit in the present case is that by
the use of special coils it is possible
to change the circuit of the set, from
a modified Reinartz arrangement for
reception upon the ordinary hroa(least
band of wavelengths, to a directcoupled aerial
circuit, .enploing
straightforward variable mugnetic reaction for reception upon the 1oiigr
wavelengths.
in order that this change may be
made, all that is actually required is to
change the plug-in coil; no switches or
jacks are involved, the change-over of
connections
being
automatically
brought about by the arrangeaient of
tl plug-in-coil unit.

X+d/ee ,w
Constructional Design
As to the construction of t'he set,

the upright panel and baseboard
arrangement has been adopted, a
in this particular case the wiring re
quireinents are greatly simplified by
so doing.

___.uui

/

-

R2

AERIAL

Fig. 2.- The

]

82

c

u

L2TÇR

T

The Circuits Used
An examination of the Fig. i circuit will show that the at-raisgeinent
in the, first case greatly resembles,

________I

t

<[Bl
L

jLI

R-F.C.

r-.

__

i,,.

L4

R22/lE1

RTH

.

following these connections it
found that the result is to
produce the circuit of Fig. i, the
various reference letters of the symbols bein the sanie in both cases.
B.-y

12F

will be

The Change-Over
L,'

In the case of long-wave reception
the - circuit used is that of Fig. 3,
while the connections brought about
by the plugging in of the Jeng-wave
coil are

'c3

-j

as shown in Fig. 4. The
connections within the set and made
to the coil-holder, of course, remain
-the same, while those of the coil unit
itself are as indicated.
The variable
coupling between Li
.
and L2 is given by a knob attached
to the top of the coil unit, the re,actiou coil being contained within
the casing of the unit.

2S
--

F.g, I. -This, arrangement of tie
receiver resem bies the Reznartz circuit.
as stated above, the Reinarta circuit, while Fig. 2 shows the Go.wiec-'
tions of the actual receiver. The let-

-

-

'

901

Looking at the receiver from. tue,
front tite only components mounted
thereon are the grid tuning condenser
(lef4, the filawen.t rheostat and the
reaétion condenser (right). For reasons of easy operation "slow motion "

variable cosìdeiise.rs are used, while
easy access to the terminals is given
by these being also fitted to the front
of the panel.
The coil unit, valve, and so cn
all coutained within the cabinet, which
should, of conrse, b fitted with a
hinged top to allow the interior of the
set to be quickly nttended io when it
is desired to chantre tise coil.

Wavelength Range
The flexibility el this receiver is
such that not only may reception be
made upon the broadcasting wavesband and upon the long waveJegbha,
.

-

.

-

-

f

-
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"Change Your

Coil

T

-

Fig. 3.-The receiver is shown here as
arranged for reception on the longer
waves,

and Change

Your Circuit"-continued
One cabinet to panel dimensions,
and baseboard (" Oamco ").
Two variable " slow motion " condensers, .0005 and £0025 (Radio

duplicate the set in every detail, though
it will, of course, be understood that
other suitable makes may be found
in the advertisement. pages of this
journal.
In so far as the values are concerned it 'is not recommended that
these be departed from, for, n order
that the most suitable values may be
decided upon a considerable amount of
experimental work has Ucen gone
through in all cases of receiver design, and if this effort on the part of
an author is to be ignored, then the
defaulting reader has only li,nself to
blame if the set does not cover the
desired wavelength range, or deelops
some other undesirable feature:One ebonite panel measuring 14 in.
in. (" Paragon "),
by 7 in. by

Instruments, Ltd.).
One gridlenk and condenser, two

.0003
respectively
megohms
and
(Dubilier Condenser Co., Ltd.).
One fixed condenser, .0003 (Watmel
Wireless, Ltd.).
Eight terminals.
One filament resistance, 30 ohms
(" Kay-Ray ").
One valve holder (" Etherplus ").
One, coil-holder, board mountingtype (Beard & Fitch).
Set of special plug-in coils and hase
(Beard & Fitch).
Two right-tingle brackets (" Magfilm

-

f

I

t

-

plug-in coil is used
as the radio-frequency
choke.

A
-.

2

/
--H

r-

H

-

-,.

-

.

I

.:

/

.

'I-

=
------=---

-

-

-.---.

but by changing the coil unit to one
containing fewer turns, then reception
may be mäde upon the relatively short
waves.
/
These coil units are of commercial
manufacture, and are of three sizes,
namely, sizes suitable for
eception
upon relative short waves, the broadcast band and long waves; the coilholder is common to all three, yet each
coil makes a complete receiver capable of receiving over a definito wave-

ngth range.

Components and Materials
Those readers wh desire to build a
receiver of this type should firstof all
collect the following naterinl and
It will ',e fornid that
com')nents.
followi.'g upon the names of these, the
names or trade rnaks of the manufacturera are also given. The purpose
of giving thi3 information is merely
to assist those readers who wish tj

T

1c4'j
-

I.
--í
r

R-F.C.=

A

ci

Fig. 4.-The method of
crran ging the receiver
for the circuit of Fig. ,3
is

'L

__

4_

AERIAL

shown here.

_

T

LJ.ARTU

I_
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"Change. Your Coil and Change Your Circuit'-con1inued
Quantity No. 16 "Glazite " connecting wire.
Packet Radib Press' panel transfers.
One No. 300 plug-in coil (to serve
as a radio choke).

3"

exercised when wiring up -the coil
holder, anti for the guidance of
readers the following procedure sháuld

adopted:-

be

The

3J-

34

N

first connection to be made

Testing

TUJ4NC

REACTION

L.T+

R,'

EARTH_--

7"

e-;'

-

--

¿ii:
Fig.

.TI*Oá.
5.-The tuning controls are placed in positions

which make

for ease of handling. (Blueprint No. C1056A).

Mounting the Components
The drilling and preparing of the

-

panel for mounting the components is
so simple that this work does not require any further information than
When this
that given in Fig. 5.
has been done the baseboard and panel
are secured together in the ordinary
way by means of the brackets, wherebe
upon
the components may
mounted.
Regarding those to be secured to
the baseboard the layout indicated in.
the photographs and wiring diagram,
Fig. 6, should be followed as near as
possible.

An Important

¿

»

the Set

The operation of wiring up should
present no difficulty, as there is plenty

allowed between the components for even a large soldering iron
to be used. Care should; however, be
of room

j,

Receiver

1.

or off.

should be that between "OUT " of the
coil holder and one of the telephone
terminals, and one side -of the .0003
fixed condenser; this should be f o!lowed by connecting "G" to one sido
of the grid-leak and condenser.
The remaining connections should be
made in the followiñg order:-" E"

-

Operating and Adjusting
If these preliminary tests have

p'roved satisfactory, connect the L.?.
across its proper terminals, and about
45 volts across the HT. terminals,
still keeping the special plug-in coil

Ç

'S.

Detail

Before fixing the coil-holder to the
baseboard by means of the three screws
provided for the purpose, it is advisable to first solder short lengths of soft
tiune4 copper wire to the tags, as
should this not be done it will be
found rather difficult to make the re..
quired connections to the remainder
of the components involved, there being
little room between the baseboard and
the under-side of the holder when the
latter is screwed down.
In the receiver as illustrated these
connections were simplified by first
soldering about 2 in. of No. 22 wire
to each of the tags before, screwing the
bolder in position and arranging
these wires so that they projected
beyond the ebonite base, any surplus
of.wire being subsequently cut off.
Wiring

j

f

their appropriate trrninals, when by
lowIy turning the filament resistance
the valve should light up, its brilliance
being controlled by the position of the
arm of the rheostat.
Having, satif1ed oneself upon this
point, disconnect the L.T. supply, and
connect it across HT. negative and
H.T. positive terminals, noting thati
the valve does not light irrespective of
whether the filament resistance be on

11.7+

el

the

When the wiring ha been completed
and carefully checked against the
wiring diagram s published, insert the
coil suitable for the broadcasting band
of wavelengths in its holder, itisert an
ordinary No. 300 plug-in coil in the
ordinary coil holder,' turn the filament
resistance to its " off " position, and
insert a valve in the holder. Connect
the telephonès and LT. battery to

3'2"
LT-

AERIAL

The remaining connections are perfectly straightforward, and may be
clearly uiderstood from the wiring
diagram.

(Ji)
-

Lff
.4

-

-

g'

-

-

T

S

The wiring is very simple in character.
to.L.T. positive,
" to the aerial
in position as before; no aerial or
terminal, " A " to the anode leg of the
earth being connected, however. Set
valve holder, " C" to the fixed vanes
the grid tuning condenser (C1) to some
of the .00025 variable condenser,
'nominal value, and set the reaction
"TC" t the moving vanes of the condenser (C.,) to its zero reading,
.00025 variable condenser, and one side
whereupon the v.alve may be lit to
of the coil socket which will eventually
suitable degree of brilliance and the
hold the radio fre9nency choke, and
reaction condenser slowly turned so
the other side of this.socket to T."
that its reading is increased.
.
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The only HT.

Accumulator

built on the
principles of

theexpanding

-

z-

BoDkcase

h

The Unit

r

-

gis

-.

/

Each unit consists of 10
cells making a total of 20 volts.
Each individual cell can be
tapped-thus ensuring extreme
fiexibaity of voltage control. A
stout oak fraineuork protects
the cells against damage.

Put some "

" int
your Wire1es Set.

IF

your Receiving Set seems to have lost voltage fall if it is used wits a big multivalve Set.
some of ita1- vitality-if it is not so responsive b weak signals as it used to be
Wireless enthusiasts all over the country
are discarding their H,T. dry Batteries and
foreign stations are more difficult to
changing over to the wonderful new
pick up-if the local station has fallen off in
And imOldham H,T. Accumulator.
quality and volume-if cracklings and sizzmediately they are obtaining an amazing
lings are the usual accompaniment to every
in reception.
The Loud
programme-then suspect our old friend improvement
takes on a new standard of tonal
the H.T. Dry Battery. In all probability heSpeaker
purity-stations which couldn't be heard at
is the offender.
A plentiful supply of
all are received at full strength, cracklings
H.T. current is necessary to obtain the and noises entirely disaoDear. This wonbest results.
The average H.T. dry
derful change is entirely due to the unflucbattery will lose voltage steadily even
tuating flow of H.T. current which
if unused. How rapfdly then will its only an Oldham Accumulator can give.

-if
40 Volts

-

For 40 volts twounits are required
clamped side by side and mounted
on a handsome salid oak base.
Far 60 volts as in large illustratian above three units would be
required.

-

wasting moñey on Dry Batteries
-Stop
invest
Old ham H.T. Accumulator instead
in

an

You waste money every time you buy a -inontha without the. risk of sulphaDry Battery because it can never be re- tion.
charged. And when you buy it you don't
Only Oldham has the expanding Unit idea.
know how long it has been in stock. A
You can buy your units just as you require
dry battery starts working the moment it is
them and add to your voltage with the
made. Not so an Oldham H.T. Accumuminimum of expense. Look at the cornchoose
lator. When you
an Oldham you
pactness and convenience of the Odharn
buy wisely-you get long service. An
H.T. Accumulator shown, above. Note its
Oldhani will last for years. lt can be reextreme portability and workmanlike
charged for a shilling or two again and
appearance. Observe its stout glass cellsagain. It will save its
each one is instantly
cost very quickly. But
- available for examination
if you want the best
and its thick
buckleproof plates.
results be sure it is an
Oldham for only Old- 40 volts Li 134 6OvoltsL2 100
Then go to your Dealer
and ask him to show
ham has the Special
8o volts £3 6 8 ioo volts £4 3 4
Activatidn Processit to you we are conI2ovoltsL5 ° o
fident you'll never use
the method which enComplete with lid and handles.
sures a plate holding its
another H.T. Dry
extra
required.
base
3/6
if
charg e for several Solid oak
Battery.

30 Volts
Two tiers of two units each are
required. The same base and lid
are used as for 40volts.

Cd. per vol

-

-

loo Volts
Two hers are used-the

Spotlal Activation

O4'

.

Proce3s Batteiies

bottom

one containing 3 units and the
upper one
ntaining only tun,
units with clank ,end pieces to
separate them. For 120 volts the
end pieces are removed and a
complete unit is .substituted,

-

-

Oldham & Son, Ltd,
Denton, Manchester.

London: Haztitt. House.
____________________
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-

and Change Your Circüit"-continued

Coil

-

Self-Oscillati;n Details

-

Proceeding in this manner will soon
result in the set bursting into selfoscillation, and should this condition
come about by a loud " plop " in the
'phones, the value of the HT. voltage
hou1d be reduced until the "plop "
becomes only weak in strength, wher
upon reducing the filament current
will reduce tue " plop " still more until
a point is reached where the set will
not oscillate at all.
Adjust the filament current so that
the set will only just oscillate at all
settings of the O condenser (it should
be noted that as C is increased so
must the reading of
be increased
to keep the set in its most sensitive
condition), and connect the aerial and

F

-

-i--

T

-

-

'--

J
J

C3

-

-

earth.

S

The First Signals

r

It

may now be noticed that the receiver will not oscillate at all, where
upon the value of the HT. voltage
should be increased slightly until the
smooth control reaction previously ex(Continued on page 926.)

LZ-

f

f
--

-

-

e

-

-

-

-

The coils are kept well away from other components.

-

C1

AE4L.

-

0005

L.T

EARTH

-

3

-

-

Iii-L)

Fig. 6.

-

-

1

PHON(S
TOP

I
BASE6OARO:4477r3/j

-.

UNE OF ßA$E8Opj

(Ji:)

PANEL

j

\
o

-

The method of making
connection to the cojl
is guite clear from this

diagram.
(Blueprint No. C1056B).

P000.
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2
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-
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ON

THE

LOW-FREQUENCY SIDE
UNDERDOWN

By JOHTN

You can add a n?mber

of refinements to yaur set by -arranging to utilise

N last month's-article attention was
devotedcthieffy to rotary stud, and
multi-pole 2_way switches, so 'this
month. it is intendêd briefly to deal
with the apphoation of jacks, but before so doing a further use for a
3-pole 2-way switch, which I. have been
asked to give, will, be shown.

A

varying number of low-frequency stages.

transformer T, P,, this valve still receiving its correct high-tension supply, from HT.. + 1, and the loudspeaker- is brought into operation.

Plug and lack Switching
Plug and jack switching has come

observed are indicated in Figs. 2
and 3.
The circuit of Fig: 2 is that of a
4-valve receiver with two resistancecoupled noto magnifiers, it being
arrnged, by means of three jacks,
J,, J, and 1,, to listen on the detociliLIllllflu14

Further Application

Where it is desired fo employ tele
phones with two valves, for example,
for tuning purposes, or to listen on
the loud-speaker on the three, a very
convenient nrrangement is that of
Fig. 1. Here a 3-pole 2-way switch is
so wired that when working in the
upward position, that is, en two
valves, the last valve is extinguished
and the telephones are brought into
circuit. On placing the switch in the
3-valve position the H.T. connection
to the detector valve is made through
the primary winding of the LP.

The simple stud swi1c is
useful-on many occasions.
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into much greater vogue during the
lat few months than it had in the
earlier days of broadcasting, being
very 'convenient in use, and is generally quite simple to wire. Various
applications- and practical points to be

I

-

a

L.S

B:

u

tor valve, on three valves or on four
as desired. J, isa " closed-circuit "
jack, and its connections here aro
somewhat interesting, in that the'

anode resistance R6 is in series with
the telephones when tuning is accomplished when the last two valves are
out of circuit.
An Important Detail
This is a practical point which
should' be noted, siuce if it is arranged
by means of a double-circuit jack to
cut the resistance out of circuit, when
the telephone plug is withdrawn R,

will replace these, and consequently,
since the ohmic resistance f the telephones is small, a drop in the voltage
applied to the anode of the detecto
valvo V. will occur. If the set is care-fully adjusted to he working just below
the oscillating condition, this drop in
applied HT. voltage may be sufficient
to render it far from this sensitive
state, making readjustment of the
potentiometer or reaction settinj

necessary to bring up signal strength.

telephones or Loud-Speaker
J. is ,a "double-circuit jack, and

-

-

the. telephones are inserted
therein and V4 is switched off on its
filament resistance R , the se functions as a three-valve receiver.
J is a further douh1e-circiit jack
incorporated in the anode circuit o
the fourth valve, and is wired in ¿
somewhat interesting manner. With
no teleph>nes inserted, the 1oud.
speaker is in operation, whilst this
when

R1

R2

11
¿

VVV1

E

Fig.

S

1.-A three-pole change-over switch

is required in this circuit.
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Switching on the Low-Frequency Side-conünued

is thrown out of use on the insertion of telephones.

latter

/

Introducing Complications

Fig. 3 illustrates the tmployment of
rather more complicated types df

sitated thereby is somewhat complicated, and my own personal preference is for the employment of the
simpler types of jacks, the valves not
required being switched off on their
own filament resistances.

... -.
-

the wiring ver-v compIicaed. Although
there is less risk of introducing instability by incorporating some switching svsten on the L.F. sido, than on
the HF. side of a receiver, the fact
that unduly compltcated wiring may

-

k-

.

.

-

fr

cf_'L__+12 _ R 1v7
Fig. 2.-Jack switching is employed here to cat out the L.F. vaves when not required.

jacks, which are arranged to switch
the filaments as well as the anode drnuits of various valves. Jacks i and 2
are filament-control doúbk-circuit "
jacks, and
is a " filament-control
single-circuit " jack. The insertion of
a telephone or loud-speaker plug intó
lights arrd brings all throe valves
into use. Inserted into J,, the last
vals-e is extinguished and only two are
in circuit, whilst in J, V. and V are
J3

General Considerations
In deciding upon tho system of
switching to be employed-on the lowfrequeny side the beginner often experiences difficulty in making his
choice, but by considering the examples given both the advantages and
the limitations of the three types
dealt with should be fairly clear. Mv
cònsidered advice is always adopt the

lead to oscillation at Tow frequency
should not be overlooked.

!ÌnportEnt Points to Note
Where it is desired only to cut one
valve out of circuit, generally the
simplest type of switch to employ is
one of the rotary stud type, but here

A

stmple type of jack.

j

-

the valve not required will have to be
extinguished upon its own filament
resistance, unless a further stud switch
is incorporated. Generally, this type
of switch will not operate simultaneously in both anode and filament
circuits.
.

Switching the Filament

Fig.

3.-In

this arrangement the jacks also switch the hiaments on or off.

extinguished, and only the first valve
is employed,

The arrangement of Fig. 3 is a very
convenient one, but the wiring acces-

simplest possible system, and do not
allow the more spectacular arrangements to unduly prejudice you into
utilising s'vitcliing which will make

In cuses, therefore, where it is required both to cut a valve out of circuit and to cut off its filament supply
simultaneously, a 2-way switch f
multi-pole type is to be recommended.
Sucïi switches, in the writer's opinion,
are not suited for the work where
several valves yill be cut out of cirruit, one at a time, and it is here that
the plug and jack system makes its
appeal.

:
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SQUARE LAW

STRAIGHT LINE FREQUEN(Y CON
DENSER NOW READY! PICK OUT
WILL' TAKE
YOUR STATIONS ! !
We give a handsome Knob & Dial FREE
-

;-,
.
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.0003

-
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Supreme
true Strigbt LIue FrsTb
quency Condenser will

am-

,gIymprOve

ORMOND PRODUCTS.

SQUARE LAW LOW-LOSS. .0006 9/6 .0003,
FRICTION
S/S 11/6 each leu no veraier).
GEARED. .0006. 151- .0003, 14/6 .00025,
18/6. STRMORT LINE FREQOENC FRICGEARED.
.0005,
20/.
nON
.00035. 19/6.
FILAMENT RHEOSTATS DUAL. /6 6 obm,
or 30 ohms, 2/-. POTENTIOMETER. 400 ohms,
2/6. LS. SHROODED, labst model, 17/8.

right-meetbg all require-

;

el Now arid enprlonce
the joy o! quick. certarn
tumng. Post Sd. sel.

1

;

;

.

8/6

extra

1/- etc!!
.

r- moats Of lOW Io design.
Mount tbi real Straight SAne
Fequ.ucy Condeaer in your

8/1

vernier

Pot6d Sot
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTOR OF

dYebU
Electrically and meebaicaI1y

.

4.

with

Selectivity.

'

Pbn v*xabIe Condea,er ,
mpIy m,rvIloe v,duel lt
00000t be equailed m price or
quality,
.0003,
.0005, 4/11
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There is no leakage with a "Jotus"
Buoyancy Valve Holder on guard.
Immediate and lasting Connection
made when valve pins enter valve
sockets. The leg socket expands and
automatically locks.

Terminals

'

2/3

....

Absorb' shock, protecSs tier veelvea and
eliminates all m'ecrophonic eines.

1

J

SUNDRIES Inland Post, under 10/-, 3d., over 10/-, 6d. 'extra.
:

MAECONIPHONE.-A860 Sr0e,

40.000

24oJ

8-1>.

JunIor LP., 21/-.
nOme.,

Var Re,
8/6; TIF.

l
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I
.

.

.4.
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'1/3

35

19

50

1 5

23150'

:190'

2
200
300
3/6
i20023i), airmom,ted. 23. 1/0;
35. 1/6 00. 1/8; 73. 1/11;
130, 2/6; 200,
100. 2/3
2/11; 250, 2/3; 300, 3/6
400, 3/9.
(Star are cotre orneS ceri
2F

29

OOa

3'f

25'O

(P,tant

GRAM

highly recommended.)

CONDENSERS.-

MOUNTED
"ESSANCO"
COILS.-Mode Under BUrE.
dept Idcgnor. Potent No.
100245. No. 25. 35, 50, earS
2/-; 78. 2/0; 100, 5/-; 150.
3,-; 200,250, 300, çeeh 4/..
'IGRANIC-PACENT.
otentlo
meter,
2/ 6 or 30 ohme Ree.,
SB. (Jerk-

Vrole/0

.0003 and .0001.

,

eon Mro..), .%guare Law. .001.
9/6; .0000. 8/-; .0003. 7/-;
with vernier. 4.'- cade catre.
Geared, .0005, 15f-; .0003,
15/-; Low I.o,e. 10/8, 9/-,

HOLDERS.-BENJA8/0; Lotuo, 2/3; wIth
trrn,inelo. 2/6. Sterling Non.
Poseg. 4/3; Iiudcpt, 5/_;
Magnum, 9/-; 2/5; Bowyer-

VALVE
MIN.

Lonv, 3/-; AthoD, 1/S
)f.T.C., 1/6 1/9 AoomoSlr,
1/5; Bretwood. 1/S.
LOUD SPEAKERS. -Ali mokro
11004cl,. Brown'.
AmPhOo

EDISON BELL Pioge cad Jerka;
Jacke. 0.0.. 1/8 S.C., 2/2.

etc:

PERMANENT DETECTORS.One4,ole 2'd08:
SF

í4 T7/
ITEMS OF INTEREST.-Coo-

Jirou-eelr. 3/

Talker, 30/-. SlerlIng MellowVon. 48/-. Telelunken Model.
ucoolly 85/-, Sew only ot

-
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ra nie

Made from best bakelite
moulding with springs of
nickel silver and phosphor
bronze valve scckets.

-

-

Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.,

..

'

Lotus Worko, Broadgreen Rd., Liverpol
M akers of tise famous " Lotus"
Vero/e, Coü Holder.
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Your Set on
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MAGNUM SCREENED COILS
For Magic Five, 85 3e, ee.

DimiC

VALVE' 1IOLPER

;

D.C. 2/9; S.F.. 2/6; D.F.,
2/4; 1 pr. Fluge, 2/0.

gta.

][iJíiUíS.

;

-

.

10/0.

25/- A.F.4 17 S
Conert d.-' bwj
Stage, 21/-; B'aby 1t or
2nd, 15/- ;itctleo, 15/.. Fo,-,,o
ebrouded. 10/5.
Suoaeou
(Black) 21/.. Royal 20/Oesnorni neweat rnodel 1616.
Watca' Supra 10/0. CroIe
5.1, 8-1, 4/6.
Marcoj
Ideal." all
30/-cooS,

11/8

;

;

PolarStemlerd, 15/S. Juolor,
5/6 each. Bowyer-Lowe PopUlr, 10/S. Igrenlr. 24/-,
21/-. Colllnoone Loo Lose.
UtIlity, 8/6,
21/-, 20/-.

.

moe BlaS Spot, 12/6.

LEAKS.

GRID

Watml. 8/6 BreO3/-.; Llenen Anode.
Wtmel, 3/6 Bretwoo4

_____________________________
MIIUNTED COILS STAR -21

e e

VARIABLE
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.

A.F.3

erovelengtle).

-.

5e,
Fa.
or noper geleetive flee neo
r yac CIreuSe. All
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on; On'-

Coil., 10/-; Mace

Colle. 50x. 0

LISSE

IJeoble volve, eorhonged.
L.F. TRANSFORMERS. Ferranti

L

''''

VARIABLE

LISSENOLA LOUD-SPEAKER
UNIT. 13/6. Pleated paper
reede, rOe., all docked,

urn

,

enchae,ge for

,tr.nd,

..

Cheke np to 4.000 metre,,
10/6
SO-rung Boby L.S
50/-. Sterling Dinlele, 80f-.
MIallor," S.L.V. Condenree, .00020, 21/- .0005. 241.;
.001. 30F.
VALVES-CicerO-on coo
0.15, 12/8. Power 0v., Cb,
15/-. Coemo, S.P. 18 Red
or Oreen. 12/6.
Neutron
.58 MF. or LP. 12/6.
DItto 2v., 12/6. AU Nullard.,
Edtewno. Osram
Marconi.
Bright DE.
COSFOC otoaked.
and Power, 8/-. 14;. 15/6,
16/6, 18/6, 2/8, 24/6, 15/.
o.

" WONDER

..

jdalLF.Traj,tormra,30f-.
(9.74. 41. 6-1,

AERIAL." - 49
apei*I pboni,hor
broaza alloy, 110 It-. 3/3.

FIXED CONDENOERS.-DUbl'
ch
lIer .0001, 2, 0, 1, 5,
2/6. .081, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. each
3/-. GrId LaaS. 2/6. lIdjoon
lOell, .001, .0001. 2, 3, 4. 2,
1/- .002, 3, 4. 5. 6, 1/6.
0003 and grid leak 2/..
OdcMichael with rilpe. .0001
to .0003, 2/6 eorh .001 to
Watmel,
006, 3/- roch.
.0003 end geld, leek, 2/6.

Par. Varlom,ter. 16/-. Bt.rhuy Non Fog V.U, Sf6.
VeIvnt Potentiometnr, 9f-.

lu/li.

Patent .0005, iN/O. Igraoje APERIODIC K.F.T. 300/600, "OLTRA."-Thlo ceonderiul
350/1200,1100/3000. 10/-earS.
Patent .0003.14/6 (flew S.L.F.
I.oud.Speaker till Soldo ito
variallo). Ampl1ex Prpme
own, 27/6. Vearold speaker
Aerinis, 72/., Seamnrk Con.
Ve,t End depot for "MAGtokesspart osehasge for other
MUM" (Bunco iones).
goods.
sode 19/6.
Recognised West-End Distributor of the Manufactures of Edison Bell, iccekson' (J.B.), Polar, Igranlo,
Peerless, Eureka, Magnum, Burndept, Lotus. Dubiller, Marroni, Dorwood, Steriis,g, Success. Bill.,
MeMiehoel, Lisses, Woodhail, Utility, RI., Bowyer-Lowe, A.J.S.,OEsmbrcll,'Formo. Brunet, Onnodr,
Newey, P. k M., etc.

ROLlT

'.:

PANEL
EASILY WORKED-use

acetone
as adhesive, thus making a strong
and neat Joint without screws

-

-

LUXE

DE

'

EFFICI ENT

S

& ELEGANT
4 Fin sAss:

Goods below

-

sent

by

Post
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oves

CCUMULATORS.-Ignition rapacity. i y. 40
mp., 7/11; 2 u. 68 amp.. 9/6; 2 w. 80 amp.,
12/6; '2V. 100 amp., 12/11; 4 v.40 amp.. 12/6;
4 y. 60 smp., 18/11; 6 y. 00 amp., 27/c; 6 V.
SPECIAL CHEAP
80 smp., 32/11 ....
LINE. 4 y. 40 asse., 13/11; 4 y. 60 amp..
17/11 6V. 60 amp., 29/11. .... EBONITE
ANEL8, 3/16.-Por crystal sets, 6x6, 1/EBON7,12, 1/2; 6x6, 1/O 2x6, 1/9.
ITE CUT TO SIZE.-While you wait or posted.
Best" Oracle .4" 3/10 at Id. in.. 8 s 54. eq. in.
Special Price Large Siroe,
CRYSTALS, Bco.
trou, 1/.; llidlte, Sd. Shaw', genulue liertalte,
AERIAL EQUIPMENT.5,1., 1/
Insulated Rubber Stranded Lsasl'iss, per 10 yds.,
1/8. Lscaal.in Tube, od., 104., 1/., Voies Flea,
MorooB, 12 yola., 1/4. Do. Red and Block,
12 ydw, 1/O. Miniature twin silk, 12 ydn., 1/..
Heayy Stranded Lead.ln, 6 yd,., 2/-. Copper
Indoor. 45 strand serial, bOlt., 1/6, heavy,
2/S. Insulated hooks, t for Od. Copper Earth
;

.

-

.

.

.

.

.....

Tubes, Climax Pattern, 2/11.
BOXES

03

Y.

Motai take

BATTERY
14 batteries, 3/9.
.

.

.

I.eatheeetto ditto, 2/11. Both tttsd clIps.
Battery Testeen, 44. Bullosyc Bellica, 3d...
SUNDRIES-Adhesive Tape, 44. 8 drIlls,
1/S. 0 spanners, 64. TopeO 2, 4,0. BA, 1/11,
Screwdriver,, 84. Breait dells, 0k chuck,
8/11. Screw Wander Plugo 3d. pair. Extra
quality, 414. as,d 6d. pr. Valuo windowu nIckel.
44. sd Od. Basket coil hohler,, 1054., 1/-.
Oft, phone cords, 1/-. 1/5, 1/0. Laud 41oaker
Coeds, 1/8, 1/11. Empire Tapo, 12 yds., Od.

value with M.

5/-

OPEN: 9 to 8 Daily,
9 to 9 Saturdays, 11

Pontage.

Panel braci,rts, t in., lSd. pr.... DCC. WIRE
20 g. 04,; 23 g., 104.; 24 g., Ud.; 26 g..
1/-; 28 g.. 1/1; 30 g., 1/2. Tin Copper round,
9 lb., 10. 19, 20,22, 1!- reel. Bus Bar, 1/it square
lit, lengths, 2 for 24.
VALVE MOLDERS.Cheap line, Od. Ebonite standard, 1/'.; Eserisior.

Polished
Black

lib.,

-

1/.;
-

.Assticap.

.

.

;

1/.; Baseboard

Nickel legs, Old.,
104., 1/- each; Loto,, Beniomis,. Sterling,
Bowyer-Lowo, Magnum, etc.
BRASS PARTS
-TsrsnimsIs, Sut ond washer. WO. PiiL,r,
p1500cc. doe.. 2/-.
Nickel Ditto, do,., 1/6. 20od,
complete, 851. don., Od. Valve sockets, doe..
1/3. Spesi, or Pin screw,, doe., Od. Opale t"e'.
dos., Id. Nickel SolderissgTog,, do,., Od. Species,
Red and Biaek, 6 ers., 1/9. Switch Asses, lin.
arm Brass, 94.; Biokel, leid Do. thin., ann.
Od. and Od. BatSory Clip,, Od. .10e.
Ormond
corewo, 4 and 6 M.d. with nuts, Od. doe.
DETECTORS-Enclosed, l/s 1/3, 1/0, 1 9.
"Kuy.Rny" Micrometers, 2/.. S/S do. Ferma..
sent. 2/O .... COLLS.-.moutctu,1 inductance, 23,
1/-; 33,1/4; 20, 1/9; 71, 2/- 104,2/.; 190, 2/4;
200, 2/9; 236, 2/10; 300, 3/2. VALVES-Dutch
2/11, S/Il. Power, 7/11. Sf11. Radio MIcro, .06,
O/il Power, 8/11.
BATTERIES-Special 60
volts, O/O, 69,6/11. 16 volts Empire, Raer, 6/11
ea.; 0v. grid bias, tapped 1 sorbos makro, 1/S.
1/11, 2/.. AJIEVEREADY stocked. .Good, yop
do not require accepted is part nachasge for
sow one,. Also USUA 91E Valves..., Thl, 011cr
made without engogoecent.. Country 005tomers
pIsses write fest re exchanges.
No good, to (s
sent without permission. Please notte piously.
.
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SOME HINTS FOR THE...
SHORT.WAVE BEGINNER
D

.

N

GEORGE

waves, several different
arrangernenVs are possible.
First, AB can be used
a,s an aerial while CD
can be made to serve as

I

a counterpoise.
With
this -arrangement, and
u&ing two valves, the
writer has
received
many distant stations
including
Brazilian

7
vÏrUERE
iL

5AB.

work

the amateur trans-

of

ou short wavelengths
has done much to annihilate distance.
Only those who have actually
listened will know the great thrill
aeconspan ing the reception of an
call-sign
station whose
nina thu r
denotes that he is tra nsmitting in
" It certainly
some distant land.
does sound exciting, but how can I
listen to these stations? " you will
Well, first, it is neceasary to
ask.
acquire a short-wave receiver, and
having done that to learn how und
when to listen.

iiiitter

-

Scope

for

Experiment

An ordinary broadcast aerial can be

coupled to the short-wave receiver,
but much scope for ingenuity is provided by experimenting with various
aerial systems.
In the article to follow, I propose
to discuss, amongst other things; a
very satisfactory aerial arrangement
which is in use at my own home.

An Experimental Aerial
The ideal aerial would seem to be
one which, although capable of being
used as a broadcast aerial, will lend
itself to experimental w-ork. Such an
aerial I hare had in use for some
time, and it is constructed on the
The aerial
lines shown in Fig. 1.
consists of two equal lengths of
7-22's wire AB and CD, which ci'n be
shorted for broadcast reception, thus
forming a "T" aerial. For the short

KELSEY

1, then Y can be connected to the
aerial terminal of the ordinary broad..
cast receiver, Z to the earth terminal,
and the " T " aerial, with direct
earth, will then be available.
It is important when constructing
the aerial to make the lengths from
A to B and from C to D exactly the
same, otherwise a perfect " T"
aerial will not be obtained when the
top switch arm is in position 2.

Switching Arrangements
By -employing two
double-pole
double-throw switches it is an easy
matter to employ any one of these
arrangements with very little trouble,
the connections being shown in Fig 2.
The wires W, X, Y and Z, represent
foui leads for making connections to
the receiver. WTith the switch arm of
the top switch in the position 2, and
that on the lower switch in position

To try the effect of one half of the
arrangement in conjunction with a
direct earth is a simple matter. It. is
only necessary for the lead W or X,
according to which is being used for
the counterpoise, to be replaced by the
lead Z, the arm of the 'lower switch
being in position 1.

A Useful Change-Over
The length Aß can be used alone
as the aerial fo? another experiment,
employing a direct earth connection
instead of the counterpçise, and this
arrangement has proved quite effec-

tive rlien receiving distant stations.
The use of the " T " aerial for short
waves is particularly interesting, and
by shorting the two lead-in wires this
is possible, a direct earth connection
being used in conjunction.

i

Aerial and Counterpoise
To use the split arrangement as an
aerial and counterpoise, the arm on
the top switch should be placed iz
position 1. The two leads W and X
are now ready for connecting to the
receiver or coupling coil as the caso
may be.
The lower switch in this
instance is out of circuit so need not
be touched. Regarding which half to
use for the aerial, it matters little,
and hiere again is an opportunity for
experimenting. The two leads W and
X might even be changed over when
a signal is being received to notice
whether an improvement in strength
results.

1-

can be no doubt that the

T.

Are you interested in short-wave reception ?
This
article contains a full description of an inenious aerial
arrangemehe, together with some helpful hints and tips
for the short-wave beginner.

-

-

By

Employing a Direct Earth

t

.

Fig.

1.-It

-

u

is important when constructing the aerial'to make the
lengths AB and CD the same.
909
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Some Hints fOr the Short-Wave Beginner-continued

1

Precautioni Against Lightning
The prevalence of atmospheric disturbances during the summer months
galls very definitely for some safety
measure, and by placing both the
switch arms in position 2 each half
of the aerial is earthed.
Just one further suggestion before
the aeriiil subject. Try the
simultaneous reception of two stations,
one on the broadcast band and one
say
leaving
en short waves, by using the two suspended wires, i.e., AB and CD, as

-

The pole shown ¿n
the heading photograph may 6e seen
view projecting from the top

left-hand corner of

®L -.--

I

the window.

1..

LJ
®

-

-H'

I

I

aerial coupling will be of interest to
readers. In one of the photographs
accompanying this article the coupling
unit used by the writer is shown. It
consists of a variable condenser of
.001 capacity mounted on a small
ebonite panel, together with f bree terminais. The panel is mounted on the
small box seen on the left of the picture. The coil on one side of this
small box is the actual coupling coil,
and it consists of five turns of 16-.
gauge tinned copper wire. This is
coupled to the grid coil of the
receiver, which employs Reivartz
reaction

TOD/NEC T

V EARTH
CONNECT/ON

-

-

Fig. 2.-The switch arms have been
omitted from this diagram in order to
iflake the connections quite clear.
two aerials, connecting one to each receiver, and using a direct earth in
each case. The aerial coil in the
broadcast receiver will, of course, require to be considerably larger than
was used previously in conjuoction
with the " T " aerial.

Methods of CoupÏing
Perhaps a few words regarding loose

:

-

Degree of Coupling

The distance between the coupling

I

It is often found that at one part of
the tuniíig condenser on the shrt.-wave
set the receiver will absolutely refuse
to oscillate for no apparent reason.
This small range over which oscillation
will not take place may be due to the
set being tuned to the
tural frequency of the aerial.
Curing the Trouble
To overcome this " deal " spot, the
variable condenser on the coupling
unit conies into service. It should be
connected in series with the aerial;
that is, between the aerial lead-in and
the coil, and by varying the capacity
of this condenser the receiver should
oscillate in the apparently ' (lead "
spot.
V

coil and the grid coil is not critical

in operation, but if the coupling toil
is brought too close it may stop the
receiver oscillating.

VVYV'

-

A Note

About Reaction

complete absence of the thefamiliar '' plop '' when the receiver is
brought into an oscillating condition
is essential if .sho-wave telephony is
to be .received.
If a
plop " is
present, and adjustment of tue lilanient and HT. voltages fails to. bring
about a cure, try altering_the valuo of
the grid-leak.
It may be found that a fairly high
resistance leak is required to cure the
" plop," and in nìy own receiver one
having a resistance of four megohms is
employed
%

V

When to Listen
L
V

V

V.

t

i'

V
V

VVVVVVVV

V

I

¡f the coupling coil

is

brought too close to the grid coil it may stop
the receiver osr.illating.

There are quite a iiumber of telephony stations to be heard on the 45metre band, and on Suhday evening
between the houes of 6 and 8' many
stations can be Jogged.
Regarding the times to listen for
distant CVW. stations, Brazilians ThyV
be heard when conditions are good in
the evening, and the " BZ " mentioned previously *as beard at 10. 10
The American "Hams,"
VniV B.SVT.
Vh
intermediate letter is " U," can
usually be heard under favcurable conditions after niidnight.

-

-
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TEMPRYTES

Duai Condensers

The Perfect Control for all
Valve Filaments

for the

(REGD.

;;;:;;1
io

ohms

ELSTREE SIX

----------i
Holder Mountings fo?

2/6
eacb.

suit all valves. Front

131035

TRADE MARK.)

J

i

TernJ'ryies - 1/6 each.

I

J

I

Full particulars on application.
I

(Pronounced Sil-don)

:

)

Grounded -Rotor Condensèrs
The absolute pinnacle

Condenser Perfection.

of

Straight Line Frequency.

Square Law.
00x
0005
0003

Mills.
,,
,,

000s
000z
000c
0003

,,
,,

Dual

21/- each

SUds.

17/6 ,,
16/6
16/- ,,
15/6

-

n4
J

I

2716

KnOb

Dial.

I

00035
00025

-

.

-

-

,,

-

15/6 each

.

14/6

15/.

Large 4 Knob Dial, as
supplied with Square
Law Condensers -

2f.
"ELSTREE SIX."
ALL POST FREE BY RETURN ON RECEIPT OF RE%IITTANCE.
25/-

I

The Dual Condenser listed here is as used in

I,e

¡GRANIC Low-Loss Dual Variable Con.
densers (square law type) are similar in
design to the Standard Igranic Variable
Condensers which have been used with
such outstanding success in many Radió
.
Press Receivers.

Ct\?tTQ
1MDT
CV
MLV
£ILLLF B
(X
JJ.. L
JL
Cyldon Works, Sarnesfield Road, Enfield Town,
FROM TISE
MANUFACTURERS:

Ph,on:

EXPIELD

MIDDLESEX.

672.

-

CAXTON 4-VALV CABINET
Made for Sets

"Ait

Jgranic Variable Condensers have extremely low electrical losses, accurate
square law charactenstics, combined
ball and friction thrust bearings, positive
connection to moving plates, accurate
rated capacities with extremely small
minimum.
Their mechanical construction and liaish
are of the highest possible standard.
The twò halves of the Dual Type are
accurately matched.

Concert Receiver,"

'Fieldiess Coil Three Valve Set."
"Any Valve Low Frequency Amplifier."
Special Cabinets made to customer's measurements.

Prices Ouoted.

----

----S-

-

.;.

-
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O003 mfd.
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..:
..

,

.......
......
'

....

...

.
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...

.
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Igranic Indigraph Vernier Knob and Dial
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0

£1 10

0

£1 14

A GOOD CIRCUIT

22/6

27/2/6
7/6

IS WORTHY OF GOOD COMIGRANIC CONDENSEPS.

USE

PONENTS

Write for List No. J62.

0

7" deep Base Board to mount 16" by 8" panel to lie out of Cabinet front.
The two beaded front doors as illustrated, placed 2 ma. ¡n front
of the enclosed panel at 101- extra.
Ebonite or Radion Panels Supplied and perfectly Fitted
at low extra cost.
All Polished with the new enamel that gives a glass hard surface
SENT FREE.-Catalogue
that cannot be soiled or scratched.
of standard Wireless Cabinets in various sizes and woods.
Detachable

CAXTON

-

0005 mfd. (
)
Igranic 4" Combined Knob and Dial

.5-S'-S-S-"-

Cash with Order.
Dark or Jácobean
Real Mahogany

(each section)

S-

Manufacturing
Licencees of
149, Queen

Victoria St.,

Pacen:

Radjò

I

Essentials

E L E C TR IC

London.
Branches:

-

'

Exclusive

s

Works: BEDFORD.
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controlled, forms an invaluable asset to
than

a

a

nuisance.

receiver;

hardly ever sees a valve
inoduce negative " resistance " into
receiver nowadays which does j the circuit, which will to sorne extent
iot make use of either " magcompensate for loases caused by hadlynetic " or " capacity " reaction in
designed coils, etc.
some form, yet probably there is no
A few years ago little thought was
given to the use of any other form of
réaction than the " swining-coi1
type, which, incidentally, is still a
very widely-used system. A disadvantage of titis method of controlling oscillation is not that a fine control is ini,
possible-for with modern slow-motion
coiiholders quite a small movement of
the coils relative to one another is
obtainable with the greatest of easebut that the movement of the reaction

if improperly

flNE

IJL3f1V

JJcz
Fig.

handled it

A Way

no more

¿s

Out of the

Difficulty

One way of "getting round " this
difficulty is to use a split-secondary
type of receiver, in which the aerial
atid earth are connected to one tuned

circuit (corresponding to the ordinary
primary coil), and the secondary coil
is in two sections, one of which is
coupled to, the primary, tite other
being arranged at right-angles to this,
and coupled to the reaction coil. The
coupling of the reaction coil to this
portion of the secondary will then have
little effect upon the tuning of the
aerial circuit and its part of the

7i
'1

i.- The circuIt shown employs a

"split-secondary" arrangement.

property of the three-electrode valve
which is abused (in both senses!) to
such a groat extent. There seems to
be an idea abroad that " reaction "
is a kind friend which will conipensate
for all losses in the most inefficient of
sets, and the writer has even met a
so-called enthusiast who has expressed
the opinion that the " low-1is idea is

-,

,

R-F

CHOKEÍÓ-OTO

'T

r'2

-

vs
-

Fig. 2.
The reaction condenser C3 is
placed so that one side may be at
earth potential.

L

t

all bunktim, for if you tise -reaction,
inductances can have as many losses 48
you like, and it won't nntke any
difference "I

Compensating the Losses
at of the uatter is that

The f

using reaction

in

by
some fornì we can

Reaction may often be controlled by means of

coil away from _the secondary coil or
ATT. causes a varation in the tuning
of the latter circuit.

A Question of

Practice

the direct-coupled type of
receiver, if we tune in to a station
with a particular setting of the reaction coil and then ilserease the
coupling ltween the reaction coil and
the A.TJ., we shall have to alter the
setting of the AT.C. in order to pick
the station up again. The same applies in the case of an innctivolycoupled receiver, although, perhaps,
to a lesser extent.
Until one has become used to
operating the coilholder and the
A.T.C., not alternately, but simultaneously, it is difficult to tune in telephony to the best advantage, and also
one is extremely liable to oscillate and
cause serious intèrference with neighbouring listeners,

In

a

small neutralising condenser.

secondary. A receiver built on these
lines was described by the writer in
Wireless Weekly for March 17, 1926,
and the circuit diagram is shown in
Fig. 1.
A

The Popular "Reinartz "
rather easier method of controlling

reaction, more or less independently of
the tuning of the secondary and
primary circuits, is to use one of the
various forms of capacity reactioii,
most of whièh have little effect upon
the tuning of the other circuIts.
Fig. 2 shows one of the best forms of
Reinartz " reaction, which is very
easily controlled.
Here a high-frequency choke is inserted in the anode
circuit of the detector, and no by-pans
condenser is usually connected across
the telephones.
Thus there is no path provided for
HF. currents in the usual manner
via the H.T. battery to earth.
A
path of variable impedance is provided
through the condenser C, and this ts

912
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Improve Your Reaction Control !-conlinued
It will be
used to control reaction.
seen that this is really produced by
the coupling of the coils L, and L,,
but is controlled by the condenser C,.

"Throttle" Control

I

I

I

A form of capacity-controlled reaction is easily obtainable on an orth-

I

I

coil and the telephones, as shown in

Fig. 4, and to connect the variable
condenser again from the end of the
Both
reaction coil to the L.T. +.
these methods of controlling reaction
may probably be brought into use in
your own set within a quarter of an

0n the Short Waves

-.

known, for short-wave
work the aerial is often coupled to the
A.T.I. by a small condenser, and the
larger the condenser is made, within
reasonable limits, the more efficient is
As

is well

the performance

of

the

receiver.

3+'
-

3+2

TjjjI

-

H.T

3.-A line control
may be obtained by
Fig.

-

V2

means of a variable
condenser
connected
across the transformer
primary and the H.T.
battery.

-,+

J!

E

Fig. 5.-Reaction may be contrclled
here by increasing the amount of
capacity in series with the aerial.

:c.

nary " swinging-coil " receiver as fol:-If a low-frequency amplifier is
after the detector, simply substitute a variable condenser of about
.0003 capacity for the fixed by-pass
condenser already across the transformer primary, or, better still, connect it across the primary and the
H.T. battery, as shown in Fig. 3. This
will enable a very fine control of oscillation to be obtained, and one which
has only a negligible effect upon the
tuning of the aerial circuit.

lows
in use

Only a Slight Alteration
If a single valve only is used, however, it will 'probably not be sufficient
to insert a variable condenser across
the telephones, since the capacity of

-

............................

hour or so, and the astonishing increase in the ease of operation will
certainly make it worth while to add
these refinements.
.0

An Unusual Method
at the same time
very efficient means of controlling the
oscillation of a set is to use a directcoupled or auto-coupled aerial circuit,
with a variable condenser in series
with the aerial, and another across the
A.T.I. (in parallel). The parallel condenser is used for tuning, and it will
be found that with the correct coupling of the reaction coil to the API.,
the set can be made to stop oscillating
An unusual, but

have found that if the aerial
series condenser is fairly small, say of
.0002 capacity, this method is excellent
for controlling reaction oashort waves.
I

A Helpful Refinement
ApropoReinartz reaction, too often
it is found that objectionable noises

are heard when the reaction condenser
dial is rotated. The writer has found
these in most cases to be due to minute
leaks caused by an accumulation of
dust on the plates of the condenser,
which is often across the L.F. transformer primary (or 'phones) and H.T.
battery. It is therefore not to be

R-F CHOKE

YL,
-__-_.-----'

.

j'fr

j;

j

Unless &goodcoilholder is used,
swinging - coil"
reaction Control is
apt to be troublesbme.

-

/
r,

-

-

'i

----

i

-

Improved results may be
Fig. 4.
obtained by inserting a radio-frequency
choke in the position shown.
the 'phone cords, and the capacity to
earth via the wearer of the 'phones,
will probably by-pass quite enough
H.P. current to maiñtain the receiver
in an oscillating state. The obvious
remedy is to insert a high-frequency
choke between the end of the reaction

/

f
by increasing the amount of series condenser in circuit. The effect of doing
this is to increase the damping effect
of the aerial upon the grid circuit,
and thus to vary the degree of oscilla-

tion.

wondered at if the set is noisy. The
simplest remedy is to connect a large
fixed condenser in series with the
variable, which will have the effect of
keeping the high potential off tho
plates of the latter.
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friend Mr. Gumplethorpe is

j\yJ[ feeling very perplexed just
now. Hardly had the winter

departed when his eye was caught by
a poster which ordered him pesemp

I

torily to take his holiday early and
get the best of the weather. Mr.
Guniplethorpe, who is a law-abiding
soul, is the kind of person who always
obeys instructions of thii kind. If he
sees a sign which says keep to the
right he keeps to the right, even if ib
means cannoning violently into heaps
of other people who are failing to do
as they are told.
One day, I remember, whilst he was
in London he observed written upon a
neat little board, " Wait Here For
rho Highgate Trams." Mr. Gumplethorpe did not in the least desire to
co to Hichcate. but he felt impelled to
wait ju the ame

June he had made every preparation
for building at Skeggspool a fifteenvalve super, but found it quite impossible to eliminate the damping. In
July he decided upon a less ambitious
programme at Scarbourne, taking
away with him the materials for a
simple crystal receiver; but as the

Se1ecivity of the Best?

-

Two or three days later he told me
that the " Simplicity Five " was
finished, and begged me to come in at

-I

August endeavour is unsuccessful he
intends to take his real holiday in
Spitzbergen at Christmas time, for, as
he says, you are pretty certain ¿f the
weather there at that season.

Good Intentions, Poor Realisations
All this dashing about the' country

i

has, of course, int;erfered seriously
with his practical devotion to wireless.
Re intendel to build a three-valver at
Bogmouth, but hIs hand was shaking
so when he tried to use a scriber that
all his straight hnes looked like the
conventional signs for resistances. In

ìPta

L
He

keeps

to

once to sample it.
I went.
There
seemed to he something not quite right
about the " Simplicity Five." It appeared, for exnmple to be slightly
lacking in selectivity, since ho had
difficulty in sepaiating Rdio-aris
from 2L0. When he was making hi
original designs Mr. Guiuplethorpe had
ass4mred mo that slight movements of
his single knob would enable him to
bring in dozens and dozens of stations..
His expectations were fully justied;
th only drawback was that it brouglt
theni in all at once. You know what
happens when you hv called in to
seo a set made by somebody else. Ideas
for improvements rush by the dozen
into what you are eoncçited'enough to
çall your brain.

ÍA

the right

The Worried Professor
When I dropped in to see him a
week 01 two ago I found him much
worried about his next receiving set,
for he was quite unable to decido what
to build. " Why not the Five Fifteen? " I asked. " If you would
kindly pay attention.'' said Mr.
Gumplethorpe, " von would find that
I am talking about wireless sets, and
not about trains." I explained that
the Five Fifteen wa a wireless set,
though for the life of me I could not

literally.

The Month of Roses
He returned home, iesolvng to have'
a glorious time in June, which other
posters assured hini was the best of all
months. On the first qf'that month he
departed from Skeggspool, where he
stuck it for three days. His tiird.
attempt; resulted in a July visit to
Scarbourne, and yet another wash-out
mn using the last word in the
literal sense. He tells me that if his

having decided that to call it the
Five One"
might .savour of
plagiarism. Having, fortunately, a
24 x 8 cabinet, complete with panel,
at hand, Mr. G.ninplethorpe drilled a
single three-eighth inch hole right in
the middle of the virgin expanse of
ebonite, and said with a smile, " Now
won't that look beautiful when it is
finished."

cabinet and everything else warped,
he reluctantly decided to postpone
construction until his return home.

Take Your Holidays Early
Since he is that kind of person, you
may imagine that he at once decided
t take his holiday in May and get the
best of the weather. Lightheartedly
he departed for Bogmouth, only to find
that there was not any weather worth
speaking about, or perhaps I should
say that there vere saniples of all
kinds of weather, which everybody was
speaking about quite a lot. Chilled to
the marrow and without a (Iry stitch
in his wardrobe, he decided at the end
of a couple of days that he had possibly taken the advice rather too

r

r'4

-I

Helpful Suggestions
My first suggestion was that the
rectifying valve shouldlìave a variable

Z
.

-

grid-leak.

Mr. Gumpletborpe tlioiighut
a. good idea, and that
possibly â further improvement ivoul
result if he fitted similar gadgets to
the two HF. valves. We got to work
at once, and put these in in a neat; row
on the panel. This made things a

that this,

little better, though there was still a

Won't that look beautiful

background of Aberdeen when we
tuned in Stoke. Mr. Guniplethorpe
thought that lie migh obtain increased
selectivity by rather finer filmient
control than that provided by the fixed
resistances th.it lie was using. By
skilful planning ve found room for
straight row of five rheostats. It was
getting rather hate then, hut we just
liad time before we parted to add a
variable resstanee connected across
the secondary of the first low-frequenc.y
transformer,

remember the reason why it. was so
christened. After some discussion, we
caine to the conclusion that it must be
a receiver specially designed for bringing in the Chìldrens Corner. On
thinking it over, I am still not quite
sure that this is correct.

That Single Control
Mr. Gumplethoi'pe hesitated foi' a
long time about making up the Five
Fifteen, but after much thought he
resolved to produce a design entirely
of his own. The main feature was to
be that it should possess but a single
control. We christeied the receiver
provisionally the " Simplicity Fire,"
i14

was

¡t

i

I

-

I

Results Show an Improvement
Next

I

dy

Mr. Guniplethorpe cafled

in to tell me

.

that

}je

was obtainiu

-

romising results from the addition o
a vernier rl&eostot to - the i'ectifiei
-

n
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"THE SIMPLÏCITY FIVE "-continued

ANOTHER VALVE HOLDER
TIP FROM A READER

-

I thoroughly approved of this
and suggested that lie should convert
his present single-eircit tuner into a
double by adding a two-coil holder. I
also told him that I was a great
believer in tuning both the aerial and
the grid circuit of the first valve.
Mr. Gumplethorpe promised to make
these little alterations and said that
after considerable thought he had
decided to tune both the grid and
anode circuits of all the high-frevalve.

quency valves.

panel.
Then I began to wonder
whether it would not be a good idea
to add a potentiometer and a neat
little switch for enabling the gridleak
to be connected at will to filament
positivo or filament negative.
Mr.
Gumplethorpe heartily approved and
said that as the question of su itches
had been raised he proposed to add a
series-parallel arrangement as well as
one for giving the tune or standby
positions at will. These we rigged up
without delay.
Still

'.Scrap the

original cabinet

A

Larger Panel

On my next visit we found it necessary to scrap the original cabinet
since its panel hardly gave us room
for the five variable çondenser that
were needed in addition to the other
gadgets.
As we found that all this
tuning rendered the receiver somewhat unstable we resolved to neutralise
the high-frequency valves and to fit
he rectifier with capacity reaction.
This meant three more small condensers for which roon had to ho
panel was
8
x
found. A 36
promptly ordered and as soon as it
arrived we got to work once more.

Vernier Dials Essential
Hardly baci we begun to try the set
out in its new form when it occurred
to me that really fine tuning was prac-

Sin,-In the

issue of THE WIRELESS

for July you publish a
letter from a New Zealand reader,
Mr. L. J. Mason, giving a tip for
valve mounting. May I be allowed to
bring to your notice a somewhat similar method of valve mounting which I
CONSTRUCTOR

Growing

We now found that with all five
valves in use signal strength from the
local station was excessive. It was a
simple 'basiness to add one of those
little lever switches which enable one
high-frequency valve .to be cut out.
A 48-inch panel was ordered and we
settled down once more to our task.
Except that it seemed to need a grid
battery with selector switch, the highfrequency end of the set now seemed

pretty good.

We therefore turned
to the note-magnifying
department, pausing fast for a little
while whilst we provided the rectifier
with a variable grid condenser.

ur

ittntion

Further Complications
Having worked out a ver' neat
su itching arrangement for cutting out
one of the low-frequency valves at
will we next fitted a tone filter, using
a number of clip-in condensers and
arranging for tue raising or the
lowering of the pitch by means of a
particularly neat ten-atud switch. As
Mr. Gumplothorpe possesses both high
and low resistance loud-speakers we
also devised a switch which would
enable a telephone transformer to be
brought into circuit when required,
and another switch enabled him to
use the tone filter or not just as ho

have used and found very satisfactory
in practice? This consists in forming
small loops at the end of lengths of
No. 16 SW.G. bare copper wire, slipping these loops over the tips of th.
legs of the valve and soldering them
in position. The lengths of wire are
then cut to be about an inch long, and
loops are formed at the free ends.
These latter loops ft on to terminalq
suitably spaced out on a piece of
ebonite.
This arrangement, of course, prevents one from using the valves in
ordinary valve-holders, unless the wires
are taken off and the legs are scraped

liked.

4.
A

.:.*1\

72-inch panel

was needed

tically impossible with the large condensers fitted. We found that things
were very much better when we had
As
provided each with a vernier.
things were becoming unduly crowded
Mr. Gumplethorpe despatched an
order by wire for a 42-inch panel..
Switches, of Course

This, of course, gave us a much
wider field for our activities and we
were able to tap the anode coils and
to mount selector switcho" on the

The Result!
Ordering a GO-inch panel so as to be
on the safe side we enormously
improved the selectivity of the set by
When we
building in a wave-trap.
had added switching arrangements to
permit different kinds of wave-trap
to be used, and had incorporated a
neat device by means of which transformer, or resista nec-capacity, or
choke-capacity coupling could be
obtained at will between the first and
second note magnifiers, we- found that
a 72-inch panel was needed if there
were to be any more improvements,
aa it was practically certain that there
would be.
Mr. Gumplethorje rather hankers
over "The Five Fifty-Seven" as a
iiamo for his latest production, but
somehow*I think that "The Tragic
Five " suits it better.
915

Since I make up all
valve-holder" in this way now
I do not nyself find this any great

clean of solder.
my "

disadvantage. This method of mounting must be of low self-capacity, sinoo
there is nothing but air between the
valve legs, and I also find that it prosides quite a good anti-microphonia
support for the valve, owing to the
springiness of the lengths of wire. By
arranging all the groups of terminals
in exactly the same positions In different "holders," the valves are
readily made interchangeable.
Yours faithfully,
A. R.

WILSON.

Manchester.
-,
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DO YOU KEEP

:

CRYSTAL CHECK?

9

An interesting
adjunct which
should be made

-.

up by anyone

has a
who
multi-valve

II

set.

t

virilE uses of a crystal

set are not

confined to simple listening to
the programmes from the local
station. There are cases in which such
a set is of assistance to the multiJL

valve enthusiast, and the receiver
kscribod in this article is designed to
serve not only as a simple crystal set,
bu% also as an adjunct to a valve set.

A Check

on Quality

Occasions arise froni time to time
when the quality of the reception deare not as
teiorates, and the
atisfactory as usual. It may be that
after investigating all the ussal
sources oL trouble, such as run down

relts

H.P., incorrect grid hia.s, etc., the
quality still.remains poor.
In such circumstances

it

-A

is useful

direct to the receiver, while in the
other position the aerial system i.s
connected to the erystal set, the
'phones being removed from the
ordinary receiver and connected in the
crystal circuit.
,

The Circuit
The actual circuit is shown in Fig. 1.
The aerial and ertli are connected to
the centre-poles of the cha ngeover
switch. One side of the switch goes
to further terminals, ultimately connected to the receiver, while the other

to

the transmission itself, and a
çysta1 set is admirable for this purpose since the reproduction is as

perfect as ecu be and the exruseof upkeep is uil.
Other occasiiìs on which a standby
çrystl setare useful will readilyoceur
to the reader and uiecd not be further
elaborated.

The Components
The construction adopted i of a
very silul)le character, although, iievei'theless, quite -efficient. The whole has
been mounted on a wooden panel, and
is only 6 i
by 4 in. when complete.
A thal-o-densei has been used, so that
th depthof the set is only about i in.
The components required are:One' dial-o-denser, .0005 (Portable
Litititieã, Ltd.).
One
penna »ejit
crystal.delector

(RL, Ltd.).

t-.
I

be able to obtain an independent check

e

sarily the optimum tappiisg, it serves
to reduce the effect of different sises
of aerial.
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One change-over switch.
Six terminals.
One plywood panel, 6 in. by 4 in.
+ lb. No. 22 cloe. wire.
One length of Glazite wire.
Packet of Radio Presi panel trans-

eudy

Simple Switching
The present set, therefore, has been
constructed with a view to previdiiìg
a simple reasonably efficient arraugernent. A change-over switch is provi.lcd t enable the set to bo cut in or
out at will. With the test setcut ont.
the aerial ami earth are connected

Mounting the Components
Fig. 1.-The change-over svitch connects the aerial and eárth either to,the
set or to the crystal check.
side goes to the tuned circuit The
aerial circuit is only connected across
This enables
a portiouu of t Iu coil.
the set to he used ou a ¿nrietv of

aerials

While

satisfactory results.
position ehoen is not neec-

with
tue

The first stage in making up the set
is to drill the hQles for the variable
condenser, the six terminals, the
crystal dtectQr cnd the cirange-over
switch. Tbe instructions for flxthg
the dial-o-denser are given with the
component itself, and no difficulty
will be experienced on this point.
Mount the change-over switch and
crystal detector in the positiqns shown
tnd finally insert the six terminals.
The two pairs at the top of the set
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A

Useful Accessory

à

are for the aerial and earth and the
connections to the receiver, the bottom
two being for the telephones.
The Coil

-

Set

-

Jr1

.]L

,.

i

-

The coil itself has been home-wound,
and consists of a simple hank coil.
This máy be wound with 22 double
cotton-covered wire on a suitable
cylindriciU object having a diameter
of about 2 in. or 3 in. An ordinary
tumbler will serve if of sufficiently
large diaincker.
Wind on 10 turns and theÍ take a
loop out as shown in Fig. 3. This will
serve for .the tapping to the crystal
detector. Continue the winding now
for another 25 turns; making 35 in
all. Phis will tune with the .0005 condenser on an average aeriai over the
whole of the B.B.C. wavelength range.
Wiring

Any Valve

:
-

1Aj.

,A

_lvII
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I

.
.
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H

Up

T

I

Plie coil is held in position by the
wiring, as will be seen. Wire up the
set as shown in Fig. 3. The details
are of the simplest, the only special
point being the coil.
The beginning of the coil is connected to the earth side of the switch
and to the spindle of the dial-o-denser.
The tappizig at 10 turns is then taken
to the aerial side of the switch, and
the end of the coil is connected to the
crystal detector and the flex lead on
the dial-o-denser.

Operation

-

receiver is very simple to
operate. It may be hung on the wall
The

:
-I
The receivçr

is

of very small dimensions.

distortion, but on the other hand too
much bias will give an equal amount
of distortion.

or placed in any convenient position.
The aerial and earth are connected to
the top léft-hand terminals and two
leads then taken from the right-hand
terminals to the ordinary receiver.
Place the switch to " receiver," when
the receiver may be operated in the
usual way.
To obtain a check on the quality,
place the switch to "crystal " and
connect the 'phones to the terminals
provided. On tuùing the condenser
now the local station will be obtained
and
the transmission may be
accurately gauged.

Suitable Valves
loud-speaker is used a powel
valve is essential on the last stage if
If

a

'E

?rcL7vE

An Indication
If the quality on the crystal set is
satisfactory, this shows that there is a
fault on the receiver itelf. The
usual points may then be looked to in
order to trace whether there is any
source of distortion in the receiver.
It may be that there is too much
reaction on the high-frequency side.
This will cause the tuned circuits to
be too near the oscillation point, which
causes " woolly" quality as if the
speaker liad a plum in his, mouth.

E4RTN

A

S

AE1c'AL

cer.s*i

d

i1t

Correct Grid Bias

4"

.

Fig. 2.-The Iayou(of the components
may be obtained from this diagram.

If this is not the cause of the
trouble, the L.F. side may be investigated. and the grid bias on the valve
r valves varied slightly to see if the
quality is improved by so doing.
Too little grid bias will allow grid
current to flow and will give rise to

I

I

TEL Ef/IONES

I

j

Fig. 3.-The wiring is very simple.
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DO YOU KEEP A CRYSTAL' CHECK ?-continued
any volume is to be handled. If an
ordinary valve is used the characteristic may not he bug enough to provide true reproduction.

A

Useful Adjunct

Ou the óther huid, if $he quìIity
on the erysta cheek set is poor then
this shows that fou' some reason o

other the transmission is at fault,
This, 0f course, is not oftelk the ease,
but it does happen at times, and on
such oecuusiQuis tke crystal check will
save goo dal of tmuhle in locutiug
the fault.
In Case of Bieakdown
QcasiouÌahv happens, too, that a
breakdown ocurs at the local buondcasting station, and the listener is

'It

r

-

temporarily in doubt as to whether or
flot it is his receiver which is at fault.
The natural inclination on such occasions is to make all possible adjustnients on the receiver to see whether
the fault can be put right. Nothing,
of course, is achieved by this, and very
often a valve receiver will be set into
a state of oscillation by such handling,
in an endeavour to find the carrier
wave fjoun the local station.'
This undesirable state of affairs may
be avoided if the crystal check is instaNed.
So long as the listener's
arial and earth system is known to be
in order, then listening on the crystal
set will i.ndieate 'w hetlier the local
statiouiis actually working or not, and
much needless trouble, and annoyance
wilt be saved.

'

YOUTH AND THE
"MIDGET" RECEIVER

Ssa,-I feel I must write and tell
you of the splendid results I have had

with the " 1tidget One-Valve Receiver " designed by Mr. A. S. Clark
(May, 1925, issue of THE WIRELESS
CONSTRUcT0It). I have not long made
it up but haee got over 90 stations,
including amateurs.
Some of the
hroadeafing stuitions are 5XX and
2L0 audible and-readabbe on an Amplion loud-speaker, 6BM, 2ZY, 5WA,
.5N0 (obtainable in daylight any day),
and Jeds-Bradford. The best of theforeigners is Hamburg, then eoms
Radio-Toulouse, Brussels, Dortnmurnl,
Bremen, Hanover, Rome, Union Radio
Madrid,
Münster
and
Munich.
Koenigsivusterhausen and Hilver.sum
are also clear at times.
My aerial is of the single-wire type,
75 ft. long, wiÙh lead-in 15 ft., while
the earth coi!sistis of five wires spread
mu-wise under the aerial about 1 ft.
deep. The panel is the sanie sise, but
slight alterations have been uuiade in
the set while keepãng the wiring quite
short. The set goes down 'to the short
waves well (1252OO nietre band), and
many arnatedra are heard.
J am -15
mUes fron' London, anØ 15 years old.
Wishing you a11 prosperity-Yours
sincerely,

J.

1_

b

z

-

I

kI.-

I

B.

Cox&ikl.,

ingleneok.
.P.S.-I agree with Mr. Clark that
the shorter wiring is better. I have
made long-wire sets auud tested, them
against the " Midget," which cms
out top every finie,
*.

*

-

-

*
-..-..

--

1

'-1

1

j
I.

am writing to toll you how
much I appreciate the " Midget OneVa.lve Receiver" as described 'by Mr.
A. S. Clark in the May, 1925, issue
of THE WIRELESS CONSTRUcTOR.
So
far,iusing 35 and 75 coils, I have
'received' GKH faint but jlust readable,
5N0 at good 'plume strength, 2L5
deer, 2ZY loud, Dublii at god 'phone
st4rength. and also one German station
whose call-sign I could not identify.
Wishing THE Wnuui.iss CoNsrRucrolt
every success-Yours faithfully,

-

BalAN POMEU0Y.

ILirrogate.
"
P.S.-AFthough I am only 14 I found
no,difficqlty in conati'ucting this sct.
.

"WIRELESS"

"BOOM" NUMBER
2d.

A hank2wound

coil is

employed

NOW ON SALE

2d.

in this receiver.
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PERCY
W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E.
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Thjs is the fifth artiçle of Mr. Hørris' interesting. series.

V.-MORE ABOUT TUNING.
ASP mantis we talked about conT
j4 densers and I explainedi. how
-

s

variable coiidoiisers are made. to
interleave their plats sp that, the
capacity, as it is called, can be varied
continuously within limits.
I pseii
tioned that when we connect the
source of electricity to a condenser a
certain time is taken to charge it, ad
the larger the condenser the longer
the chargùig period.
If the condensel- is already charged
and we connect.the two. terninalsby
means of a vire, the state of eec.trical strain set up in the insulating
medium between the plates (coust-i
tuting the charge) will be released
and i momentary electric current will
flow between the two condenser terminah. The condenser will not dise
charge absolutely instantaìeously, but
a certain definite min4e period will
elapse before the discharge is eoiu
pleted. The niawier of tlis discharge
is highly inìprtant if we are to un4rstand the way a wireless receiver

and this all tends to hinder any
change frein taking place.

The Condenser Discharge
to the case of our
charged coiìdenser, tQ the ternu nais
of which we have connected a coil of
wire. As nsçptioned already, the condpser is a source of eketrical pressure when ilLa. charged state, and this
pressure being applied to the wire,
tends to create a current in it. The
building up of the magnetic field
around tise wire occupies a certain
time, and with a given size of iondenser, the discharge takes longer
vitii a long coil' thafl with a'short one.
Directly the coil is applied to the
terminals of the condenser, a current
starts to flow, and as the charge in the
condenser is reduced, so the current
will f all until, a point is reached-when
Nqw let u rotem

-

works.

/4

Ipfimtesunai Time

-

To give you some idea of the t-jme
oceupi1 in this process I may say

..

.g

-

Magnetic Effects
If weennect a length of wire. to
the two terinals of some source f
electrical prsre, such as a l,attarv, n
dynamo, or a- charged coidwser, a
current will start to, flow in the, wire.
At the saine time a magnetic field will
begin to form outside the wire. tinti!
this magnetic field is formed the durrent will not flow steadily, and as a
certain time is taken for the building
up of this field; the flow of currant is
not instantaneous when we coniìet
the wire to. the two terninals of a
condenser.
Furthermore, if, w have a wire
wound in the form of a coil, the magnetic field surrounding each tuns
iuterict.s with the magnetic field surrounding every other turn and hinders
its growth.
For tins reason it takes
a longer time for the current to be
built' up in a coil of wire than in the
same length of Wire pulled out
straight The longer the wire (coiled
or straight) the longer, the perioil
taken for the current to reach normal.
Similarly, if once the current has
reached the steady state, the electrical
pressure is varied, the magnetic field
surrounding hIe wire takes a. certaiir
time to die down or increase further,
-

the condenser over-runs itself, as it
were, and is charged up by the effect
of this field in the opposite direction.
By the time the field lias completely
collapsed, therefore, there is a further
opposite charge in the condenser
which once again will tend to discharge, agmn setting up a magnetic
field and again tending to pi.olong
itself.
The phenomenon may be explained
in a few words by saying that the dischare of the condenser is " oscillatort, ' swinging backwards and forwards t.ill the current gradually coinea
to rest, macli in tIse saise way as s
child's swing moves backwards and
forwards pntil it gradually comes to
resi.
'.

J

-,

.

-

I:
-

--

,

-

An example of a completely screened American receiver.
valves are screened!

the coisdenser ha no further charge
in it.
Now remember what we have just
said about the. magnetic field created
around the wire as the current giows.
When the point has been reached
when there is no further charge in the
condenser, there existe around the
wire a magnetic field. Phis field must
now die away, but in doing so, it tends
to make the current persist, and so

that

s

Even the

a condener of the size generally
used in wireless eciveIs
tuning,
connected to a coilof some fifty turìii
of wire wound round a two-inch
former, vihJ discharge and charge

fr

itself ägain in the opposit'direetioe
at soineth i ng between half-a-million
and a million times a second-or
rather at this. rste, for the oscihln.tion
will not persist. for. anything approaching a seeond in such circuinstnces.

-
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Talks to
If now we arrange what is called a
" circuit " with a variable condenser
and a coil of wire connected to it and
in such a way that the pulses of electric current set up in the aerial by
the oncoming wave act on this circuit,
then, if -the circuit is in " tune" or
" resonance " with the f requenoy of
the incoming wave, each little"pulsation will add to the electrical oscillation of the circuit giving a buildingut' effect.

An Aerial Circuit
The manner of making this connection can take several forms. In one

form a small coil of wire is connected
in the aerial and the magnetic field
set un around the coil acts on a
second coil of wire to which the variable condenser is connected. Changes
of the magnetic field around the
aerial coil act on the second or
secondary " coil as it is often
called, causing a series of charges
in the condenser which are tuned to
complete resonance.
It is thus possible to build up by resonance quite a
large charge in the variable condenser,
but only provided that the value of
the condenser capacity and the electrical size of the coil are correctly
chosen. A built-up effect is therefore
obtained oñ one wavelength only,
wavelengths and pulsations of different frequency producing very little
build up or. " resonance " effect:
This is why we can adjust the wireless
receiver to respond to certain wavelengths only and to ignore others.

Selectivity
If

we are very, close to a station
then there will be sufficient energy in

each aerial pulse to energise the
secondary circuit into quite a strong
oscillation without there being any
need for a build,up effect.
Further.
if interaction for he aerial coil field
on the secondary coil is very strong,
then the amount of energy transferred
from the aerial to the secondary circuit in each pulsation will be large.
If, however, wo "loosen " the coudling, as it is called however strong
the signals, there will be less transfer
of energy each swing, and more chance
for the resonance build-up on the one
frequency we want rather than those
we do ot want. Sometimes the aerial
is so connected that a part of the
secondary coil forms the aerial coil
while in very simple and non-selective
sets, the whole of the secondary coil is
also in the aerial circuit.
This is
called direct coupling.

Effect
I
-

of

Resistance

We have thus seen how it is possible
to arrange a condenser and a coil of
wire which can be adjusted to respond
certain frequencies only and not to
others. Before wo go fur-ther now wo

k

eginners-continued

must consider the question of damping or resistance. Resistance plays a
very important part in wireless in the
question of selectivity.
If you try to ride a bicycle the bearings of which have not been oiled you
will find it is very s-tiff going, for
there will be friction between the
moving and fixed parts in contact
with ono another. Wo have in electrical circuits an equivalent of this
friction or resistance to movement.
Whenever current flows through wire
a certain resistance is offered
by the wire, varying with the
metal and size of
the conductor.

less transmitter we want to radiate
considerable energy and so lose it from
the circuit, but we do not want to
waste energy in merely heating up the
wire. To separate the two losses due
respectively to radiation and heat, it
is usual to refer to the former in
terms of "radiation resistance" and
the latter in ternis of " ohmic resistance."
Radiation

It is the

I

An Extreme
Case
extreme
An

Resistance

aim of a deslgnei\of a wire-

-t

'

case of a very
fine wire through
considerwhich
able current is
forced is' evidenceçl within

the

bulb of an electric lamp. Here
t h e resistance
offered to the flow

-J

$

'T

-

of th current is
euch that the
w i r e
becomes

white hot, and
emits the glow
which serves us
so usefully
as
light. Whenever

an electric

cur-

rent flows in a
circuit a certain
amount of heat

u

produced and
for a given current, the finer
the wire
is

the

greater the heat.
A bank of pou er amplifying valves used in the
In wireless re
Trans cstlantic Telephony Service.
ceivers the currents are very,
very small, and therefore we can use
less transmitter to keep the ohmic
fine wire in receivers without undue
resistance as low as possible and to
have a good radiation resistance. A
loss in heat, but nevertheless the
wireless transmitter which has no
resistance is present and is very
radiation resistance anl all ohmic
important.
resistance would not broadcast at all,
for nothing whatever would be heard
Losses in Wireless Circuits
f rom it!
Resistance enters into our calculaIt is usually to our advantage, howtions when we consider the oscillatory
ever, o ieduce the ohmic resistance in
current flowing in the circuit consista tuning circuit as far as possible.
ing of a condenser and a coil of wire
For this reason there has been a great
or- " inductance." Once we start
vogue of what are called " low-loss
energy oscillating in this circuit, it
coils " or coils wound in such a way
would continue oscillating indefinitely
ánd of such material that the ohmic
but for the losses of the circuit.
resistance is reduced to a very low
These losses take two main forms,
figure.
Resistance is not invariably
loss by resistance in heat and loss by
bad in a wireless circuit, however, and
radiation.
is used in many cases to produce some
The energy lost by radiation is
useful effects. I will tell you about
generally expressed in the same terms
these in the next instalment of this
as that lost through heat. In a wiretalk.
920
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By H.

I

J.

BARTON-CHAPPLE,

1IEN testtng, out a multi-valve
set and using general-purpose
valves, the best plan is to keep interchanging the valves so that they
work in all positions and combinations. It w-iIi then most probably be
found that sorne ivork better in one
position titan another, due to a particular inherent characteristic, and it
is advisable then to mark the valves
with the letters ld.F., D., or HF.,
so that they can be recognised quickly
for future occasions-

interest to all constructors.

Wh.Sch., B.Sc (Henss), A.C.G.I., D.LC., A.M.J.E.E.

-

wiped after use there is a liability ei
the diaphragms becoming rusty.
When there ai-e any signs or oxidistion present steps should be taken immediately to repair the damage. The
ear-caps must be removed carefully
and the thin metal discs thoroughly
wined with a clean rag which has been
DUPHPACM

'ÇtLF piQvisioi of terminala in

addi-

tion to soldering tags on many
wireless components now on the
market is, no doubt, welcomed by
many home constructors who stili experience difficulty with soldered joints.
When using these terminals make
quite sure that any lacquer is removedfrom the surface in contact with the
connecting wire, and then tighten up
the terminal nuts with a pair of pliers.
If this is done it will ensure that
a sound electrical joint is made, and
no difficulties should arise owing to
intermittent contacts ii the completed
receiver which, o- ca;rse, would militate against efficient signal reception.

there is often a tendency to turn on
the valves so that they glow a little
brighteg, or alternatively the expedient
of using too high a value of anode
voltage may he tried. With dull-emitter valves in use this practice should
always be avoided, foi although the
filaments may not be burnt out there
is a very grave risk of causing these
filaments to lose their emission and
necessitating a process of rejuvenation.
7'ALVE' filaments that are manufa&
tured from a mixture of thoria
aid tungsten go. through a special
heat treatment which enables them to
give the same emis.sion as ordinary
tungsten, but at a lower filament ternperature. To restore the emission
lost through over-running as mentioned in the previous note, it is necessary to disconnect the high-tension
supply and run the valve (or valves) at
nprmal. filament voltage.

¡

often becomes necessary or deirable to remove the loud-speaker or
telephones to sorne position in the
hause which i remote from the reWhen this is effected
ceiving set.
with the aid of extension leads it is
freqt1ently found that if the house is
supplied with aihernating current for
lighting or power purposes an unpleasant humming noise is heard in the
telephones or loud-speaker.
This effect can be rniifirnised and
often entirely- overeolne by trying various alternative routes for the run of
the leads or by making ase of twin
cable which is supplied with a metallic
sheathing or covering, and earthing
this outer casing. 1f this is used in
conjunction with a filter circuit, as
shown in Fig. 1, then stability of
working and absence of irrituting
noises can be obtained.

'Y

L'

-

LS.
/'IETAU,c

u

Lrn EXTENJ/ON ¿EADS

Fig. I.-An. eurtlied metallic screen
rqundexJesion leads is helpful i(A.C.
hum is troublesome.

When this simple process proves ineffective a filament voltage of about
three times the normal value should
he applied for a few seeoads only
with the HT. disconnected
Then

of

light the valves at a little above their
normal voltage with the H.T. still disconnected, and the emission will then
be restored in the majority of cases.
This somewhat drastic treatment
may result in a burnt-out valve, but
since the valve would be useless in
any case the experiment merits a ti-ial.

order to get that "little bit of
jN extra
power " f rom a receiving set

-

information

of

-

¡T
.

-

-

frequently found that wheu
wearing a pait of head 'plìmes
during the hot sununer wcather the
ear-caps and diaphragms become
co-ered with. nioistasie. While this is
peibaps unaaidnhle, ujile-s thoroughly
is

CAP

-

WJNOI.VC5

PERMANENT
MACNET

Fig. 2.-Failure in telephone receivers
is sometimes caused by a breemk in tue

cennection between the two coils.

previously soaked in a little paraffin.
Since prevention is bettet- than cure, a
recurrence of the rust can be prevented if the exposed surface of the
diahragnì is smeared over with
very thin1 layer of vaseline.

1\JIRELESS enthusiasts are often at

'Y
a loss to account for a reduced'
efficiency, i their teleiìhones.
This
may be duo to a varief of causes, such
as the breaking down of one of the
windings (shown diagrnmrnativally in
'Y

Fig.

2y, or perhaps the cords have
worn and caused the flexible vii'e to
fracture. PILe remedy in bot-h these
cases is, of course, obvious,.
lu a(lditon, it is reqnenthy found
that the permanent magnet loses its
magnetism owing to insufficient ageing
duiing the course of. manufaeti?'e,
rough treatment- after purchase, or
through passing the steady anode current round the windings in the wrong
direction. The rpason for employing
a permanent magnet in telephones is

iiiteresting.

The small fluctuating currents produced by the wireless signal causes a
varying pull to be exerted ou the diaWithout the magnet this
phragms.
would only result iii small movement
of the thin (lise, but when thi,s
fluctuating effect is supeiiniposecl upoli
the existing pith brought about by the
magnet, then a much larger movement
takes placo and the resultant sound is
iflcreaSe(1
t
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NEW

TRY THES
By W.

S.

SELECTIVE CIRCUITS

PERCIVAL,

B.Sc.

(Hons.),

£R.C.S.

An interesting account of some work carried out at the Elsiree Laboratories to obtain
selectivity with single-valve and two-valve receivers.

()N

a well-designed single-valve de-

tector used in conjunction with
a good aerial, ana under good
atmospheric conditions a very large
number of transmissions may be received at varying strengths. By the
addition of one or two stages of note
magnification many of these can be
brought up to loud-speaker strength.

I

I

two tuned circuits. It is impossb1e to
give details for obtaining this, as the
separation of the coils depends so
much on their size and magnetic field.
The distance, however, should be of
the order of 4 to G inches in most
cases.

very high resistance into the aerial
circuit at the frequency which it is
desired to cut out. This, however,
frequently has the effect of cutting
down the strength of transmissions at
neighbouring frequencies which it is
desired to receive. The use Of two
tuned circuits before a detector valve
is of very considerable interes as an

Fig. 1.-Double reaction
!8
employed in this
single value detector
circuit.

-

E

set of this type
suffers from the serious disadvantage
that quite a wide band of frequencies
is partially or entirely blotted out
by the transmission from the local

Unfortunately

a

alternative method, and although
tuning is thereby rendered soincwhat
difficult to the inexperienced, au
extremely high degree of selectivity
may be obtained by this method.

-

Practical Results
In some practical experiments a
distinct advantage was found to accrue
from the use of this double reaction.
This was chiefly due to the fact that it
enabled the coupling between the two
tuned circuits to be reduced to a very
small value before the signal strength
was seriously impaired. The circuit is
extremely interesting, but a somewhat
difficult one to handle. Selectivity is,
however, of a very high order, and it
was found possible at a distance of
about 12 miles f rom London to obtain
Manchester with only the very
slightest background of the former.
A Separate Reaction Valve
While using the circuit described
above, it was thought that a certain
amount of undesired coupling between
the two circuits took place through.
the two reaction coils which are shown
in series. It was therefore decided as
a matter of interest to employ an
entirely separate valve to introduce

station.
The Search After Selectivity
In the search after the requisite
degree of selectivity necessary to cut
out the local station within a small
frequency,
several
difference of
different methods have been devised.
In the first place, a Reinartz or modified Reinartz circuit can be employed
with which, if carefully designed, a
very high degree of selectivity can be
obt'ained. By decreasing the number
of turns in the aerial circuit, selectivity can be progressively increased,
but after a certain point signal
strength falls at the same time.
Another disadvantage from which a
very selective circuit suffers is that
the quality is impaired owing to the
cutting off of the sidebands.

Suggested Methods
/

This difficulty can be removed in
two different ways. In the first place
a separate trap circuit can be employed, or, on the other hand, an
additional tuned circuit may be
added. The action of a trap circuit
is really analögous to introaucing a
-

/

r

R3

Fig.

2.-In this circuit

4E{
a

separate valve is used to produce reaction in the

aerial Circuit.

Double Reaction
In Fig. i we have a case in which
two tuned circuits are emplosed for
the detector, reaction being introduced on to each circuit. In order to
make a set of this description function
satisfactorily it is essential to have
extremely loose coupling between the
922

reaction in the aerial circuit. The
new circuit is shown in Fig. 2.
In
this case Reinartz reaction was employed on the detector valve with the
object of simplifying reaction control
This is by no means necessary, an
involves the use of rather a large.
number of variable condensers

-
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Reducin g
amp g
e
will
be
noted
in
Fig.
2 that the
It
grid circuit of the second reaction
valve is placed across oniy a part of

J

I

.

the coupting wa Icosened these
stations were still obtaiunb1 aud the
selectivty was, of an extrozdinariiy
high staa*.iarth - Thus both easdiff awì
Maucheste couM be eutireFy separated
D_r

L

c

T

Circuts-continued

Selective

tage

-

of low-frequency amplification.

-

J

qiite a useful receiver could have no
doubt been constructed. Unfortujr
atelr, the circuit suffers from the
grave diaadvniitago of requiring an
extra valve. AetualFv separate batr
teries ueed not be envpioyed, although
these are shown to simplify the
diagram:

r

L2

*

.

-

-

L
'

R
-

-.
-

tas made to utilise this valve, not
only to provide reaction on th, aerial
circait, but also to act as a lowfreqiency amplifiem-. The now crcumt
now appears as in Fig. 3.
On trying this circuit &ut it was
found tu suffer from two distinct disadvantages. In the first place the
reaction valve was very prone to howl
as in a reflex receiver, a-nd in the
second place selectivity ws diminished.

-

C,o1

-

T2

I

.

Iii

-

/

-

C5
T,

-

L

-

L

-

-

-

-

3.-Jn

this circuit the
the aerial coil. This was done in
order to limit as far as possible any
damping imposed by this valve on the
aerial circuit. In practice this should
be almost negligible, a distinct advantage over the high-frequency and detector method of coupling two tune4
circuits in which the damping of the
anode circuit of the hih-frequoncy
valve is partially or wholly across the
second tuned circuit.

Fig.

.

-

-

rCaction valve is reflexed.
from London at a-bout 12 miles from
the latter station, while quite a gap
appeared to exist between Londom ami

Manchester.

sope ate(t.

Good $etectìvity'
Usine this method quite a number
of statiQas were obtained at varying
strengths in the headphones. When

.

Partial RectiScation
.

.

.

An examination o
the circuit
diagram indicated that the second
fault: wa due to a partial rectifica-

----.

-

Results Obtained

-

-

-

-

I

This circuit was at first very tricky
to handle, bu,t once a little experience
had been gained, it was found to be
much easier to obtain stations than
was thought at first. It was foiud
preferable to employ a wavemneter, but
in default of this the best procedure
is as follows: Having obtained the
local station and noted the readings of
the tuning condenser, the aerial
tuning condenser should be set
approimately to the reading at which
the required station is expected. The
reaction control associated with the
special reaction valve should then be
increased to a point some way short
of osèijlation. The tuning condenser
of the detector valve, together with
the reaction condenser, may then be
manipulated as in a simple detector.

During the preliminary experiments
the coupling between the two citcuits
should l)e moderately tight, i.e., the
two coils should be about 3 or 4 inches
apart. If the desired station is not
obtained by this nethod, then the
aerial tuning condenser should be
altered slightly and the procedure

-

.

-

S

j,

.

.

-

.

-

.
-

S

_____________

-

-

In experLmenis on selectivity an artillcial signal ts ' often required.
This is a small transmitter, completely enclosed in a copper case SQ
that all the energy is ùnder control.

The Disadvantages

It wilI thus b seen tha.t all th
selectivity that could reasonably be
desie eould be obtained with this
circuit, and with the addition of two

tio» of the iilconhing ave by the Lowf requ.eney valve. 1n. oidur to remove
this disedrntage the grid bias on
the liw-freqinev.

vate

was. carefully

ad'jusbed
so that no reification
should' take place. This was found to
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Really Reliable Testing Instrument

-

is essential to every wireless retailer. To be
able to satisfy himself and his customers, that
transformers, valves, batteries, &c., are in
perfect condition cannot but induce pleasant
To be able to test the
business dealings.
and locate faults in a
circuit
any
of
continuity
will
add immeasurably to
receiver
customer's
render.
you
the service
Such an instrument has been designed and is
described in detail in the July issue of THE
The cost of constructi6n is very
DEALER.
the time occupied in building will
and
reasonable

.

be well spent.

-

-

sì

n
N

a

S

a

The article dealing with this "Service and
Testing Set" is only one of many sales-aids to the
trader which appear in this issue. Produced for
the wireless trade by exclusively wireless publishers
THE DEALER is the established pre-eminent
monthly journal essential to every trader.
Send for a specimen copy now and realise what
you:miss by not seeing a copy regularly.

g

:Contents of the JúIy issue Include in addition to regular features
an Exclusive'
Exhibitions,
Birmingham
and
London
the
of
Details
Further
"The Art of
Interview with a leading West-End Retailer, an article on
the Cabinet Maker," and " New Components for the Coming Season."
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to the
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Sates
Manager, Radio Press, Ltd.,
Bush House, Strand,London,
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Subscription rates:
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Try these New Selective Circuits-continued
be

successful
defect.

in

this

eliminating

'

-

A

For Experimental Work

*

*

We have then remaining the
problem of howling, which was much
more difficult to eradicate.
A consi*lerable degree of
success was
obtained by being careful not to use
too much reaction on the low-f reqbency and reaction valve, so that
this was not prone to oscillate.
Although it is not probable that a drcuit of the type described would be
altogether suitable for the amateur to
employ as a permanent receiver, yet
sohle very interesting results may be
obtained, ckiefly owing to the high
degree of selectivity which the receiver
affords

It should be emphasised that all the
circuits require cousiderable skill in
handling, and should therefore only
be jttempted by the experienced
reader. At the saine time they provide

Reaction Control Effect
rather undesirable feature which

might, however, have been suspected,
wa that the reaction of the trap and

Adding Reaction to a Trap

Circuit
known that in order to
obtain the best results f rom a trap
Lt is well

li,

circuit the resistance of the trap

)

7

should be as low' as possible.
The
idèa then suggests itself of adding reaction to the trap in order to reduce
its resistance still further. This was
tried out in the circuit shown in
Fig. 4.
Although it is well known

-.

that

a trap of this description is not
the most. efficient type, yet its actidn
was consider.ahly improved by the
addition of ièaction.

Overcoming Limitations
In the case of a trap the coupling is
limited Isv two faetors. If it is too
loose it is impossible to cut oit the

loeal station, while if, on the other
.

.1

-

An interior view of the screened transmitter
research work.

inteivsting food for thought and ex
periment for anyone who is miÑtetl to
try them out.

-

.

--

issue

Ftg.,4.-A reductioi

in thc eff.ictive reìisto-icrof the tra' circt WaR made-by
applying rCccti.013 to it in this rr.evncr.
t

toe tight, then statinns on
either side of the local are ssriou.s1y
Jereased i rliength. By the a4tditìn of reaction it was foui.d pessiMe
to iveakeii the coupling of the trap
ceasiderabiv, so that stations neai' the
total could be heard with little dimiriutien in vohinie, white at the satm time
tht urnva.nted sigflals. from, the total
statio 'coutd be reetucetl to. the required degree.
is.

AN.

ill

Concerning certain new discoveries at Elstree will be
made in next month's

-_l

it

iii

ANNOUNCEMENT

B3

heLad,

-

-

i

L

at Eut ree (or

-

the reaction of the main circuit weÑ
not independent. The reason for this
is that the trap damps the main cir-

-.

V

ueJ

euit, thus r
ring iiìore reaction to
be ad1ed, wluile ou the other hand
the dètEotor circuit acts as a kind of
trap on tibe trap circuit itself, and
thus damps the Lnter. More reaction
is therefore recircd. ou. the trap circuit frn' this iason. 'huis the two
cireuitsL are he noi ìeeais independent,

anI it

togetke

rsults.

is

in

nreury

to adjest both

ordar to qbtain the best
92,3
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buring the evening hours, when

(continued from page 905).
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Vlve4sOlder
valve

AN ANTr-MtcgOpI-IONLC
holder is more than a valve holder
mounted on springs. It is specially
designed to smooth ont vibration so
that no shock reaches the filament.
The BENJ AMIN CLEARER TOME
VALVE HOLDER ¡S anti-microphonic in the full sense of the word.
It "floats" the valve on springs
and cushions it against vibration in
every direction. Valve legs cannot
touch the baseboard and the springs
cannot be damaged by the tightest
valve. The metal work is in one
solid piece-no soldered tags to create
noise. Terminals are provided in
addition to the tags.

tijesole

perienced is again found. With this
adjustment made, turn C, again to its
zero reading, and tune in the beni
station by means of the C, condenser,
w-heu by increasing the reading of C,
signaLs may be made to increase in
volume until to increase that volume
still further nla.y bring the set too
near the point of self-oscillation, and
so result in interference.
By a careful adjustment of C, in
relation to C the set may be maintained in its most sensitive condition
throughout the whole tuning range of
C, irrespective of whether the smallest
or next size con 1e usee.

A HANDY LITTLE

CONDENSER
small
nr HE
described and

variable

condenser
will have
many useful applications on the
constructor's bencl and since the
matèrials employed will most likely be
found on the " junk" pile, the cost
incurred is a negligible item.
JL

Long-Wave Reception
When using the big coil, the reaction condenser C3 may be neglected
altogether, tuning being carried out
by means of C, and the control of
reaction being given by means of the
knob situated on the top of the coil
casing.
The operation of the receiver in
this case is, of course, simply that of
the ordinary direct coupled aerial,
variably-coupled magnetic reaction

Dimensions

illustrted

Not

Critical

From Fig. i it is seen that filie condenser consists of two metal plates,
one fixed and one movable, with a
mica dielectric between, the capacity
being varied by rotating the moving

-T

IJ,iSui

SPRING JVAJMER

arrangement, and though the adjustment of reaction in this case will not
be so smooth as that given by the
former circuit, little difficulty is likely
to be experienced in tuning-in, say,

manufacturers.

43

-

-

Benjamin Clearer Tone Valve Holders
can be obtained at all good dealers. Do
not be persuaded to buy imitations you
can always obtain Benjamin direct from

1

still daylight, though not brilliant sunshine, Radio-Belgique, Newcastle and
Birmingham can be received at good
strength.
On the long waves, 5XX and Radio..
Paris both come in ve1l, neither intr..
fering with the other, while on the
shorter waves hosts of Germans have
been received from time to time.

"CHANGE YOUR CÓIL AND
CHANGE YOUR CIRCUIT"

(

i

.Joe,,-Nur
WASHtR
Soz rnrREo

fl/CA -Goz,, Trncx

PlATE

6XX at good strength.
-

L

IIT

_Ak
Plan

and

elevation

T

Valves to Use

2/9

oJMe

N

,Wauc

CjEARERÍYE HOLDER
THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC Ltd.
Brantwood Works, Tariff Road,
Tottenham, N.z.
Regel. Des/ga
No. ?14&/7

Patent Nos.
222086-192.3

2S0431-1925

i__
_______

Practically any type of valve may be
used with this receiver, and I have
personally tried " general-purpose,"
small power and high impedance types
with equal success.
The choice of valve decides to some
extent the adjustment of anode
voltage and filament current to give
smooth reaction control, and it should
be remembered that if the valve is
changed for another type it may be
necessary to make further adjustments.
It may be experienced, when using
the long-wave coil, that any alteration
of the reaction coupling will necessitate resetting the tuning condenser.
This point, though somewhat of a difficulty when searching for distant sta.
tions, is, however, one of the disadvantages of using variably-coupled mag.
netic reaction. On the other hand,
when using the Fig. i arrangement,
ib will be found that any alteration of
the. reaction condenser C will have no
appreciable effect upon the adjustment
of the tuning condenser 0L thereby
making the tuning-in of- the distanb
stations extremely easy.
The Author's Results
The receiver has been used for some
time in south-east London, and during
the daylight hours Bournemout]i can
be received at moderate strength.

----

/
PlAie /
fr/Ax/MOM

''
-

Movrn'&

PiAre

OVERLAP

i

and 2.-The necessary dimensions and the method of assembling
the condenser will be clear from these
diagi ams

Figs.

I

plate across the fixed one.
The diagrain, Fig. 2, shows the shape and
approximate diimensions of the plates,
the h*ter not being very critical owing
to the difference in thickness of the
mica obtainable; that sold as .002 in.
thick should be used.
Assembly

The fixed plate is clamped firmly to
the panel by the terminal shown,
which also serves for attaching the
connecting wire. A little thick shellac
varnish between the plate ahd the
panel before tightening the terminal
will assist in holding the plate firmly
in position.
The mica sheet is then
fastened over the fixed plate with
more shellac varnish.
The mounting
of the moving plate is clearly shown,
and it should be soldéred to the terminal to prevent it from slipping whea
the knob is turne I.
W. E. M.
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By JOHN PUGI1PRICE
-

followd

properly.

the designer's instructions in btiTding your receiver only to Find that it will not work
Read this article and you will probably Find where the fault lies, and that it is not in the design.

AM sure the

de'ìgi

You may have

i

all wrong.

I have setly followed the circuit showh in Fig. 1. and can
only get weaker signals tluiii were
received on my crystal set. I know
all the components are correct, since
I have tried them in au arrangeaient
consisting of a crystal set and a trans.former.-coupled note magnifier, and
also in a single-ralv&reaetion receiver.
I made this set since I understood
that maximum volume and good range
would be obtained by employing my
single valve in a dual capacity. The
components are as follow-a detailed
list is given; all nf the components
are of reliable make."
A

Beginner's Complaint

This is a typical complaint frein a
beginner experimenting with reflex
circuits. Often in practice the constructor, having completed lii reflex
receiver from a given circuit, or possibly f roiíi a published design, is confronted with this trouble. He sometimes discovers that lie can lift the
catswhisker from his crystal detector
and still receive weak signals, whilst
in extreme cases he may even find
that he cají oiìiy receive signals in this
way, from which he often infers that
the circuit or design is wrong.

A

for example, of 44) to 60 volts, and
accidentally he may easily flu-id that he
is working luisvalve at or near to the
lower bend in it chau-aeteristic curve,
As a couse1uence the valve rectifies
instead of amplifying at both radio
and audio frequencies, as was intended.
When this happens, and
aignal strength may be improved by
lifting the catsuhisker or by extinguishing the valve when a valve
rectifier is employed, thereis no need
to be perturbed unduly, since a coniparatively simple adjustment will put

tension voltage on the dual valve by
30 or 40 volts, or up tq the maximum

permitted according to the maker's
specification, whilst it will be neceseary to adjust grid bias with some care
in order that the best working point
may be chosen. The valve then amplifies at high and low frequencies and
gives negligible rectification effects.

/

-

Inserting a Grid-Bias Battery
Where provision is not iuiade for
iierting
grid-bias battery this
should be placed in the position indicated by dotted line in Fig. 1. A
6- or 9-volt grid-bias battery, tapped
in 14-volt steps, should prove adequate, and if adjustment is made of
this voltage and also of the HT.

a

things right.

Working the Valv Correctly
For amplification at both high and
low frequehcies, without distortion, it

-i.

e.

Ftg. 1.- trouble ofte,r
occurs in reRx circuits
if the vali'e is permitted
to rectify.

Simple Explanation

Generaily there is nothing wrong
with the wiring or with the design,
but the valve is being worked incorrectly. Readers who have carefully
followed the trend in modern design
will notice there is a marked tendency
to employ lower bend ailode current
rectification where maximum purity is
time aim of the designer. No grid leak
or grid condenser is used, hut it is
-arranged that the valve shall work on
the lower bend of its anode-current
rid-voltag characteristic e-sirve. This
is effected by suitably connecting a
grid-bias battery ns the grid circuit
of the rectifier, generally on time filament sile of the grid coil.
-\

WAS THE
DESIGNER WRONG?

i

-

-

ti

THE, WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

-

-.

Easily Rectified

The beguuwr in reflex circuits
generally employs a comparatively
small value of high.-tension voltage,

E

L>IjJI1J

that the w-orking point of
valve on its characteristic curve
should he upon the straight portion,
which latter should be to the left of
the gri.t-rolts zero ordinate. As long
and as straight a working portion to
the left of the above-mentioned ordinate is required to give pure reprodsictLGn, which will be obtained if there
is adequate grid-voltage swing without the lower bend being reached or the part of tise curve where gmid current flows being eniployed.
This condition of affairs may usually
be obtained by increasing the highis essential
t-lie

i

I

.j

I

voltage, in practically all cases dirculty due to rectification by the dusI
visive will be overconie.

Final Adjustment

-

Before fluaI adju.stnient of H.P. and
grid-bias -oltages is suade it is necessary to find a sensitive spot upon the
crystal which will necessitate a slight
readju.stnuent of both tuning and
reaction controls.. When the crystal
is brought into circuit the effect is to
increase the damping, making it
necessary to bring the reaction or
anode 'oil towards the aerial coil. It

927
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That is why the leading experimenters, such asMr. W. K. Alford, radio 2DX.
Mr. V.E.M.Oliver,B.A.; A.M.LE.E., radio 6 By.
Mr. J. A. Partridge, radio 2 KF.
Mr. E. J. Simmonds, M.I.R.E., F.R.S.A., radio 2 OD.
use' them when carrying out noteworthy experiments.
C.A.V.
C.A.V.
H.T.5.-60 Volts 60/- HL 4.-30 Volts 30/All CAy. H.T. Accumulators are supplied fully charged
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2-VOLT SINGLE CELLS.
TESTED CAI'ACLTY.
IGNITION. ACTUAL.
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8
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4- and 6-volt assemblies
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at proportionate
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BIRMINGHAM... .(LUCAS).

.

.

Northern 2501
BRISTOL... .tROTAX). .. .7 TEMPLE STREET
RotnsBrirtol." 'Those Brieto) 5716
Oroms
COVENTRY .... (LUCAS) .... PRIORY STREET
Phone:
Grosso:

-.
-

Coveestrv lOGS
(LUCAS). .257/529, ST. GEORGES
ROAD

-LucoeCovestry.

T",

GLASGOW

....

MANCHESTER... .(LUOAS). .. .577, DEANBOAT!
'Those:
Qrams
Centro) 6545
Lumisoss-Monchest5r,
MANCHESTER .... (LUCAS). .CRZBTER ROAD,
STRETFORD

.GREAT HAMPTON
STREET

'Fhone:

Oroms:

Phone:

Lucus.Glsogorv:

Tn

a.

s.

136
160

Chiswick Z000.
'Telephone
"Vanteria. Act, London."
Telegrams
Also obtainable at the following Depots

4

:::;:.:.::.--
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PRJCE

Inspect themat your local radio dealer or any of our Service Depots

89,

-

L.T.

The specially dest'gned stout moulded glass
jar has many Important features in adthtion
to its transparency.- lt prevents the risk of
fire, eliminates frothing, is clean and of good
separators are fitted
No
appearance.
between the plates, which are correctly
spaced by grooves moulded in the sides of
glass jar. The plate sections are suspended
from the ebonite lid which is sealed in
position. Screwed vent plugs are made of
porcelain and therefore easily cleaned.

19Ø5

19O1

C.A.V. H.T. ACCUMULATORS are not built of the,ordinary test
tubes, but tubes of special design and material assembled to
eliminate intercell current leakage, which is so common amongst
block form accumulators of much greater capacity ; which large
Capacity is, in many Cases, superfluous. An H.T. Accumulator
need not necessarily have a large ampere hour capacity, because
the current taken by the average broadcast receiver is comparatively small, and therefore the greatest feature must be the absence
of intercell current leakage and consequent maximum retention
of charge. The CA.V. H.T. ACCUMULATOR possesses this
most inportant feature, the path of intercell leakage being more
than9 In.-an exclusive design.
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the Designer Wrong?-conlinuec/
coil and one Vtralisforn1r_coupled note

is required, therefore, that co pen'sation for the introduction of the crystal
be made by a slight readjustment of
the reactiou setting and of the tuning
on both condensers before fluai adjustment of HT, and grid-bias voltages.

I,

I

I

the receivèr. Even when attention
has been paid to these points the difficulty may still be present-, and other
'

Condwezs

+1

¡

V

'
V

V

i
V

i

I
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L?1
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___________________
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'

R4
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sV2!
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1

POTEUT

V

R3
LT.

V

-

'
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-

Fi.2.-U.2!ess correctlyadjusteda high-frequency -valve
or no ampliRcation.

in signal strent1i on
which it should, or

distant stations

A

-

-

d

.
.

FI..

*

.

-

-

may give little

sources must be explored
faulte

may even be
responsible fer a step-down in amplification. The first point which should
naturally occur to the experimenter is
th fact that a reversal of reaction

-

I

c.a.-

i

'0

-

$
I

poor in quality..
This, ¿f course., is
only to he expected, since it should be
realised that a large condenser, such
as that mentioned, not only by-passes
the high-frequency component, which
it is mterded to do, but also acts, to a
large extent, in a similar capacity to
aud io-frequencv cinresi ts.
The result is therefore practically
equivalent to partially short-circuiting the telephones.
\Vliei-e a
ausbridge type condenser of i or 2 microfarads is employed it should be con-.
nected across the HT. battery only,
and a further by-pass condenser of
.001 or .002 should he connected
directly across the telephones.

'

I

V

RI.:

ployed here, and it was complained
that signals were extremely weak and
-

I

can he made finally.
By-Pass

'-

ciit
will be required when the detector valve forms the first valve of

I

magnifier, il?nstrates other faults
which often perplex the beginner.
Here a usual complaint is that the
H.F. stage does not give the step-up

In the circuit of Fig. i it will be
observed that the by-pass condenser C$ connected both across the telephones
and across the high-tension battery.
In this positio, therefore, it is essential that a suitable size of condenser
he employed, and here generally 001
or .002 functions well in practice. In
a case vhiclu I recently investigated, a
2-niicrofarail -M&mshridge typa was em-

j.
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to

locate the

Simple Cause

At this advanced stage in broadcasting receiving apparatus it would seem
unlikely that lack of skill in tuning
oould he responsible, but in a number
of cases this, coupled with the employment of an unsuitable valve in the
H.F. valve socket, and incorrect HT.,
etc., is often the cause. Unless the
tuied-anode circuit is tuned correctly
to the wavelength of the station it is
desired to receive the H.F. vslve will
prove a hindrance rather than a help
in obtaining good signals. A few
words on tuning the set may therefore
not come amiss.

-

L-

A hando,ie Amcrican
receiver--the Radiola 25

Sequence in Tuning
Until the feel of the receiver has
been obtained logical sequence in
tuning should be followed. Normally
the anode circúit will tune more
sharply than the aerial circuit so that
in searching a satisfactory systems to
adopt is to advance the aerial condenser by oie or two degrece at a
time, whilst taking the anode condenser through the whole df its scale
divisions slowly. If you do not feel

V
-

A
-

üseless H.F_ Stage

i

The theoretical circuit diagram Of
2 showing a general-purposè
3-valve arrangement in which a tuned
anode HF. stage is followed by a
teeter, with reaction on to the aerial141g.

i

connections is necessary when the HF.
etage is cut out of circuit. This, l}0w
ever, can usually be effected by means
of- two short flex leads and suitable
plugs.
A larger sise of reaction coil, than
is necessary when the H.F. valve is in
929
s,

s

I

f

j

competent to adjust the coupling of
the reaction coil nf the same time so
that the set is kept just below the
oscillation condition, in which it is
most sensitive, sotne intermediate
setting should be obtained so that the
reeeivr does not oscillate on the
lower degrees of the two..condenser,
(Continued on page 930.)
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Concluded from page 929

but at the same time is not und-uly
insensitive on the higher wavelengths.
When a station is heard the reac
tion coil should be approached towards
the aerial coil gradually, whilst the
settings of C1 and Cl should both be
readjusted slightly. It will be found
that each alteration of the coupling
between the reaction and the aerial
coils will necessitate slight retuning
on both aerial and anode condensers,
and if these points are borne in mind
little practice should allow gooa results
to be obtained.

1

A

/

A

i

are flimsy in construction, and after a little use
become shapeless. The Eureka Low Loss Coil is so made
that the greatest strength is in the base which bears the
most s!rain. The ebonite rib, sittiated immediately above
the plug, allows repeated removal from the socket without any damage whatever to the coil. The solid ebonite
former and band also add materially to the strength o
this fine coil.

-

(ji,

j/J

h.

T last there is a Coil which is not only electrically
perfect, but is also mechanically strong-most coils

i

jj

for stren

(j

Low

Self

Capacity

There is no coil on the market which has such a low

capacity-an examination will convince you of this.
The unique method of winding, and the exact spacing
of the hi h grade silk-covered wire permit of such a
minute seif-capacity that sharper tuning and therefore
greater selectivity must result
self

-

.

-

-

Q

-.
40-150 metres
55-250 IflCC5
8OE375

120-560
155-760

ESO

E75

E100
E150
ll200
E250

255-lOES)
36OE1560

4701375
530-2725

g001511

,zitIz

4/3

4/3
4/6
4/IO
6/3
3/-

metres
metres
metres
metres
metres
metres
metres

All (06 obo,e ,sat,e-le,wiha
0005

mId..

-

Mechanical strength and electrical perfection are indeed
sufficient to commend the Eureka Coil, yet, there is
another point in its superiority-appearance. When you
see this Coil at your Dealer s you'll at once agree that
it is the most handsome coil you ever saw. Its green silk
wire and neat finish will enhance the appearance of any
Receiver. Glance at the onces alongside and see how
little you have to pay for this super CoiL

Here is the range:
E20
E25
E35

Handsome Appearance

-

8/6
are

.

Defective Anode Coil

Occasionally a discontinuous anode
coil is responsible for lack of step-up
in amplification, and here the wellknown telephones and dr cell test
should be employed, a small dry-cell
and a pair of telephones being joined
in series. The free side of the battery
should be connected to one side of the
coil whilst the other side of the coil
should be tapped with the free telephone tag. Loud plonks will be heard
if the coil is continuous, but only'
feeble ones if a break is present, iii
which case the coiF should be changed.
A further fault, which is nGt quite so
common, is a short circuit of the anode
coil. A short-cireuited anode coil when
inserted into the L, position will prevent signals being heard, and only
when it is withdrawn will results be

obtained.

The telephoriès and dry cell test is
useless liare, since a loud plonk will ho
Generally, however, the
obtained.
short takes place where the two leads
are joined to the coil plug, and inspection will allow it to be located.
Lack of Sensitivity

Where it is found moi-e difficult to
make the receiver oscillate when the
HF. stage is in circuit than when
working on the detector only, poor
insulation of the grid condenser C,
should be suspected. This component
should therefore be replaced by one
which has worked effectively in
another receiver, since if the insulation is poor considerable positive bias
may be communicated to the grid of the
detecor valve, and this will render the
set unusually stable and insensitive.

ob-

rarjob(

condenser in poza ¡let

HOW TO CALIBRATE YOUR
Portable Utilities Co.. Ltd.
(Eureka Radio Products)
London, W.C.f

1c.c

CC4C

RECEIVER

Lo'i Loss Coils
CCC

C.

CC

C

CC

2

ç

By Capt. H. J. Round, M.I.E.E.

See the July
"MODERN WIRELESS"

G. A. 5312
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HAVE YOU MADE
I

YOUR PORTABLE. SET ?
"1
doubt it this time of the year
many renders are in possession
of portable sets, while others,
perhaps, contemplate building some
such set in order to be able to contiriue their enjoyment of radio during
the summer months, in their outings
on the river, picnics, at the tennis
club, and on their walking or motoring tours.
NO

Some- Preliminary Considerations
It is for the benefit of the latter
'That this article is written, in order
that they may appreciate some of the
consideration to be taken into account
in their choice of suitable equipment.
Now, generally speaking, sets for use
bì 'the open-air may be divided into
two classes, first, those for use with

'phones only, and secondly, those suitable for loud-speaker work.
The former may be classed strIctly
as portable sets, while the term
" semi-portable " is better suited to
the latter class. A further sub-division renders this classification somewhat clearer. Thus we may have two
further classes, according to the
nature ef the results which are expected from the set, namely, reception from the local station or Daventry only, or receptio.n of distant stations as vell.

A Personal Opinion
Peisonally, I have no use for any
set intended for outdoor reception
which is not capable of giving at least
one station on the loud-speaker at
reasonable volume. However, this is,
of course, solely a persoiml opinion,
and, although I cannot seo myself
spending a day on the river listening
at intervals to London with headphones, I realise that I may be abnormal in this respect, so I shall endeavour to write this article to present
an unbiassed view of the matter.

dse?ibe a fout-valve set, say,
and two transformercoupled note mngnifirs, with its associated equipment; as portable is rather
stretching the meaning f the term.
L
hìav
unrlèasant. recollections of
rrying a similar type of sit, together with batteries and loudspeaker, a distance of" about half a

The Word "Portable"
The word " portable " has been ud
in rather an elastic u-ay iji reference
to wireless receiving equipment, but

In the first
for any given purpose.
place, this depends to some extent on
what type of aerial you propose to
use. It is always wise to erect the best
possible aerial that circumstances will

-

mile. Such a set is portable only so
far as the motorist is concerned.

Suitable Circuits
You may ask what is the best circuit
and number of valves von will- require

.
1'

X

*

* *

Considerable enoyment
can be obtained with a
set which will only give
telephone strength.

What Are Your Requirements ?
There are, then, four distinct types,

and before anyone contemplates
building or purchasing a set for the
open air, he should first of all ascertain exactly what his requirements
are likely to be. This procedtne simplifies to a considerable extent his
choice of a suitable design.
If, for instance, you vill be satised with 'phone reception of the local
station it is useless to incur the experse and trouble f constructing a
set which is capable of giving loudspeaker results from that station, not
to mention, of course, the trouble of
carrying about such a set and its
associated equipment.

To

It.F,'dètector,

*

M

:-

I do not think that it should be
applied strictly to any apparatus
which is not compIetey self-contained
and which does not entail any greater
effort in carrying than does an average-sized attache case; containing,
say, business papers.

permit, but do not count on always
being able to sling a wire from a fairly
high tree.
,

trasgnt

ircuits

Assuming, first, that you are able
to de this and: that you will, there-

931.
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Have You Made Your Portable Set ?-conlinuecl
foro have an aerial approachig in
efficiency the average outdoor aerial,
then you will probably not need more
than a single valve for 'pitone reception of the local station at distances

:

provided with a terminal usua1y
serves the purpose quito well. Where
the earth is dry two such earth connections, connected together, will
prove moie satisfactory.

:.

*

*

*

/

aerial slung over a
tree is quite suitable for
outdoor work.
An

.
-

r

'J'

*

*

*

-

up to twenty miles, and two valves,
detector and one L.F., transformer
coupled, should give you a fair margin of safety for 'phone reception of
5XX practically anywhere in the coun
try under these conditions.
For moderate loud-speaker reception
in each case, an extra transformercoupled L.F. valve will probably suffice, but it must be realised that local
conditions will to some extent affect
these considerations, so that no liard
and fast rules are possible.

Suiting Local Conditions
If you are fortunate enough to be
near a lake or stream, a length of bare
wire thrown into the water wifl give
you a good earth connection. Vhère

Freak Aerials
No doubt many readers have

rad of

freak aerials and earths for outdoor
use, such as connection te wii'e fences,
using the sap of a tree, etc., but it is
not wise to depend on any of these
substitutes. It is interesting to try
ilieni experimentally, however, for
they often, give very satisfactory
results.

-

*

Loud-Speaker Reception
Returning again to the consideration
of suitable circuits, suppose you are
unable to erect a reasonably efficient
aerial and have to be content either
with a frame aerial sucht as is wound
in the cabinet of sente portable sets or
with only a small aerial of the ordinary type. Well, in such cases tite
same circuits may be used as before,
but a stage of 'high-frequency amplification added to compensate for the
relatively inefficient collecting system.
-

The method of high-frequency amplification used should be simple and easy
to control, and either one of the neutralised methods or some such scheme
as a " parallel-feed " stage may be
incorporated with confidence. Where
extreme simplicity is called for, an
aperiodic "
transformer coupled
stage has much to commend it, though
naturally the amplification is not so
large.

-

-

-

Reflex Sets
The reflex principle lias n- certain
application to sete for outdoor use
when Only the local station er

Smooth Reaction
Generally speaking, whatever type
temporary aerial ou erect, it may
be safely said that its resistance will
be fairly high, so you will be wise to
incorporate sorne method of smooth
reaction control in straight circuits of
this type. That usually attributed to
fleinarts, or sorne similar method, is
to be preferred. You can then increase the reaction gradually until the
point is reached when the extra aerial
i-esistauee lias ¡een balanced out and
provided no further reaction is used
the quality of reception should not
suffer.

H

Your Earth Connection
The earth connection is important,
and here again it is wise to provide
the best possible in the circumstances.
This should present no undue difficulty
if moist soil is available, for practical
experience shows that a 2- or 3-ft.
length of the so-called " brass " curtain rod driven into the ground and

A

good example of a po7rtable superheterodyne receiver which was described
by Mr. G. P. Kendall in the May issue of" Modern Wireless."

there is a gravel soil the problem is
more difficult, and practically the only
satisfactory solution is to use a
counterpoise. This should be supported
about 5 or 6 ft. from the ground upon
two poles or other temporary supports,
and well insulated. It should extend
under the aerial and be slightly longer
if possible.

Daventry is required, and provided a
good design and first-class components
are used, there is no reason why a
reflex set should not be successful.
Though you may not get exactly the
equivalent of two ordinary stages of
amplification, one valve is certainly
saved, find this is a commendable feature, where portability is concerned.

032
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Superheterodyne Receivers
The superheterodyne has great possibilities for powerful semi-portable
receivers, and, indeed, it is pmctically
the only type of set whieh will adequately satisfy the requirements of
those who want reception of distant
stations with only a small aerial or
frame aerial.
With six valves a very successful
set may be made, and for a well-tried
design the reader is referred to " A
Superheterodyne for the Open Air,"
designed by Mr. G. P. Kendall, and
described in the May issue of Modern

NEWS FROM
ADVERTISEMENTS

total H.P. current exceeds this figure
It will probably be more satisfactory
to utilise two of this size of battery
in preference to the heavier and more
bulky type employing larger cells. In
most medium-powered portable sets it
is possible and more convenient to
provide a separate compartment in

ill'

SEVERAL noteworthy advances in
valve design will be found mentioned in the advertisements in
this issue. The Mullard Wireless Service Co. give details of the new PM-I,
a 2-volt valve, and a valve working a

lVireless.

-

This set employs an " aperiodic "
etage of high-frequency amplification
at signal frèquency, a combined first
detector and oscillator, two stages of
intermediate frequency, second detector and one' stage of low-frequency
ampliflcation.
Reflex

Superheterodynes

Though not much work seems to
have been done in this respect, there
are great possibilities- in reflex super
heterodyn-e sets for portable usesthat is to say, superheterodynes in
which one (or more) of. the intermediate stages is reflexed, thus
making this valve funtion as a lowf requency amplifier as well. A fivevalve circuit was published some time
ago in which the three intermediate
stages were reflexed on the Grimes'
Inverse Reflex principle, but it does
not seem to have achieved the popularity which was apparently justified
from the aithor's claims.

-J

.4

.4

a

1

In this type of portable
receiver provision is
made for carrying all
the accessories in the
case.

'

i.-

,-

*

*1

*

t,

.

i

'

'

.-

.'

J4

General Design
There are one or two points in the
design of portable sets which call for
special consideration. First, there is
the choice of valves. Generally speaking, valves of the 3-volt, .06-ampere
type will satisfy most requirement,
while power valves taking .1 ampere
at 4 volts seem to be the most suitable.
It is, I think, generally agreed that
a small four-volt accumulator of the
unspillable" type is to be preferred
te the more cumbersome and weighty
dry batteries, which have to be of
large size to supply, safely the current
for three or fourvalves.
There is now on the market a twovolt valve taking .06 ampere filament
current. Although I have not tried
this valve, it would seem to be a useful
type to incorporate in portable
receivers.

-

Keep the Battery Sizes Small
High-tension batteries should be as
small as possible consistent with not
too large a load being taken from
them. About milliamps. is the safe
maximum which can be taken from
the ordinary small typo of battery
over any length of time, and if your

the case to house the batteries,
'pitones and aerial wire, together with
any minor accessories which piay be
necessary.

Gcol JÍnts Essential
matter what type of set is employed, it is wiser to safeguard your
valves against rougis treatment by
No

próiding some

good valve holders of

the vibratory' type.
Incidentally,
special
attention
should be paid to the soldering of all
connections, each one being carefully
tested to see that it is both electrically
and mechanically sound. A dry joint
can quite easily occur, and may spoil
your enjoyment of the programme or
even render reception impossible.
I think I have discussed In sufficient
detail all the considerations which will
influence your choice of a portable set,
and I trust these details will be of
some assistance to those who are contemplating building a set for the
enjoyment of radio in the open air
this summer.

a similar rating is the Cossor " Stentor Two," also described.
The new
Metrovick S.P.18/B (Blue Spot. valve
is of the same type, bitt its filament
consumption is only 0.09 amps, at 2
volts.
*
*
*
Messrs. Igranic Electric, Ltd., and
also Messrs. Jackson Bros., are advérttsmg dual condensers of a type suitable for incorporation iii the " Elstree
Six " and similar receivers.
A new precision condenser is also
described by Messrs. W. G. Pye & Co.
This is supplied with a 200-1 ratio
vernier drive, complete freedom front
backlash being claimed.
*

*

*

In connection with neutralising condensers, Messrs. Gambrell Bros., Ltd.,
point out that they are now marketjng
a direct-reading dial' foi their wellknowis " Ncutrovernia " condenser,
which will enable the user to make
an instant return to settings proviotisly logged. No alteration to the
existing condenser is necessary.
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CRYSTAL REPTION
IN AUSTRALIA

..........

years ago I and a fellow
enfhusiast " went in for wireless," and
built a loose-coupled crystal set which
was completed by the end of Februry.
We connected mp and started listening
in from Goomen in the SouL h Burnett
district (100 oç.M miles north of Brisbane) and tried to pick up 2FC a
Sydney.
Plenty of spark came
through but not 2FC. We persevered,
and in May (our winter time) actually
got them at good 'phone strength.
Finances did not permit a condenser,
and all the tuning was done directly
from the loading coil, which was
operated with two switohes.
We listened in regularly after this
with two pairs of telephones. Daytime
reception was nil, and only when the
sun had set for about 1 hours could
Two other local people
we get 2FC.
built similar sets and got the same
results, although farmers are over 600
miles lway.
The following particulars may be of
interest to you and your readers.
cylindrical
two cardboard
Coils
foriners,' diameter 3t in. and 4 in.,
These were thoroughly
length G in.
shellaced and dried. Primar p winding
125 turns of 24-s.w.g. enamelled copper
(nnpaced). Secondary, 165
wire
turns 26-s.w.g. wire. The completed
coils were then shellaced again and
The crystal cup
baked in an oven.
was a valve cover from a car, and the
crystal (just the ordinary eighteenpenny) at on top. The aerial was of
3/20's aerial wire, 135 ft. long with
lead-in, and of the inverted L type.
The lead-in pointed west-2F0 is

THE 'POWERFUL THREE'

-

AGAIN

Wishing THE CONSmUCTOR a long
and healthy life,L_Yours faithfully,
S.

Sja,--I am writing to let you know

the results J have had with the
Powerftul Three," described by
Percy W. Harris, MIRE., in the
April, 1925, issue of TZE WIRELESs
CONS TRUTOR.

I have received the following stations at good loud-speaker strength:
London and Daventry (very loud),

-

iouth.

The eatswh-isker ranged from one
f wire out of a flexible lead
to a needle. Results were jn all cases
the same.
The surroiindin country consists of
liih ironstne ridges heavily timbered,
so that the aerial was fairly veli
Avaria.hle condener inscreened .
stalled later made very little difference
to the selectivity either in series or
Trusting thes particulars
parallel.
will be of interest to you-Yours
G. S. HL.
Faithfully,
North Queensland, Autralia.

strand

In conclnsion r may say that this
et 'has been reepoiisible for three
people starting off with a three-valve
set straight away.

Mr. S. L. Hoghen's "Powerful Three"
receiver has induced three friends to
make a similar set.
Newcastle, Birmingham, Bournemouth,
Brussels, Hamburg and Dublin.
I am enclosing a photo, which you
may like to publish, and you will see I
have altered the design somewhat. Also
I have placed a Polar R.C.C. unit in
the last stage of the L.F., as I do not
require so much volume as I had when
I first made it up.
The valves employeci are Mullard .06. The D.P.D.T
switøh is for the purpose. of having
two pairs of 'phones on detector only.
All hatbery leads ave at the back of
the cabinet, which is mounted on
Eddvstorie " shock absorbers, as this
saved me buying special valve holders.

L. }IOOBEN.

Windlesham.

THE MIDGET AND
SHORT-WAVE WORK

is,-I read with interest the lettej
from Mr. Chas. H. England appearing
in your May issue of Tus WIRELESS
OOST1t1iCTOR which has just some to
hand. While Mr. England is to be
congratulated ou his achievement, he
cannot claim to have established a record in the reception of KDKA.
Using this set (the Midget) without
any form of amplification I logged that
station at R4 on two consecutive mornings last January. This is our best
season for receiving stations in the
Northern Hemisphere.
It may interest you to know that I
have since mounted the panel on a
baseboard with coil holder and .0005
variable condenser, the latter controlhing-. reaction on the Giebe system.
The set is now used exclusively for
short-wave reception, and oscillates
easily down to 25 metres.
Using a
7 ft. indoor aerial I have already
logged a large number of South
African " Hams " as well as Bandoeng
(Java), and several other commercial
low-wave stations.
Under separate
cover I send you the only available
copy of our "local mag." It is somewhat ancient, but you will get an idea
of its natur. It caters almost exclusively for the amateur transmitter
and the short-wave merchant. Couldn't
you manage to introduce more of this
stuff?
Yòurs faithfully,
ROBERT E. TAYLOR.
Germiston, Transvaa].
tWo congratulate our correspondent
on his achievement with the "Mid
get" receiver, and Lender our thanks
for the copy of his local magazine. In
view of his remarks concerning short..
wave work he will no dobt be especially interested. in the two-valve
receiver described on page 889.-ED.l
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.SHORTPATH

Another

18/B (BLUE SPOT)

S.P.

L.
I.i

í.

This flew SP: l8Valve supplements the well-Inrown Sd'. 18 Red Spot and
lt ja denigned eapecially for une in resistance-rapacity
Green Spot Valven.
coopted net, anni for ule an a Detector and in HF. neutrodyne tuned anode
etagen uein 8e-120 Volta H.T., no that where this HT. in emp'oyed in the last
etage, the difficulty of two HT; supplies is avoided.
In addition, it gives euh onore amplification and consumen very little

\\
\\\
\\\
j))

_

in an encellent valve for anode bend detection.
Deegned to worin in parallel with the S.P. 18 Red Spot and Creen 5pot
Valves, it operates from a 2-volt accumulator anal consumen only 0.09 amp.
filament current.

f/f
f/f

0E

PRICES

RED SPOT.

'"
:

(Proprietora:

METRO.VICK HOUSE.

Cosmos" SHORTPATH S.F. 28 Velveo are recommended for rae.,
as shown below with alternatIve HT. values
Recommended
Valves HT.
Stage.
Coupling
20.80 V. 00.120v.
Orèen
Blue
Tuned Ammomle (neutrodymse)
Oreen
HF.
Tuned Anode mot .merltrodyne)
Amplifier
Tranoformer (loose coupled)
Red
Fronofoemec (tight coupled)
Oreen
Dual or ReteS
Red
Red
All Couplings
Bl/e
Detector
esistonee Coupling
lOue
(Grid Leak)
Green
L.F. Trenolormeer or Choke

145.

:-

Pb-

Dtrt:je Beni)

All Couplings

hF.

Beoiuta,aee

t

Stages

..

Rs...

..
-

L.F. Transformer

Or

Choke

ai, ,ç.....,u.....

-

-

Blue

Creen
Oreen

Blue
Green

n.a

n.a

SHORTPATH

GREEN SPOT.

IB

Si'.

VALVES.

BLUE SPOT.

:

12/6
12/6
12/6
SUPPLIES, LTD.
METRO-VICK
Metropolitan-Vickers Electricol Co.. Ltd.).

-

Pß.

c

a.

H_T. current.
The S.P./B (Blue Spot)

/7/

//

Valve

4
mo

Chering Cross Road.

LONDON, W.C.2

RADIO VALVE
SUBSCRIPTION RATES

71g%

FOR RADIO PRESS JOURNALS.

-

MODERN WIRELESS
15/- per annum Unitd Kingdom.
13/6 per annum Canada and
NcwÇoundland.
15/- per annum Other Countries.

!Íok
You can tell them by
the mark. It is your

safeguard against hidden faultsandleakages.
lt means first-class
design, fine finish,

-

Lesser periods than 12 months pro rafa.

,r il

accurate

THE WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR

arsembling.

per annum Ùnited Kingdom.
per annum Canada and
Newfoundland.
8/6 per annum Other Countries.
Lesser periods than 12 months pro rata.
8/6

These all-British

7/6

.

qualities assure best
reception at a very
reasonable cost.

.

Illusi ration
-

/

shows a Wearite Vernier Castro! Filament
Rheostat.
Q. II (7 ohms) 3/6 ; Q. 2 (30 ohms) 3/9;
P. 12 (300 o/ms) 416. Elements are interc/ssngeoble end
wpplied separotelg with resistance va/urs Plot's/u
i,

-

i1od on each.

s

(Incorporating Wireless Weekly)
13/- per annum United Kingdom.
33/- per annum Canada and
-

Write for
list.

free

'4,

J

WIRELESS

I

Newfoundlnd.

13/- per annum Other Countries.
Lesser periods tItan 12 months pro rafa.

WERJIT

THE WIRELESS DEALER
(Available to the Trade only)
per alnum (10/- abroad).
7/'

COeiPOW

NB-Business letter heading or ¿fada card
musi be seni with subscription.

WRIGHT & WEARE LIMITED,
740, High Road, Tottenhm, N.17.
186-2
-

,_-.

.5
.

J_L

In replyiirg to advertisers, please izention

OIO

RADIO PRESS LIMITED,'
Bushllouse,Strand,London,W.C.2
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A HOME-MADE

L

MONG the uses to which variable
condensers of small capacity
may be put, probably those most
familiar to readers of Tn WniEi.ass
CONSTEtICTOR are their employment' for
fine tuning and as neutralising condensers for controlling cecillation in

»

H.F. amplification circuits.
Fine Tuning
When a smalF variable condenser is
eannected in parallel with the larger
condenser normally used for tuning
_any particular circuit, the circuit may
be coarsely tuned by the largei instrument in the usual manner, while fine
adjustments can be carried out by
meaiis of the small condenser. Since
the two condensers are in parallel
their effective capacity is equal to the
sum of their individual capacities,
and hence the tuning rango of the
original arrangement semains practically unaltered by the addition of the
auxiliary " vernier" condenser if the
capacity of the last-named is small.
Hence the employment of a small
variable condenser in conjunction with
the usual tuning control provides a
convenient means of carrying out the
fine tuning adjustments associated
with modern selective circuits, and obviates the replacement of existing

VERNIER CONDENSER
By

-

a fini tuning devic coiinccted to on
of the tuning- condensers.

A Home-Made Component

Below- is described a small
which is quite suitable for

coiidensr
either of

the purposes discussed above. It can

be quite easily hilcI cheaply made at
honie, and is so desigued that it takes
up little panel space and is mechanically sound. It consists of a metal
plato bent in the shape of half a

cylinder carrying a.n ebonite bearing
at each end. A shig1itly smaller semicylindrical plate niònnted on a spindle
working in the ebonite beaiins forms
the moving vane of the condenser, the
spindle being continued and fitted
with a length of ebonite rod to forni
a handle for control purposes.
Materials

Required

readers will find that the
matertals required for the construction
of this condenser can he found in the
scrap box, which seems to he associated with the acthities of every
Most

I-

-

FIXED PLATE

H

/9z"

denser is

connected

between

some

point in tle anode circuit of the H.F.
valve and the grid of the valve, so
that energy can be fed back to
counterbalance the feedback due to
the capacity of the valve. The neutralisiiig condenser normally has to be
so designed that it has a small mini-

maximum
capacity, and many condensers fullling these conditions are advertised
in this journal.
Such condensers axe eminently
first purpose discussed
suitable for
above as well, so that the purchase of
a good neutralising condenser should
prove a good invetmcnt, as when not
In ue. for its nominal purpose it can
be incorporated in any existing set as
mum

as

well as a

te

L

I

f.

-

low

B.Sc., F.P.S.L.

of making

A simple method

-

condensers by new ones fitted with
fine-control devices.

Prevenl:ing H.F. Oscillation
In the case of neutralised }l.F. circuits a small " neutralising " con-

WOOD,

P. H.

a

usefil component.

1in.

Strip of ebonite about
long
by
in. wide.
Two spring washers.
Length of 2 BA. studding, 2 in.
long.
-

Ebonite rod,
in. diameter.

2

in long by about

Two 2 B.A. washers, one 2 BA. nut,
and a soldering tag.
Five small round-head wood screws.

Cutting the Plates
The sheet metal should be of fairly
stout gauge, arid must he f'attened out
before use if it is heut in any way,
Details of the tw9 plates to be cu
froni it are shown in Fig. 1, where it
will be seen that the fixed plate consists merely of
rectangular piece o
metal drilled with five small licks to
take the wood screws which are used
to fix it to the ebonite end-pieces.
T}e moving plate is slightly more
elaborate, being cut with a projection
at either end, these projections bein
used as fixing hugs nd drilled wit
holes to take the spindle.
The outlines of the plates should be scratched
on the sheet metal with a scriber, or
marked with a hard pencil, and tin
snips or a pair of strong scissors used
to cut round the outline. If the edges
of the metal are bent np at all during
the cuttIng process a wooden mallet.
should be used to flatten them down
¿L

again.

Ebonite End-Pieces

-L

28A.CIEARANCE
pi

î

Mwvc PIA/E

o

/%"
Fig. 1.---The detahlb of the two plates
can be obtained from this lgure.

wireless enthusiast. In any case an
outlay of a few pence will be sufficient
to satisfy the requirements, and a list
of
the
niateriale
necessary
is

appended :.-.
À few square inrhes of. sheet metal,
preferably brass,
A circular disc of ebonite I iu.
diameter, 3/16 or } in. thick,

..'

One end-piece is in the form of a
circular dise i in. in diameter, and
must be drilled with a 2 BA. clearance (3f l6ths) hole at the centre, with
a further hole for fixing purposes.
T'.e other end-piece is shaped so as
Ic form pari of a similar disc in ith
lower part, while its upper part extends by about 1/16th inch further
at each side to form a sort of shoulder
against which the fixed plate of the
condenser can rest. At the centre of
this second end-piece a 2 B.A. hole is

drilled through about ho/ the thickness of the material, this hole forming
a resting place fer the end of the
spindle.
The fixed plate can be bent to shape
to form half a cylinder of i ilL
diameter, a woodea nìallet or similar
handle forming a suitaMe mandrel for

936
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CONDENSER-continued
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Ii

CLA1OIJ PRODUCT

'ANOTHER

the purpose. When shaped the fifed
plate may be screwed to. the end-

Rotor and Stator,

¡,

pieces, leading holes first being drilled
for the. wood screw-s.

die-cast in one
give results
hitherto unattaine

Assembly
Next bend the moving late to a
similar shape, but let it be of slightly

Manafaciured, ende, h.
Paient, of Weirn Elect, i.
c0.. and Cleaciron Radio

-.

,.,

:

a bic

Lid., Tpele,,. Bnningham
ercluive4i for Clea,i,on

-

-

-

FOP

CONDENSERS ONLY:
0002 - - - 13/9
0003 - - - 14/3
0005 - - - 14/9
"Station Selector" Dial

F/xrn6 PUAP0SE3

t'-/°

-'.1'8A.
DR/LIED
HAlF
IYAY
CLEARAN(E

,

,'

\

-

F--

-

:-

-

-

Spierns 1 VA

.5P/ND1E
jj.

flor/NG

TH

2B.A.WAJMtc'

!F

I

(

-'1

(precision movement)
10/6 extra
or sold separately.

P000NENDEJ
JOLDER

Pro-

Ltd. (Sole
prieto,,.)

-

-

Hole

Radi,

.
-

Bend the metal
smaller diameter.
extensions of this plate inwards, and
place it in position resting inside the
fixed plate.
Run the spindle through the hole in
the larger end-piece and through the
holes in the }ugs on the moving plate,
threading on spring washers, a tag,

-i

-.

I

LST CO N

INI

I

distinct innovation in Condenser design. Avoids the contact
resistance losses experienced with separately assembled condensers.
Rotor and Stator are die-cast in one, which means positive connexion and perfectly matched characteristics. The specially
designed vanes provide straight-line reading, greater range, easy
short wave tuning and very low minimum capacity. Another
feature of unusual interest is the MICRO STATION SELECTOR,
a newly designed dial precision movement, allowing completely
selective tuning and ten or more different adjustments between
each degree. Play and back-lash entirely eliminated.
is a

/IE,

Bt,vr EXTEMS,O,.
o

Fig 2.-The construction of the end
pieces and moving plate ¿s clearly
shown in this diagram.

and ordinary brass washers, as shown
in Fig. 2. Allow the end of tle
spindle to rest in the hole provided for
it in the smaller end-piece, and then
carefully mark where the luge of the
novin plate rest. Solder the lugs to
the spindle at these points, removing
the small end-piece during the operation to release the pressure of the
spring washers.

Ask your dealeror send for complete explanatory leaflet.

-

___________

'VALV
Ame rica's foremost Valve made in Britain's

Final Adjustments
When this operation is concluded,
re-assemble the condenser, seeing that
the spring washers exert sufficient
pressure to ensure a good electrical
connection between the moving plate
and the soldering tag. Connections to
the fixed element may, of course, be
made by soldering a lead directl on
to the fixed plate, although a second
soldering tag may be fitted to one of
the wood screws if desired.
Now very carefully shape the
moving p!ate so that it does not touch
the fixed plate at any point during
rotation, at the same time allowing
the, plates to be as close together as
possible in the maximum capacity
position. Tap a 2,BA. hole in the
ebonite rod,' and screw the latter on
to the projecting end of the spindle
to form an extension handle, using a
nut to lock it in position.

and of course

newesto.

-

i

______

-

ALL DULL EMITTERS
Standard Prtces

12/6
i u

I

I

I i

II

j

Full technical data fromyour Dealer orfromus,

iI
u

15/-

-

-
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T
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I

I
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Preparing the Copper Ribbon
The details of constructÇon are
tremety simple, as will be seen from
the diagi am, which shows the corn-

t

AN EFFICIENT
iNDOOR AERIAL

,

petio of the 4rnwing, simply by
making bends in alternate directions
at eqnal distances along each length.
This process shoula be done with the
fingers and not with pliers, as the
bends must not be too sharp.
Now secure one end of each of the
oui strips to the dowel rod a distances of one foot apert as shown, a
small pin nail driven through the
copper strips at these points effectively
holding them in position. The remaining ends of each of the four pieces
are next soldered t-o the brass bar, also
at di9tances 'of one 'foot apart
Finally, n small piece of brass strf
¡s soldered to the brass ber in the
position indicated.

J

(

aerial. First measure the displeted
tance across the rooni where it is in-

i

f

HE main problem of wireless
from the point of view of a
largo number of would-be euthusiasts is the aerial. This applies
particularly to those who live in flats,
and who do imt find jt convenient to
erect an outdoor aerial. Quite good
results, however, are possible whesi
uaing an indoor aerial erected in one of
the rooms of the house, and this artiole
describes how to make such an aerial
with very little trouble and & small
outlay. The writer has used such an
aerial for reception with several
different receivers, and has found it
gies excellent results. The items
Cñumerated below mtist first of al! be
procured.

.

-

VVogd Rod orLboni/e

Thee

Jo/dered

JI

7àqfor

:1

i

/í,o

Soldered
.

-

io/d''

/;9
IJ[

ßivs

I;

TuI.'e-

-

CopjjerR,òhon Cotrogc/ed

100-ft. roll of
in. widø copper
riljbou.
One dowel rod; 3 ft. 6 in. long by
in. diameter, or an ebonite tube or
rod of similar dimensions.
One length of brass bar, 3 ft. 6 in.
long by about 3/16 in. diameter.
- Ohe spring clip.
A piece of brass strip about. 2 in.
long by ¿ in. wide.
A length of insulited flex for the
down lead,

that

-

Erection
nÒw remains is

to erect the
aerial in the room chosen by securing
a string across the dowel rod and the
brass bar respectively. The string at
each end may in turn be attached to
insulators connected to hooks provided
in the opposite wails of the room. A
dowit tend should finally be made from
a suitable length of insulated flex, one
end of Jikh should be equipped with
a spade tag or terminal for the purpose of connecting to the receiver,
while the other end should have joined
to it a spring clip for connecting to
the aerial via the brase strip tag provided. This arrangement enables one
to completely diseuhge the down lead
from the aerial itself when desired.
H. B.
All

Material

-

19i

August',

An indoor aerial constructed from
corrugated copper ribbon will prove
quite satisfactory in practice.

tended to erect the aerial. If this
distance should be, say, 12 ft., double
this figure and cut off four lengths of
copper ribbon, each length thus being
24 ft.
Now corrugate these lengths of
ribbon, as shown in the lower

YOURS FOR 2O/45*
supreh'ze in practice

-

-
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-

°
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EBONITE MOULDINGS

WONDER how many readers have
discovered the large variety of
ebouLte mouldings that is now avail.
able? So many kinds are made that
an enormous amount of cutting and
shaping work is saved by their use.
Fig. i shows one type that I have
found especially useful.
This is
in. by
I
in. in section, and
running through it are two quarterinch holes spaced
in. apart.
This moulding can be obtainel in
36 in. (or shorter) lengths, and it enables coil mounts to be made with an
absolutc minimum of trouble.
All
that is necessary is -to cut off about
one iñch and to insert into the holes
a itandard plug and socket; these aie
kept in position by a pair of screws
or terminals that also form the contacts.

Fluted Rod
Another rery handy kind of material
to keep in stock is fluted ebonite rod,
which can be obtained in all diameters

in. to i
from
in.
When a
supply of this is available the task of
making small knobs for spindles, control levers, and so on, is immensely
sunpliflecl, for all that nec'cl be clone
is to eut off a
in. length, to
or
finish off the ends, and to make a

tapped hole in the ceittie. If a lathe
is available, really elegant knobs can
be turned up from fluted rod.

j

-

HOME CONSTRUCTOR

J
F

FOR 1F E

ANOTHER THREADING

TIP

DESCRIBED recently
these
notes a simple method of threading ebonith rod intended for use as
it

the formers of fixed resistors by means
of a split gas die. Lately I have been
employing a method which is even
moro satisfactory and quite as easy to
put into practice. It consists in the
use of z-in. ebonite rod, whieh is
threaded by means of a standard
Whitvorth die. This makes a thread
,ith sixteen turns to the inch and
allows approximately one inch of wire
to be wound on for each turn. For
dull-emitter valves No. 30 Eureka
wire, which has a safe current capacity of .59 amp., is quite suitable,
and the resistance of this wire runs
ont to a little under six ohms per
yard. It will be found quite an easy
business to thread the rod if the die
is "spread " as much as possible by
means of the pointed adjusting screw
in the middle of the holder.

A Cheap

Outfit

Since ebonite is rather hard ou steel
tools I did not care about using my
own best quality die for the purpose;
instead, I bought a i-in. die from
Woolworth's for sixpenee, which does
As a
the work very well indeed.
holder can be purchased for the same

price, the outfit is not an expensive
one! These dies are simple to use
since they are made with a fairly w-ide
let-in '' at one side, which greatly
facilitates the process of starting the
threads straight. Fix the rod to be
threaded in the s-ieo, allowing about
ami inch to protrude above the jaws.
Press the die firmly on to it, and,
having seen that the holder is level,
make half a turn forward. You will
be able to see at önce if you are going
straight, for if you are not the holder
will wobble as you turn it. Once you
have got a proper start the die can be
run on quite quickly.
Use Good Quality Ebonite

It

Fig. 1.-Ebonite mouldings such as
that illustrated can be used for a
variety of purposes.

is necessary, however, to take
care that it does not become clogged.
The best way of ensuring this is to
piod out with tho point of a scriber
after every few burns the chips and
the dust that collect in the clearing
hole's of the die. Be careful, too, to
purchase ebonite rod of good quality,
since poor stuff cannot be threaded
sati1actorily owing to the way in
which it chips or crumbles.

1

CENTRING ROUND ROD

\\JHEN

ebonite rod is used for fixea
resistors, for the handles of control rods and so on, holes have to be
drilled in the ends, and it is most
V '

5CRA TCHED
P'TH SCRIBER
Fig. 2.-The suggested method for ob.,
taming the Centre of round rod.
C,voss LINES

desirable that these should be central,.
for if they are not the job when
finished is always rather an eyesore
to the man who prides himself on the
quality of his work

It

is extraordinary how difficult it
to guess by eye the centre of the
end of a piece of i-od. If a punch
mark is ruade in this way it will
usually be found that the hole when
drilled is considerably out of position.
One of the best tips that I know for
finding the centre, when a lathe is not
available, is that indicated in Fig. 2.
Having filed the end of the rod flat,
scratch. in a few crossing diameter
lines with tho point of a scriber.
With their help the exact centre can
be located quite easily, as the reader
will find if he gives this tip a trial.
is

RAPID TAPPING
PREVIOUSLY recommended the
][
use of the hand drill instead of
the ordinary tap-holder when it is
necessary to thread a number of holes
in ebonite.
With either standard
second cut taps or with those of the
home-made variety the work can ¿e
quickly and accurately done in this
way after a very little practice.
There is. however, one wrinkle about
rapid tapping which is probably not
known to the majority of. readers.
One's task is made much easier if the
holes ale made with a rather larger
drill than that given as the correct
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Workshop Hints-continued
tapping size in the tables.
There
need be no fear that the bigger drill
will make for a slack fit or for threads
too shallow to hold properly. As n
matter of fact, it enables quite a full
thread to be put on, whilst it is much
easier to start the tap straight, since
its point goes further into the hole
before the first critical turn is made.

Larger Drills Suggested
The use of larger drills has also the
advantage that taps do not clog up so
badly owing to the slightly larger

MAKING A STRAIGHT CUT
GOOD many hints have been
given at one time and another
on cutting ebonite with a hacksaw,
but it still remains a feat which many

find exceedingly difficult, for even if
the blade of the saw is screwed up
quite taut it shows a tendency to
wander towards or away from the
scribed line, largely, I believe, owing
to the weight of the hacksaw frame.
which makis it tend to lean to on
side or the other. Here is a tip which
I stumbled upon quite by accident the
other day.

An

Fig. 3.-A useful addition to the workshop equipment is the keyhole hacksaw.
clearance space.
For 4 BA. the
standard tapping drill is No. 34;or
ebonite I always use No. 33, and the
beginner who finds it difficult to go
straight may find it better to use at
first No. 32. A No. 42 drill instead of
Np. 44 is quite small enough for
making 6 BA. tapping holes, and for
BA. a No. 25 may be used with
For
advantage instead of No. 26.
threading brass or other metal it is
desirable to use the tapping sizes
given in the tables.

Not Wasteful
Actually it is ecosomical rather
than otherwise, for when a single line
only is used, one concentrates one's
endeavour in not allowing the saw to
run into it; hence the blade may, and
occasionally does, wander quite a long
way into the main piece of the
material from which the smaller panel
is being cut, with the result that there

Easier Process

I had drawn one scribed line, but
just as cutting was about to be done
it occurred to ¡ne that it might be
better to reduce the length of the
panel that I was cutting by ¡ in. A
second line was therefore drawn, and
I began to eut between the two. To
¡ny surprise I found it much easier
to keep straight with this kind of
marking out than when only one line
was used. One can see at once when
the saw twists in one direction or the
other and can correct this tendency
before it reaches either of the lines.
When the cut lias been made it is a
matter of a few minutes to trini away
the unwanted material with a flat file.
Some may object that this is a wasteful way of cutting up ebonite, since
an eighth of an inch of the material
is

s

scrapped at every cut.

Fig. 4.-Double lines act as a guide
when making hacksaw cuts.
is a good deal to be trimmed away as
ivaste vlieii another piece is required
subsequently.

SALVING TERMINALS
exl)erimenter's or constructor's scrapbox must contain
quite a large number of old terminals
VERY

which

have been

A HANDY SAW
NE of the most useful

O
tools
added for

that I have
some time to

my workshop equipment
is the keyhole hacksaw
seen in Fig. 3. This has
a strong blade 5 in. in
length, which is ground
almost to a point. With
it the work of cutting the
slots for lever switches
and so on in ebonite
panels is immensely facili-

tated, and there are many

-other

sinai! jobs for which

it comes in very handy.

The cost f these saws is
nlv eighteeiipenee apiece,
and extra blades are obtainable at eightp.ence
each.
The pistol grip is very
convenient, since it is a
great help towards keeping the blade straight
when cutting is in progres.s.
I find this little
saw much handier than
the usual frame type for
doing such jobs as cutting
ebonite Stube or rod as wl1.
us for trimming ofF unwanted portioeis of screws

or studding.

f'

scrapped

because

their milled nuts have
been lost.
One of the
greatest mysteries in thb
world is what happens to

The type au*I Size of aerial insulators used in construct(ng
the Rugby station aerial is clearly demon#4rated in this
pIiotograph.

.

the millions of pills that
are lost each year; milled
nuts have au almost
equally uncanny habit of
disappering in large
quantities without leaving a trace. It is netgenerally known that
'these nuts can be bought
from niost good tool shops
at very reasonable prices.
Those with milled heads
cost about five shillings a
gross, and it is most.
useful to keep a supply of
them in you! workshop
drawer.
Make Your Own
Another very useful
type of terminal top is
the wing-nut, which is
easy to tighten down
firmly and which allows
connections to be made or
unmade very quickly.
These are obtainable in
all the B.A. sizes froni O
to 5 at about double the
price of milled nuts.
W h e r e terminals are
needed which do not protrude bdow the under-

940
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ffiNTS-continued.

surface of the ebonite, as in valve
holders arid othei small components
for panel mounting, it s a good tip
to make one's own, using screws ith
couneisunk heads for the stems.
SmalT round nuts in all the B.A. sizes
can be purchased very cheaply from
tool shops, and with these and either
milled or wing-nuts for the tops neat
terminals can be made.

HI-FITTING SCREWS AND
NUTS
often, when one is forced by
lack of time to obtain supplies
of B.A. screws and nuts from "the
little shop round the corner," dóes
one find either that the nuts are a

¡JOW
'-

_____'f.

The First Thing to Do
When this kind of thing occurs the
first thing to discover is whether it is
the nuts that are too tight or the
screws that are too big. This can be
done by running one of the nuts on to
a standard tap of the proper size.
If the nut goes on quite easily, thon
the screws are at fault, but if force
is required to put the nut on and if
the tap is obviously cutting, the
screws are not to blame. When the
nuts are tqo tight it is not a long job
to deal with a dozen or two of them.
Fix the tap in the chuck of your
hand drill and run the first nut to be
tackled a little way on to it with the
angers.
Then grip the nut in the
jaws of the vice and run the tap
Having withthrough quite fast.
drawn the tap, put the nut into an
empty cigarette tin and go on with
the next.

Capacity

n

scooped outThat is what we have done
to this new LISSEN VALVE

HOLDER-in every con-

ceivable place capacity and loss.
have been literally scooped out.
This new LISSEN VALVE
HOLDER should find a place
in all efficient
receivers, particularly those
-

-

r

.

workingonthe

low wave-

lengths. (Pateat pending.)

Quick Work

Price

Working in this way one can easily
deal with a dozen tight nuts in five
minutes. If it is the screws that are
slightly too big, fix a die of the
proper size into the jaws of the vice
and run the screw's through it one by
oie.
ShuId you possess a spiral
ratchet screwdriver the job is very
easily and quickly done.

'

I

LIssJ

Springe eso
be boat back

for base.

.

_

-

board use.

Daylight, in a
coil

mount-

()

IT'S THE LITTLE THINGS
THAT COUNT

Having had the pleasure of listening to
John Henry and Blossom "over the
wiretess " we shall shortly be seeing
them on the fIlms.
trifle too small or the screws slightly
too large?
The nut goes on quite
easily for the first two or three turns
and titan refuses to go any farther.
And, unfortunately, it is not oniy
the small shop whose owner dabbles in
the sale of wireless fltrnents that plays
this unkind trick upon the crn-

structor.
Just the other day I obtained f roui

a big wireless firm a dozen clips supplied with screws and nuts for fixing
purposes. Only two of tite nuts would
go on the screws. I must say t'hat
the firm was most apologetic about it
and sent a f,resh supply directly I
called their attention to the matter;
but, as is usually the case, I tackled
the, job of mounting those clips at a
time when no shops were open, so that
it was impossible to obtain other
screws and nuts; nor had I in my
stock any of the required size that
were

of the

proper length.

.

1\ 5ANY beginners at constructional
kVilwork find it rather difficult to
punch-mark a panel accurately as
a preliminary to drilling.
Even if
the marking out has been done with
considerable care and accuracy many of
the centres do not lie, as they should,
at the junction of the cross lines made
with the scriber.
One of the cornmonest causes of inexact centre punching is to be found in the use of a tool
that is unsuitable for the purpose.
For wireless work, where most df the
isoles are made with small drills, the
best type of punch is one that tapers
gently to a fine point. The more or
less round-pointed punch with a steep
taper is not at all smihat is wanted.

Price ti
¡

is daylight in the
new Lissen Coil-Mount--the
mount which is now being
'

The Punch to Use
When the point is sharp one can feel
the way into the scratches made by the
scriber and arrive at the exact point
of intersection of the cross lines. It
is a good tip to keep your centre
punches always shsirply pointed. This
can be one without diffictulty by the
use of a keen medium file. Even when
you have to make a +-inch or finch
hole in a panel, it is better to mark
the drilling centre with a fine pointed

Instead of capac-

-J ity andloss there

fitted to all LISSENAGON coils.
You can buy this new LISsEN
Coil-Mount separately-fit it to
your existing coils, or any coils
you wind yourself,.
i

LISSEN
LISSEN LIMITED,
26-30, Friars Lane,
Richmond, Surrey

4

Managing

Direcio#:

Thomas N.

Coja.

,

.1
ami

rentre puneli.

-
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AN ALLPURPOSE
V!ALVE,UNIT
By

-

L.

THOMAS

H.

r

(GQB)

J

Cònstzuctronal details of a useful addition to the
experimenter's equipment
-

LTHOUGH most of us agree that
it is always preferable, in wireless, to keep one piece of
apparatus for one particular job, and
not to attempt to use it for anything
else, it sometimes entails a considerable strain on the experimenter's
poeket to follow this rule. It is, in
many eases, quite practicable to construct a unit in such a manner that
it may be used for a large number of
different experiments without having
to undergo any alteration itself, all
the changes being made in the

ment can be used for quite a number
of purposes without undue clumsinees
and complicated switching (the usual
objection to
multi-purpose" gad
gets), and at. the same time without

amplifier, this method of coupling
being, of course, quite efficient ou
wavelengths of that order.
In addition to these twó purpos&,
it may also be used as a detector
following a stage of resistanee-coupred
high-frequency am.pliflcatian, or even
as a straight single-valve re,eiver, i
suitable coiLs and a variable con..
denser are brought into commission

loes of efficiency.

Of Utilitarian Valué
was originally usedi as a low-frequency amplifier, enqs1oing the resistauce-capacity method of coupling,
and was employed in conneet.ion with
some tests carried ou.t on the lower
wavelength broadeast iand
The
I-t-

I

externally.

The Cfrcuit Explained
The circuit of the unit itself in
shown in Fig. 1, from which it will be
seen that two ternin&ds for grid bias
are provided. NormalTy these are onl
used,when the imit is employed as a
)ow-fieqnency amplifier. Also, both
the resistances and the condenser are
of the clip-in " variety, so that the
flexibility of the instrument ix further
increased.

_Jou

r.:

Fig.

1.-R2, R3 and CI are
"clip-in" variety.

-

'.:

The anode resistance R? is mounted directly beh indr the."

:

terminals.

L

arrangement of' the circuit
unit,

out-side

the

The wr1tr has made the useful
unit described in this article to show
that one small and inexpensive instru-

writer then had occasion to repeat
these tests upon wavelengths around
that of Daventry, and the idea struck
him that the sanie unit might then le
used as a resistance-coupled HF.

of the

all
-

nly one high-tension positive terminal is provided, that being used for
the potential applied to the anode of
the valve in the unit itself.
Since
the " Input" terminals on the left of
the panel are connected to the telephone terminals of the receiver to
which it is being attached (all these
remarks applying, of course, only
when it is used as a low-frequency
amplifier), the high-tension on the
anode of the last valve in the receiver,
whether it is the deteetor or a note
magnifier, will not he interfered with.
are must he taken to connect the in_
put terminals correctly. The positive
(upper) one should he connectM to the
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UNIT-continued.
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j

AN ALL-PURPOSE VALVE

-r

[

telephone terminal on the receiver
which goee to the high-tension
positive.

OUTPUT

i

Construction of the Amplifier
As will be seen from the photographs and the back-of-panel diagram,
both the initial construction and the
The
wiring are very simple indeed.
only coniponent mounted on the
panel is the filament rheostat (the
anode resistance being secured in clips
attached directly to the inDut terminais).
Behird, on the baseboard,

HE
Fig.

R2

fCGONMS

-

¿LI.

1C.B.I

-

2.-The necessary connections for using

-

the unit

as

a low-frequency

ampli'ìer. Separate batteries are shown for clearness.

the valve-in use. (O. A. Vanderveli, Ltd.)
One low-capacity valve holder.
(Burne-Jones and Co., Ltd.)

One .0003 clip-in condenser.
One .01 clip-in condenser.
One .25-megohm grid-leak.
One 2-megohm grid-leak and one
100,000 oliai resistance, with mecesbases, and one condenser base (l.i.

McMichael, Ltd.).
One ebonite strip, to take eix terminais.
Ten brass terminals.
Tw'o small panel brackets.
.
Sundry wood-scrqws, tinned copper
wire, etc.

-

.

-

;

As a

Low-Frequency Amplifier

-

study of Fig. 2 will make quite
clear the method of connecting this
unit in circuit as a low-frequency
amplifier. For this purpose the value
of the anode resistance (across the input terminals) should be about 100,000
ohms; the grid condenser should have
a capacity of .01, and the grid-leak
A

-

-

f

-

N

should be .25 or .5 megohm. The
necessary values must, of course, be
modified in the list of components
should the reader wish to depart from
them. Since the leaks and condensers
are easily interchangeable, this may
be done without any trouble.

:

.

j'

-

-.

,

i

-

Suggested Voltage Values
The bottom end of the grid-leak, in
the unit, is connected to the negative
grid-bias terminal, and this should

Ónly the input and output terminals and the Illanent rheostat
are mounted on the panel.

are the valve-holder, the grid-leak and
condenser, and the terminals for the
three batteries. The wiring is extremely short throughou, and was
carried out with square tinned copper
wire.
The Components Used
For the guidance of readers who
wish to construct an exact duplicate of
the amplifier shown in the photographs,
the following list of the components
used is given. It will, of course, be
understood that the actual niakes need
not be strictly adhered to, provided
that the dimensions and values are
not altered.
One Radion panel, 6 in. by 7 in.
(American Hard Rubber Co.)
One basbord, 7 in. by 4
in.

(Carrington Manufacturing Co., Ltd.'
One filament rhensf.at nf rsistanoe to
-

-

I/

'

F

-

.

I

+

-

4:

-

I

-ç-

-

+

-

-

II
IN3___EurPuT
_J_/
- -

j

C10003

v

)

T

'-i':HT.

.,

S

)

>

MEL7M1S

Ji?

+

LT.
-

- C. B.+
S

Fig.

3.- When the

unit ¿s employed as a detector, a by-pass condenser
must be connected across the telephones.
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are secured' when

AN ALL-PURPOSE VALVE

Best results
valve in the
-

.0003 condenser and a 2-niegohm leak,
or components with similar values.

UN1T-continueS
-

3/4)f1.

-

accordiiigl

be connected to the negative end of the grid-bias battery.
(This seemingly obvious- fact is mentioned because when the unit is
employed for other punposes this terminal is connected in quite a different
manner). If the amplifter is being
used directly after a detector, about
90-120 volts high-tension with 4-7
volts negative grid-bias are recoinmended. If, however, it is in me as a
second stage of mplification about 9

e...

-

--:

e-

,.

in this manner the chief
feature lies in the very plea6ing
purity of reproduetion, although the
amount of amplification usually associated with a good transformer ampli'

I

j;.

used

.,

to this unit)

impedance

is

type
de-

specially
signed
for
-

/

re-

sistance amplification (e.g.,
the
DE. 5b

-

+

type).

..

The high-ten-

-

sion voltage on

the

.

preceding

va1ve will also

:®;

H

I!

r

i,

probably have
to be increased
to
somewhat
compensate for
the voltage
drop across this
It
resistance.

-

:

_______ -, - -

To

I

,r

-

Borro,.,
EDGEOF/

-

-

B,.seow

47/a'V2'"

p

--

a:

"'

''

e,.,
r

.-'
Fig.

detector;
condenser
will then automatically b e
the
this

across the resistance, which
takes the place
of the 'phones.

Detector
Modifications

'

'-

the

in

connected
-

.4

e,:,

the

ano&-eireuit of

-

I

eon-

always

across

direetly

-

7"x

by-pass

'phones, if the
are
I a t t e r

.

-

-

assumed that

used

PANEL

i

is

a

is

¿/N OF BASEBOARD

5.-lhe
this

_

I.

-

Hi:

L

..T

.,

-

a,.

fl,

-

-

,,,

618

Let

-

us

now
the

consider
means of using
this unit as a
detector.
I n
the first place
the
grid-leak
and condenser
will

small amount of wire used is apparent (rcm
diagram. (Blueprint No. C 1053 b).

need

"

..

anode circuit in which the 100,000 ohm
resistance is inserted (i.e., the detetor
o r
preceding
note - magnifier
one of the high..

-

:

I.

Desirable Features
When

ourpur.

No. C 1053 a.)

or 12 volts grid:bias wiW be advisable,
while the high-tension may be anythingupto480 volts.

i-

INPUT

Fig. 4.-No diflìculty
will be experienced
in the drilling of the
panel.
(Blueprint

obviously
o
be

t

altered.

A

,.

should therefore he substituted for
those in use. To ensure proper rectification the bottom end of the gridleak must now be connected to the
positire L'I'. terminal, i.e., the negative grid-bias plug should be removed
from its -battery and connected to the
positive low-tension ternsinal.
The
unit may now be used after a stage
of resistance-coupled high-frequency
amplification without further alteration. Fig. 3 shows the complete
ai-rangement, which will be found very
suitable for the reception of 5XX and
other long-wave stations. (Plie resistance-coupled HF. arrangement is not,
of course, very efficient below 1,000 or
1,200 metres.)
-

-

A Possible Refinement
The 'pitones are now simply connected to the output terminals, the
H.P. voltage applied: to the anode of
the valve in the unit (now the
detector) being, suitably modified.
About 45 volts will probably give the
best resirlts. The high-tension on the
HF. amplifier will not need to be
niore than about 70 volts.
As a refinement, a variable gridlea-k ea-u ea.sd he plugged into the
holder for fixed resistances, if desired,
hut as the unit will probably not be
used so often as a. detector as for a
note_magniller. this was not done in

.3

the original instrument.

Further Applications

It will

he cen from Fig. 3 that verylittle alteration is needed to convert
tite unit into a second stage of higifrequency amplifiettion, a/ter a resist-

the
termina»

ance-coupleci stage.
Tite end of
(i.e., the GB.
may he connected either to tite

gridleak

-

LP.

-

terminal or to the moving con-tact an
a potentiometer, and in the anode circuit of- the valve in, the nuit may he
inserted either a tuned circuit or the
primary of' a high-frequency tm-usformer, or, if desired, another anodo
rositanc. It may be used fer any of
the well-known rnehod ef ff.1'.
oaulJing..
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Good insulation is vital in certain p&sces, but is not so importdnt in others.

»

quantity of insulating
material such as ebonite, bake-

LAR'GE

lite, mica q.nd sometimes porce-

lain or pyrex glass is used in the construction of a wireless receiver and its
component parts, and one may be inclined to wonder at times whether this
is all necessary. Might it not be possible to construct a set without taking
all this meticulous care about the insulation, and yet not impair its efficiency?
The answer in nine cases out of ten
is

" No."

A Wooden Panel
There is certainly one part of the
receiver where ebonite or bakelito can
be eliminated, providing always that
a suitable circuit is used, and that is

trouble must be taken.
In certain parts of the receiver,
however, insulation is most vital. If
only slightly impaired a marked loss
in efficieicy often results, and. in certain cases, which will be dealt with in
due course, not only may a reduction
in signal strength be caused but the
quality of reproduction is spoilt.

A

*
w

I
u

s

Typical Circuit

Suppose we have a reçeiver employing a circuit such as that shown in
Fig. 1. This consists of. a detector
valve, followed by three stages of resistance-capacity low-frequency amplification. Now, how will quality be
affected by poor insulation, and at
what points is this queatlon of insulation likely to be critical?

A$A

This article shows just where

high valuo of HT, voltage, and even
if valves specilly designed for the
purpose are used loo volts is needed.
Now, suppose that the insulation of
the coupling condenser C, is faulty,
the effect of this is equivalent to
shunting i with a resistance which is
shown dotted es R,.
It will be
appreciate4 that this results i a positive notential hein anolied from the
higIi-onsion batteri t.1he grid of V2.
This will result in grid current passing, in fact it will act similarly to
grid-condenser tectification in the case
Distortion is
of a detector valye.
therefore introduced, and the purity
of tone generally associated with resistance-capacity amplification will be
spoilt.

C

CT°T
R8

,...

I

11.1.

_

LS.

R-F C.

T':j
,JI

J
GB.

i
I_

-

/

Fig. 1.-This circuit,

which

usually gives very pure reproduction, may be entirly spoilt if the condenser C4 is leaky.

the panel on which the controls are
mounted.
In such receivers as the
Elstree Six " (see 11oderv., Wireless,
June and Jt1y issues), where all metal
parts coming in contact with the
tential as repanel are at earth
gards HF. currents, wood or some
similar substance may be used for the
panel.

It will be seen from the diagram
-that fixed condensers C4, C, and C,
are used to couple the anodes and
grids of succeeding valves. Thus, C4
to the grid
couples the anode of
of V and so oil.
As is no doubt known to most experimenters, a resistance - capacity
coupled amplifier requires a rather
V1

-

The

Effects of

Grid Bias

If a small biasing battery is used,
as shown in the circuit at B1, to
apply a negative potential to the grid
the effect will not be so serious;
In
nevertheless it will be present.
the case where a D.E.5h typevalve i.
empled only about 1 volts negativ(
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Where

hìsulatioì Matters-continued

bias shouki be usefl as air examination
of this valve's characteristic curve will
show; therefore it will b.c difficult to
compensate for the positive potential
applied by the use of a faulty courling condenser; and such distoition

that

is

thereby

noisy in action, for dust
mental to insulation.

watched.
The remarks previously
made about tuning condensers (which
also apply to inductances), apply t
the condensers C1 and C, which tune
the grid and anode circuits respectively of the valve V,. The circuit,
which is of the neutralised type,
employs the centre-tap grid coil1
nsethod of stabilisation, and it will be
seen that the neutralising condenser
shown as NC. is connected between
L.T
and HT.
i so that should
the insulation he poor, a leakage of H.T. current will result.
Although the question of insulation
of the grid condenser of the detector
valve is always au important.one, it
becomes doubly so when a stage of
tuned anode H.F. precedes tKò detector. Should the insulation not be
perfect a positive poteirtial is applied
to the grid, causing not only excessive
anoT current to flow, but also a loss
in rectification efficiency, and therefore
a- reduction in signal volume.
If a telephone shunting condenser
is used as at C4 its insulation should
be perfect or a reduction in signal
strength may result, since part of the
signal will fl.ow through the condenser
instead of through the 'phones.

detri-

Preserving the H.T. Battery

introduced, though

small, will undoubtedly be noticed by

the critical ear. The saine arguments, of course,
apply to the other coupling conden,
er.s C5 and C. It is therefore im-

is

j

The reservoir condensers C, and
must not b.c forgotten.
These are
eonnected across the H.T. tappings
aiitl therefore have fo stand up to the
full H.P. voltage of each. The writer
experienced a case where three HT.
tappings in a set each liad a shunting
condenser of the usual value of 2

portable receiver
employing a woçden
panel was described by
Mr. John Underdown
in a recent issue of
Wirdess."
A

Transformer DetaIls

portant to see that these components
are of tuo- best quality, and, inferior
condensers, although cheaper in the
first instance, will résult in ultimate
dissatisfaction.
Another aspect of the 'question is
that if the grids of the L.F. valves
arc not kept it the correct negative
potential, more anode current will be
passed, with a resulting shortening in
the life of the H.P. -battery.

In L.F. and HF. transformers, of
course, perfect insulation between
windings and also windings auid core
is absolutely essential. With instri.iinents of repute, however, such faults
do not develop often, and although
in the ease of an L.F. transformer a
winding may break down, the other
faults seldom appear.

mcrofarads connected. between them
nd the common negative. With- the
.set switched off a current of .25 niilliamp. was found to be flowing in the
HT, negative lead. Though this is
not a heavy current, yet it is suffi-

,

wI&
T

.

I

A Relative

Matter

" This is all very interesting," I
hear someone saying; "but what constitutes good and what bad insulatien P "

I-

3+'
-

.

-

.

'

C2

C4

j

.

HT.

-

T

'

'-

The Variable Condensers
Phero are other points, too, at
which the insulation is important in
the circuit shown. From the point of
view of signal strength the tuning
condenser C, should, of course, be
1iould this have a
above suspicion.

L24CI

R3

low insulation resistance the resultant
signals will be reduced in magnitude.

Wo also h&e a vaiiableeodenser C,,
which is ised for controlling reaction

in a niannec similar to that emplod
in the Beinart. circuit. This has to
withstand the effective anode voltage,
and the presence of poor insulating
material will causo a. paitial short of
the H.P. battery; vhile. should dust
accumulate hetween th plates the
condenser will become exceedingly

2.-fn

this circuit a faulty neúra1ising condenser will cause the H.T. ba:tery
to run down.
cient to harm the H.P. battery, Since
Well, this is, to a certein extent, a
it never gets a complete rest between
relative matter, and although the
the periods of working.
ideal to aim at is perfect insulation
in all instruments and components, or,
I
Another Circuit Analysed
as it is usually expressed, the meulaAnother circuit is shown ja Fig. 2
tion resistance should be infinity, it
in which certain points need to be
is not always easily atainahle.
Fig.

I

I

I

j
I

94(1
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WHERE INSULATION MATTERS

actual leflection of the meter
be obtained.

-continued

Clear

It

is 'obvious that in a. component
such as a filament resistance where
the total resistance of the winding is
only a matter of thirty ohms or so,
the insulation resistance is good
enough for general purposes if it is
in the ìeighbourhood. of
megohm;
yet if a condenser showed an insulation resistance of this vahie i would
be accounted as very bad. If the condenser were for shunting telephones,
loud-speaker, or L.F. transformer
primary it would not .be so serious,
but if used as a grid .condenser it
would be fatal.

needle

The Five

may

Away

Fifteen

will call at all stations
if you use

All Dust

One of the chief enemies of good
insulation is dust, and it is well worth
while spending a little time every
week dusting your receiver both
inside and out. A round mop brush
is a useful means of clearing out the
dust, and particular attentIon should
be paid to valve holders, fixed condeñsers and the like. Variable condesers may be cleaned out with a
feather or one of those fluffy wire
pipe cleaners.

-

Cöpex Shielded

Coils

(The original interchangeable screened
coils.)

atfempts have been
made, in the past, to deal
effectively with the problem of
losses due to stray coupling. Now,
however, in collaboration with
Mr. J. H. Reyner, B.Sc. (the
designer of the
MA N Y

It is incidentally just as well to
keep the top of the H.T. battery tree
f rom dust, since otherwise quite considerable leakage may take place.

"Five Fifteen"),
we have evolved
the Cûpex Coil.
This new coil

r

The

famous

I

"Elstree Six "

uses a wooden
panel.
-

t.

»

T

-

.

L

-

.
.

gets right to the.
root of the interference trouble
the metal screen
which covers th

definitely
eliminates all
coil

For a varible condensr, whther
used for tuning, nutralising or reaction, the very lowest value permissible

ilOe

taily

show

interaction

A THREE-VALVE

Prices: Unit and base ... 15/.app1ld br.)
HF. Transformer for the Five
Fifteen (B.B.C. Wavelength) 7/6

LOUD-SPEAKER RECEIVER

valve bases again the resis$ance should
iiot be less than infinity. It is obvious that any fault in the insulation
of either of these is bound to result
in a serious decrease in efficiency.
Not only will the input be ieduced by
the presence of poor insulation, hut
the output will also be affected. Also
if the insulation is faulty at such
points the result may be to make the
receiver noisy and uncertain in operation. Since bad insulation is in effect
a high resistance, it is liable to vary
not only from moment to moment,
but .also from day to day, a highly
unsatisfactory state of affairs.

a
S

-

.

Particulars a,,d prices of other Cöpex
Coils and Transformers on application.

Sin,-.-I have constructed the Threevalve Loud-speaker Receiver as described by Mr. J. H. Reyner in the
January, 1926, issue of TEE WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR under the heading of

PILOT Way!

Build the

guarantee good results.

We

Using Cbpex Coils, the Pive Pif tee,, (deSeril)ed in
the last issue of this journal) is remarkably stable,
and e,ccecdingly sensitive and selective. Before
bUjkiog this-or any othet set-you cannot do
better than follow the lead of thousands of readers
nod send for the Pilot Manual. This beautifull
illustrated hook tells you about our famous PilO
System of Construction Which enables tite veriest
novice to bu,iid a first-class receiver at the cost of
the Coniponents only. Slxpence in stamps wifi
bring you a copy of Ibis hook.
"Pilot" Kit of Components for the Five

Fifteen,
..
..
..
.. £8 4 6
"Red Triangle" Ebonite Pane), matted and
.. 13/6
drilled
.
. .
.
.. 3/6
Engraving if requirect ..
..
. .

.

-

.

rerminal Strip, drilled and engraved ..

"

1/6

Polishcd Mahogany Cabinet with baseboard,

Testing Appàratus
The difficulty is, of course, for the
average experimenter to determine
where insulation is good and where
bad. The only satisfactory nietho is
to use a megger, but it. is only a few
who can afford a piece of apparatus
of this description. Much can be
done with a pair of 'iihones and a
battery, and their application to
various forms of tests have been
tiescribed from time to time in the
pages of Tii WIRELESS CONST1UTOR,
and need not be dealt with again,
For extremely bad insulation a sensitive mil1iamrnetr may be used in
conjunction with a high voltage
"battery, so that in such cases an

-

(P»»t,uè

no°iLn

Uncertaiñ Operation
In the case of valve holders and

-

IIIFORTA1ST-Il you. sieosdy have
wo .111 gladly supply oat

,o,00

£2 O O
of the parts by you.
you rsqu,Ire.

ostras

This Month's Set.

I

The Davio 3-valve Set,
described

I

I
¡
I

this t,,Ue.

..

£686

x ' matted sad
Trisagio Panol, 16' z
drilled
10/6
3/Engraving rrqulrvd
FrIse 01 Polished Mahosny Coblust sad Boseboord u.0
be sent on oppUeatlo.
NB-Detailed listo 01 th two obove.mofltiolsrd
hito st eomp000utu os to oren oh our Ityancturo,

Rel

Li

-

............
........
tu.

.FIlotType'BKJtofComponeoto

I
j

yUbefwaededtuonopph0&hen.

'°
SCOTT
PETO 050e,
a co..plete kit of

-

iootli Reaction Control, and am
pleased to say that in every way it is
splendid. I enclose a photograph of
same, which may be of interest io you.
Yours faithfully,
W. H. PISES0N.
East Ham.

-

.

't

Erad

77,

CITY

.

parti i. ordered,

CO., Ltd.
ROAD, LONDON, E.C.I.
Mlii Order aad Showrooms:

Plaor. LIVERPOOL-4,Manohr,teritrret.
P.S. 1121
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POINTS TO

COIL HOLDERS
el

By H.
Wh.

J.

el

BARTON-CHAPPLE

Sch., B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.I.,

ei

el

ei

DJC., A.M.LE.E.'
-

Some interesting points to be borne in mind when

choosing a coil holder

Displaying Ingenuity

TN order to ensure that

a receiving
set vill function satisfactorily it
is of prime importance to make
sure that the individual components
lt
are of best quality and design.
will be quite obvious to all home constructors that since the market is
crowded with apparatus of all descriptions the efficiency of the components will vary to a considerable
degree.
Now the term efficiency should be
considered in a very wide sense bearing in miad the two prime factors,
i.e., soundness both from the mechanical and electrical points of view.

4

variety are available at the present
time.
There are, of course, single, twoway and three-way coil holders, and
in the last-named two types a great
deal of ingenuity has been displayed
by manufacturers in order to produce
síow-motion effects.

it will

Loose Connections
The pin and socket should be accu-

rately mounted,

so

that the standard

makes of coils will fit tightly and
securely in place. 1f a loose fit results then signals will be reduced. In

be

apparent that certaisf qualities aro
essential to all the types. The quality
of the Insulating material employed
in the manufacture must be of the
highest. The surface of the material
should be quite smooth, so as to minimise the possibility of globules of
water or particles of dust readily
adhering and thus causing surface

,.,

g

leakage.

If the resistance between the pin
and socket is not of the order» of
several megohms a loss of energy will

I

Fig. 1.-A simple but effective type of
slow-motion arrangement.

addition, adequate connections must
be provided between the pin and
socket, and the terminals or screws
used for joinina to the wiring of the
receiver.
Faults have often been
traced to the failure ¿f the screws to
make good electrical Contact (lue, fl
many cases, to the screws being of insufficient length.

»

»

-

j

place which may ftove very
troublesome when weak signals aro
being received.

Questions of Surface Leakage
Before particularising

Previous Discussions
Readers vill have noticed that dur-

ing the last month or so various components have been discussed in the
columns of this journal, their merits
and de-merits being indicated, so that
when purchasing the components in
question the potential customer is in
a position to examine the apparatus
with a critical eye.

tale

This month it is proposed to deal
with coil holders, of which a large

J[

The Addition of Terminal Nuts
The provision of terminal nuts, in

»

-

addition to soldering tags, is a

a-

turc which has much to commend it;
as it enables the constructor possessing
litte skill with the soldering iron to
maice a proper joint without damag-

ing the holder through overheating
with the soldering iron in the effort
to make the necessary connections.

-

»i
»

»

-.

Long extension handles on coil holders are often useful.

A Wide Application
Nothing need be added to the above
points when considering the baseboard - mounting singIcoi1 holder
and attention must now be turned to
the two-way and three-way typea
which, of course, find their widest
application in the variable-magnetic

948
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To the weary traveller this one-time
familiar ligure stood for real comfort
and the best of good things. To the
wireless enthusiast to-day, Six-Sixty
Valves stand for the best in radio reception. They enable you to command
unequalled volume, and yet retain that
wonderful purity of tone for which they
have already become famous. And it's
S good to know that our new range contains just the valve you need for your
particular set or circuit.
Take for instance the S.S.7-a real
Power Valve which has been recommended by all the leading Wireless Journals
-

-d
u

R

II

-this

is the report of all the
Radio authoritiestowhomwe
submitted the PYE CONDENSER
before placing it on the
market.
The same skill and care
that have made our scientific
instruments world - famous
have been brought to bear
on this new condenser. The
200-I vernier movement
works as smoothly as the
adjustment of a microscope
and with the same complete
freedom from backlash. The
metal work is of solid brass
and the insulation of porce-

Fi,ed vanes ò..

solatedf,v.ne,ui
p/aies

¿'y

toeCé.

t

-

7

.

Ro/oc ,a,,es
decre,nendshajte

-So/do-red frs.la.l
çonneCtion to rotor

for geor

'
.

-.

fi

ates at a lower temperature.

S.S.7

on

.000i

-

Volta g e
' volts
.
Consomption
amP.

m.f.d.

26'

,,
,,

PERFECTION OF QUALITY
insist on SIX-SIXTY VALVES.

For

-

::j;;:1
.0005
.00075

Then, ther&s the S.S.3 L.F. (green
disc) for small or medium-sized Loud
Speakers.
The SS.3 (red lisc) gives
excellent results both as an HE. ampli.
fier and as a detector.
Owing to the
low current consumption of both types,
dry cells may be üsed.

PRICE 22/6

PRICE

yo/o, s6i,sd1e

][

-

I

CAPACITIES
slo/'s

-

-

lain.
Definí/e

to-day. This valve is absolutely nonniicrophonlc, and consumes only l
amp. filament current. Hundreds of
satisfied users have expressed their
appreciation of this perfect valve.
emphasising in the main its wonderful
purity of tone and remarkable economy.
We con confidently state that there
Is no valve on the market to-day
which can boast of a longer life,
because there Is no valve that oper-

¡.

:

L'

7

6

g.vcs
lars.

perlicu-

full

Ycur Dealer

11h

-.

S.S. 1.7:

Le4lei

I

:

-
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-
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S

.

1VAPJABLE CONDE ÑSEIk
Briaqs Recepi4on &o Perftcü ou
Obtainable from
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Valves

for
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I

X TY
-
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radio dealers or in case of

difficulty

fron:

W. G. PYE & CO., GRANTA WORKS

MONTAGUE ROAD, CAMBRIDGE

Manufaäureis oJScientqlc Instruments & Radio Apparatus

SIÏS[XTY
VALVES
by
Better

Six times Sixty

Th, Electton Co., Ltd., Triumph House,
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Points to
reaction circuits that are still popular
with a large number of constructors.

An Important Point
To genoralise again it is essential
that the moving coil block should be

August, 192e

.

Watch
I

j
I

I

I

I

in Coil ho1ders-continued'

to avoid the magnetic field produced by the coil linking this metal
and causing losses. When extension
handles aro incorporated to enable the
coil holder to be mounted on the basoboard, away from the other. composo as

f
4

4

Sin,-I have read Mr. H. J. BartonChapple's interesting art;icle entitled
"Crystal or Valve Rectification" in
the June, 1926, issue of ThE WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR, and note he welcomes
experiences.
There is one disadvantage of anode
current rectification which is often
over1ooked, and that is the effect of
the high valve impedance when working on the bottom bend of thechar
and I find that n reelstancecapacity amplifier is best after a valve
acteristio,in this manner.
working
Some months ngo, being pleased with
the clarity and selectivity obtained
with a single-valve se using the niiode
current method of rectification, I decided to convert my " Twin-valve Loudspeaker Receiver," described by Mr.
John Scott-Taart in the January,

v

j

I
-

'

F

-

A READER'S
EXPERIMENT

-

-

1925, issue of THE WIRELESS CoNsTRUC-

from the grid current method of
rectification Vo the anode curren, only
to-discover that, after I had readjusted
the circuit to suit, the qisality of
reproduction was distinctly worse than
when the grid leak and condenser
method was employed! In sVite, therefore, of a great gain in seictivity, I
TOR,

Tins type of coil holder is often useful.
capable of remaining absolutely steady
nents, hand capacity effects are often
in any position between its limits of
present. This may prove troubesome
travel. The heaviest of plug-in coils
in a vcrv sensitive receiver, and
sliuld not be capable of causing the should be guarded against wherever
block to fall or, of course, the whole
possible.
purpose of the coil holder is defeated.
The Moving Block
Many spring devices have been incorporated into the holders in order
to bring about this most desirable
state of affairs, and the heading illustration shows one particular make
which incorporates a moving block
pivoted by means of a small pin.
Turning the knob makes a collar
travel along a screwed thread, the
collar engaging in an arm with a slot
and moving the coil block against the
tension of a spring. Figure 1 shows
another arran ement, the moving
block being tinged at its base,
the forward travel of a screwed i-od
pushiig the block round and altering
the tension of a helical spring
mounted at the side.
-

-

Avoiding Backlash

In many types special gearing is
employed to .give a slow motion effect
as an aid to fine tuning, and in these
eases a complete absence of backlash
is desirable for smooth working. If
backlash is pesent the operation of
the receiver becomes erratic, and sudden bursts into oscillation take placo
which, of course, are particularly
objectionable.

A Minimum

of Metal

The minimum of metal should be
present in the completed component

i

i

I

-.-

._

-

-

0

-

-

Coil holders mounted in
this manner are useful for
experimental work.
I

-

-

-

I

-

I

I

-

i

i

I

I

I.
I

-

-

-

I

-

Conclusion

When designed for mounting at the
back of the panel, as in the photograph above, ensure that the holding
nuts are of sufficient size to support
the holder when heavy coils are in-

serted.
If these details are given.their due
attention little difficulty will he experienced by the wireless enthusiast
in deciding on the make which most
satisfactorily fulfils bis requirements.

am reconverting the set buck to the
lesky grid condenser method.
Incidentally, I am a great admirer
or this particular circuit, and have
tried one or two eperiment of my
own with the receiver I have made.
Yours faithfully, Enstone.
E. D. F0RESTEa.
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Have you extered for the
Dubilicon Competition

yet?
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g
C

isas1owmtioncondenser
with aboIute1y no back 1ah,
either when new or after use.
This desirable feature is
accomplished by the use of a
Spring belt held in tension,
which permits coarse tuning
with the large knob, and a
10.1 slow motion with the
small knob.
Cone bearings allow for ad-justmentandthcslowmotion
bracket can be mounted for
remok'co,Urol as shown in the
lower illustration.
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The condenoer

.

If not; write to us now
for full particulars.
Cash Prize £200.
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Magnunlroduct.
RESISTORS.

I

'

I

volvOs.

Note-Owing to the nnmer000 typus

of vola-co operati ng on different voltagea
a advleable abeja ordering to etat.
make oasd type of Vola-o used end
Voltage of Accumulator. When bull4Ing your neit Set specIfy MAGNUM
They elimInate AiaRESISTORS.
nightly knobo, encore correct Slasoent
temperature and prevent over-cunning
Reoletor On buce no iiluateatcd
2 6
Realetor only sslthoubaue,ull
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Shorting Flug

Construct

SCREENED COILS.

i

..

......

ebonite

i

15

1

Aerml Coil, SMI/Ob meteco
KF. Tranofoenser far 00e u-itS

j

-

....

00050

....

Complete Set forMoso Free

For Dorrotry \%avolrngthAerial Coil
....
HF. Tranafsrmer .
-

..

i

£3

0

0

3

0

10

..

0

Use MAGNUM RESISTORS
for the E L S T R E E SIX.
THE ELSTREE SIX.
Complete cet of Components for
thin oossslrrful Receiver, no
npeclfled by the Author
.. 26 0
Or Ready Wired and Tested
.. 29 0
316
Plus Marconi Royalties

....

Catalogues.

1

Cabinet
2
EbonIte Panel, l6xSxffn.
o
Cleartron DlksatCondefloee -00000
Dial for abone
0
Jscisson\ rlsblrCondenecr.0003 0
Parert LP. Transformer, lot

......
..................
......
.......

1 H.P. Choke
1 VarIer Anode Reelotance, 60,000
obmo

I Dubilier Flaed Condenser .03

and 2 cog Grid Leak
Dubuier .21 meg Leak and holder
Magnum Floed Recletoro
I Vibratory Valve HOlders
i Iges flic On-Off SwItch
1 Double Circuit Jerk
1 Siroco 2 pole CO. awitch
..
1 Filament Switching Jack
..
with
1 Terminal Strip, lie.
2 Terminale
,.
..
1 EbonIte TobeS os described ..
WIre for windifig oboe
Glzita Wire and FIes
1 Peket Radio Peces Transfers
'

....
,

0
0

Send otamp for Latent Lieto dealing wIth

15 Radio Peros Sets, oust New

........

Illuotroted

Note.-W'hcre o. complete oct of cam5
paRents, together with a drilled panel, is
purelosoed, Royalties at the rote of 11/6
per valve bolder are payable.
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The NEUTROVERNIA.
DIRECT
READING
All purchasers of the Gambrell Neutrovernia Condensa
can now obtain an indicating dial which will enable
instant return to be made to settings previously logged.
The dial is attachable to the condenser-No further
panel drilling is required. Price 1/8, Postage 2d.

Bracket 'for mounting the Neutrovernia
behind the panel
.............

Borough High Stgeet, London, S.E.l

Condenser
Price 4d.

GAMBRELL BROTHERS,
VICTORIA STREET, LONDON,

76,

The fewer adjustments, the easier it is to get
accuracy. The I.otus" is designed and
proved in actual tests to respond to the most
delicate operation without the exasperation
caused by ordinary coil holders.
The moving block remains rigidly in position
with the heaviest Coil and no screws are
needed to tighten it. lt also moves in the
same direction as the knob, which prevents
any confusion. Three Sets of enclosed precision machine Cut gears ensure this.

IPL1flUFS

Lm,
S.W.1.

One Rheostat for
both dû!! & bright

-

with the "Lotus"
jsat

rijri

Il

ti

:

'

ovin g bi OC k

-

-

No. unnecessary handling

cannot

-

Pull particulars of the Dial and other Gatnbrdl
productions can be obtained from

Ltd

Telegrams: Burjomug, Sedlst, London."
Cables: "Bur/omag, Ladon.'

-

18/6

flhas.e.fedorc,d Sp

-

S

0 10
9
0

.

o

9
6
0

2

-

Anode inductance with renction,
providing smooth reaction over
31/6
the whole range, Nu. 251
Both above .ave abita Iconos
engraved dial..

Barrel type HF. Transfurmera, all
wavele,gths, No. 255 .. 7/. each
Beat quoflty cut ebonita throughout.

4.

f9

.

BURNE-JONES
¿ CO.,
Manufacturing Radio Engineers,

Telephone: hop 6217.

£

No, 24

19/6

-

1
3

0

O

......

250

AS DESCRIBED IN THIS ISSUE.

d

£

Airade inalactance with
eight tappings. one hole panel
mounting, 300 tu 3,000 metres,

TRIX

economical. No. 37
,.
17/6
Type B fur panel mounting. Nu.

R E

11th.

Magnum Screening floe complete
with S-pin base mounted on

J1.F. worth while

'your

TRIX Variable
Troosfot-nier,
ns'illuatrated, 300 tu 3.000 metrea,
plug-in type, efficient, compact and

the

Developed by Mr. L K. Iteyner, and used
in the "Magic Five" described in "Wire.

lean," May 29th and aune

-make

l-1F.

Supplied in ranges to aulO ail types of

'

i.

emitter valves!

Made specially to meet demand for a rheostat
The "PEERLESS" covering needs of both bright and dull emitter

valves. Two windingo, one nf a resistance nf
6 ohms, and a continuation of this na to a
30 nhm otrp winding. Resistance wire Wound
hard libre strip under great tension and
One-hole fixing,
Immune from damage.
terminals conveniently placed. Contact arm
has smooth silky action. All metal parts
From Dealers o, direct nickel-plated.
Complete with ebonite
Trade Terms on request. combined knob and dial.

DUAL RHEOSTAT

3 /9 ,on

The

BEDFORD ELECTRICAL& RADIO C0., Ltd.
22,

Camp'2e11 Road, Bedford.

j
'i

tbe

'55

tbe

VERNIER

L.

COI L 110 LPERS

RADIAX
COILS
HOME
CONSTRUCTORS.

FOR

I//Ip

wets.

From

all

Radio Dealers.
Two Types:

fl

if
¡

Tor

'%.

\'i'

S

Two-way
.. 7!Three-way ... 10/6
I5or inside baseboard
mounting, with 6 in.

handle:.

C'

PI

outside panel
mounting:

TWo-Way

...

8e-.

Gtite1e;

RADIAX DX COILS increase selectivity 100 per cent,
Give an auto-coupled touter circuit without altering your xt.

two difficult stations to
an extent undreamed o?. 6 terminals make It a Universal Coil.
To totroduec. u Irre chart will be givra with each purchase,
showing the many circuito In which t.hi coil con kv used-AutoCOupind, Neutrodyne, etc.
No. 35. 4/6. No. SO. 6f-.
No. 75, 5f9
"s,

Vjri
'e°'

j

No.

260.7/6.

.

Radjax

-

\'-.

..,tas'

Makr,-sofihanr,e ieep,ored
FaIre-Holder.
LOTUS

Low

..

D

U

nl A V

UIMI0t

12

1/9

Complete Catalogue
LOW-LOSS

-

t

Setotd,21/-. Postagreatra.

,,

Lotus Works, Broadgreen
Road, LiverpooL

-

,,

-

Dx

Loss Coils

gve you improved tuning volume and selectivity
No. 75 .. 2/L
5o. 200
No. 25
..
1/3
..
4f3
35 -. 1/5
105 .. 2/s
250
..
4/9
50

t'

'

You will eut out the lovai, or xepurot

of

..

.,

2/5

,,

500

..

-

5/3

Sets and Accessories, 3d. s/amps.
44,Accessory House, Palmer Place.
Holloway. London. N.?.

-f
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For "The Wireless Co,isjrucior" at our Eletree Laboratories.
-

Combined Wa'vetrap and FilterVVE
have i-eceived from Messrs.
Claude Lyons, British agents for
the General Radio Co. of America, a
combined wavetrap and filter.
This '-nstrunìent comprises a small
geared condenser to the terminals of
which a special coil is connected. 'Phis
coil is provided with two wiadings, one
of which is tuned by the condenser,
and the other of which acts as a coUpling winding and is tapped with a
small switch.
The aerial circuit is
connected to the coupling winding,
which may either be arranged as a
series part coupled rejector, or as an
acceptor circuit shunted aciess the
receiver.
The condenser is cahithrated in waveIena-tua wheii used with the anuroprite coil, and on
this cnlihiion
was found to be accorate over the
whnle of the range. When employed
as a wavtrap, it was found to assist
the sOlectivity to a considerable cxtent, although it was not quite as good
as the tapped auto-coupled arrangement, vhieh is very coiñnionly employed. The instrument is very well
constructed and attractively finished.
The calibration of the condenser scale
renders t4ie device particularly suitable as an absorption wavemter (one
of the purposes for whih it is intended), while the trapping action is
We can
quite up to s'tandatd.
thoroughly reconunend this component
\ for use.
-

gridleak or anode resistance in
appearance, consisting of a cartridge
surrounded with black paper and lettered in gold, with two metal cone
ends which fit into clips, the whole

I

-ç]

-

e

ànd

have sub-

mitted to us for test and report two
of their grid Ieak.
These are of the cartridge type with
metal end pieces, the leaks being of
standard dimensions. Both leaks are
rated at i mohm, and on test cere
found bo give a value of1.3 and 1.2
megohms each. The resistance element
is contained in an opal glass tube
which it is claimed is evacuated, while
we understand-that their resistanceis
independent of the applied voltage:
When pineed on test in a receiver
they were fotind to be satisfactorily
silent, and we can recommend these
grid leaks for use.

-

waveirap

-

Grid Leak

CO., LTD.,

hiter
I

Push Pull Switch
7E have rcceive! a. " Trix" fiveY
-point, push pulì switch for test
and report from Messrs. E. J. Lever.
Th8'co1nponent is designed for Oe
bole
nceomptihed by neans of
ßing3

-

Devicon True Scale Friction
Condenser
ESSRS. THE RADIO DEVICES
I'WJL
who speciahise in the
manufacture of condnsers,, have sent
to our Laboratories one of their true
scale friction condenseis for examination.
The component is fitted with a neat
ebonite knob and dial, the condenser
being driven through a 2 to i gear,
while a vernier attachment provides
an additional slow motion. No end
plate is employed at the top of the
condenser, a supporting shoulder piece
being utilised instead, thus making
the instrüment considerably stronges.
By means of the knob a friction disc
is rotated, and this in turn rotates the
friction wheel, a particularly fine

,rESsRs. EDISON SWAN ELECTR.JC

resistance

mennecl tor use.

own pse.

Automatic Rheostats

insulation

between adjacent contacts wa fonnd
to he infinity, while the contact resistance was fornid to be negligible.
'This component is well constructed
and neatly finished, and can be recoin-

being mounted 'on n small strip of
ebonite; both nuts and soldering tags
are included for making connctions.
They are neatly boxed in black and
yellow cartons, but it would appear to
be advantageous if these could be
printed giving partiicuhus of which
' Ainperite&
is suitable for the
English valves.
The cartons are mark
For use
with a VV. 199 and C. 299," and so
on, which are the syrbols of the different types of American
alves.
These are not commonly known in
England, therefore tue English buyer
would probiblv find difficulty in selecting the correct " Antperite " for- his

COMPONENT
received
from
£k Messrs. Rotherinls is the " Amperite," describe I as the self-adjusting rheostat.
'r1se components are sim.ilar to a

combined

test the

on

The "Amperite" is similar to a grid
leak or anode resistance in eppearanee.

-

The

-

-

tst

submitted by Messrs. Claude Lyons,
Rritisk.Agents for the General Radio
Co. of America.

a screwel metal hush. Through this
passes a metal spindle carrying three
ebonite and two metal bushes.
Five
spring contacts press against these,
an-d as the spindle is pushed backwards and forwards they alternately
make and break contact with the
metal bushes, thus enabling various
switching arrangements to be employed. The ends of these spring contacts are curved, while two of the
ebonite bushes are grooved, thus
giving a positive indication of the
position of the switch. When placed

even motion being obtained. There is
an extra ebonit&'supporct for the two

I

I

i
I

-

-

j

à

drive is incorporated in
this condenser of Messrs. The Radio
Devices Co.

A friction
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Apparatus Tes ed-continued
terminals, wh.ileone hole fixing

method of compensating any inequality
either in the two halves of the dual
condenser or in the two inductances that are being used.
The component COnSiStS of two sets
of fixed plates mounted opposite to
each other, while a set of moving
vanes may be interleaved with either
set of fixed vanes, a maximum capacity
of 14 micro-microfarads being obtain.
able on either side.
On test the insulation resistance
between the moving plates and the
xed, and the one set of fixed plates
and the other set was found to be
infinity in each case.
This instrument is well made, pleasing in finish, and can be recommended
where n balancing condenser is
required.

exceptionally good. The novement of
the contact finger of the resistance
element is also noticeably smooth.

is pro-

vided for.

The rated capacity of the condenser
but on test it registered a

is .0005,

shade under this value.
The iiitroduetion of this instrument
will certainly meet' with the favour ¿f
our readers, and we cAn recommend it
for use.

'-

Balancing Condenser

ÁrESSRS. THE IGRAMC ELECTRIO CO., LTD.. have sent us
one of their vernier balancing con-

Filament Rheostat

JE

have reeei'ed froni King
Quality Products,.Inc., a sample
of their filament rheostat and lowtension switch combined. So far as
the 'resistance element is concerned.
this is of the conventional type.
The centre spindle carries a circular
disc with two metal contacts, these
contacts being connected to a centre
concentric spindle, the other end of
which is joined to a small knob concentric with the main knob. Bearing
on this disc is a thin spring contact,
which is joined to a third term.inal on
the body of the rheostat. The insulating disc re'iously mentioned has two
depressions for " o " positions.
The contact arm is well shaped and
tmpered, and is stamped in such a
way as to give it an inherent springiThe whole component is of a
flees.
very high degree of workmanship, both
the construction and finish being
V

-

'7

Cosmos Variable Condensers
METRO-VICK SUPPLIES, LTD., have sent us'two
of their variable condensers for test
and report. Both condensers are of
the square-law pattern, and are constructed on low-loss lines. The moving vanes are grounded to the end
plates, and, connection is made to
them by means of a pigtail. The dial
is 3 in. in diameter, and is provided
with a substantial knob, while a reduction gear of about 12 to i is
AÍESSRS.

Showing the construction of the
combined #ilament rheostat and L.T.
switch received (rom King Quality
Products, Inc.
This
deusers for test and report.
component is intended for use where
dual condensers are used to tune two
separate circuits, in that it affords a

Proceed with The Pelican

cCLs,e

!9TÖN

i

II

Simply t0k off the die1, of your prevent variable
condenverv and replace with the "Pelican.

I

AJ
h

Price 6/Guaranteed throughout.

.

.

& Company, Ltd.,

O

Cahill

'nf'

64. Newman

FROM ALL RADIO DEALERS

IL

Univernier

The Pelican Univernier is str dily moving
on to more panels becas se it gives to the
set owner that nicety of control which is
needed to bring in those elusive stations.

r'ì

St., London, W.l.

;'à -;7I

_______ ,--- _.-__,-4
--
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obtained by means of two pulleys and
a spring belt.
When placed on test the condenser,
which has the nominal capacity of
OOO25 miciofarad, was found to have
exactly this value, while the other,

across the bottom of the moulding contains four holes, imito which pins may
be inserted and held by a sniahl nut,
and connections are made frein thcse
pins to the \vimi(hng. The four 1)1115 fit
into a special holder contaimming four
sockets provided with soldering tags.
Since the coils are wound in two
equal sections, which may be connected
together in the middle by a short
strap if so desired, the coils are particulariv suitaLle for the various s1ilit
coil ciruit which have been usrd
'1 he
a considerable extent recently.
coils are of reasonably low-loss construction, and gave very satisfactory
results rhien used in a receiver.

which was a .000-5 mnicrofarad capacity, had an actual value of .t0013
microfarad. The insulation resistance
of both instruments was found to be
infinity, while both are to be recojamended for their robust construction
and sound design.

b

"Apex" Cysta1
4ESMtS. C. O. CLAIIK hive submitted to us one of their
Apex" crystals for test and report.

'

This cryal is packed in a small
metal case, being wrapped in cottonbeing
wool, instructions for use

An ingenious spring device allows
special clips to be used for mounting
the Igranic grid leak.
Grid Leak

-

enclod. in appearance it

-

GRiD leak has been forwarded
to our laboratories by the Igraiiic
Electric Co. for examination and
iport. This leak, which is of the
fixed type, is particularly robust in
construction, the resistance of the leak
being plainly marked.
Canical ends
are provided, the leak itself being 2 in.
in length, whilst an ingenious spring
device under the conical ends -allows a
special clip to he employed for mounting it.
Two types of clips are providcd with
the component, one being for panel
mounting and the other for soldering
the leak in any position. The rated
-value was marked 2 megohms, and
when placed on test it was found to
be 2.3 megohms. This pomponent certainly presents a novel and ingenious
piece of apparatus, and can he recommended with confidence.

2

-1
.

The neat and well-manufactured Cardwell variable condenser.

cistaIline structure,

of a bluish-grey
colour. When placed ou test thê rectified current obtained from 2L0 iras
foand to be slightly below the average.
A satisfactory number of spots iva.s
found, Iiouever, nod tisis crystal can
be recommended for jeneral use. ;

JE

Cardwell Variable Condenser
and
ve1l-rna nufactureel
accessory is to be found in the

A NEAT
A

Cardwell variable condenser which has
been sent to our Elstre Laboratories
by the Jiotherinell Radio Corporation
of Great

Ehexphis A.ti-Vibro Valve Heider

'J'dIS

valve holder, which is con-

structed on low-loss principles, is
designed for l)aseboa rd mounting: The
insulating immaterial is placed some distance Mvav fromim the valve sockets, the
sockets tlienmselve
bei ng mounted
Ihiough a rubber base, which is claimed
by the manufacturers to be non-

su

-

'Ii

J

hiiw

In this Etherplus valve holder the
sockets are mounted on a rubber base..

deteriorating. Con nections from the
sockets to the terminals re made by
means of springy strips of nieta1, this
spriiìgy Action assisting in obtaining
the neessai'v amount of anti_vibratory
mm-ement. Soldering tags aiid termiiuils are provided.
The component was tested in a receiver and was found to function quite
satisfactorily, and damp out microphonic noises to a large extent'. When
a valve was inserted, it proved a good
lit. The-manufacturer of this holder is
Mandan-, and we can recommend it as
a well-designed and mechanically sound

-i

-

.

device submitted by Messrs.
'lJ[HEPhillips is a small fuse for con-nection in the H.T. circuit where it
limits the- current to about 30 muliamps. lt consists of a thin wire sealed
into a small glass tuhe,.with two terminais at the end.
Thider normal
working conditions the drop of the
HT, voltage is very small. If the filament of one valce (or several valves) is
accidentally caused to' make connect:)n with an HT, battery, the momen*ry Increase, or current causes time
vire to fuse before any damage is done
to the filament.
We have tested tlis fihmment fûse
auch find that it carries out the claims
of the manufacturer. We can mecommend it, therefore, to all our readers.

-

-

-

Britain.

The plates are manufactured from
aluminium, while two ebonite strips
insulate the metal frame from the fixed
plates, connection being taken f r&m
terminal points which are made
through the ebonite strip to the fixed
and moving plate5
The instrument
-has a very smooth motion, is rigidly
constructed, three-hole fixing being
provided for.

-

The General Radio low-loss coil subqnjtted by Messrs. Claude Lyons.

-

Filament Fuse

have receiv4l from Messrs.
Claude Lyons, the agents for
the General Radio Co. of America, a
range of low-loss coils. 'Iliese i+S are
wound on a 2fin. diameter Bakelite
former, and are wound in two equal
sections, tlie ends being brought out
to four screw terminal plates.
A bar

-.

xeeI]nt features.

-,

componemt'.

General Radio Low-Loss Coils
V '

is of fine

i-cet, whilst the pleasing appearance of
the component completes. a series of

I

The rated capacity is .0005, and on
wa found to be cor-

test this reading

95,5

Damage to valve Il laments is prevented
with this Phillips fuse.

-

/
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TESTED-continued

C.A.V Multiple Fixd Condenser

\

CONDENSER unit capable of
giving 14 different values of
eapacities according to the method of
connection has been forwarded to us
for examination by Messrs. C. A. Vandervell and Co., Ltd.
The unit is exceedingly neat in
appearance, being circular in shape

(((

-

- _ji

studio

.

be

the

in

."

.

:,

so uncommon remark now the Watmel Auto-Choke
rome jato being. This le not a choke lo the ordinary
sense, botan auto-Transformer coupled to the grid in a special
manner and gives ea ampilftcaticu equal to the best trans.
former but with the purity of choke coupling
Ask ycur Dealer for a demonstration and send to us for
wiU be
10

descriptive booklet-' Straight as a die."
Complete with condenser end toed resistance.
Eright parts heavily nickelles].
Price

AUTO.
CHOKE

-

--

-

t

''

W

we might

.

1)

-'

.

'

J')
I

I

I

I

I

0

I

I

-

f)

'

I

-

-

-
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earboys with large or small necks,
When tried on a carboy with an ezceptionally small neck the fitting was
somewhat on the large size, and ìt had
to be held in position by hand when
using the pump.
A rubber ball is fitted in this reck
of the carhoy and a knurled nut is
screwed round on to it, expanding the
rubber so as to grip tightly in the
neck of the carboy. Through the
centre of this rubber bulb pa8ses :
length of rubber tubing which goes to
the bottom of the carboy. Pressure is
- built
ip by means of a rubber bulbe
thu& forcing the acid up the rubber
tube, the aetd then being delivered to
any required point.
It is claimed
that a capacity of about two gallons
per minute cali be obtained, atid this
was found to be the case in actual
-practice. A clip on the end of the
rubber tube allows the flow of acid to
be started or stopped at will, rind wo
can thoroughly recommend this pump
for its particular purpose.

-

WA') MEL

THE
332a,

WIRELESS CO.

Loocs,h ire & COnsOles flepeeeesebf ko:
Nr, J, B. LEVEE. 23, Hartey St.. Lmnshnlme,
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ninable rom LEWIS'S Ltd., Livrrpoo
and Manchester, & LUSTROLUX Ltd..
West Bollington, nr. Maccle.SeIJ.
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LONDON RADIO SUPPLY

L,re. London

11.Oat

-

0% down, babee e

PAYMENTS

'Phone, City

E.C.2.

CO.
1977

J? e/wdred
aeo
.s coon
AS NEW!!

ALL BRIGHT & DULL EMITTERS
Usted at leso than 10/-.

a

s'

PAIRS

:

By specialist,

skilled

in every form of accurate
and intricate coil winding.
Speakers and Transformers
Loud
Headphones,
rewound, rennagnetised, and reconditioned

satisfied clients

-'

on C.O.D. system.
of one of ouf mnny

'-all

I

con soy is,

Bonnet Co.

Coil DejO::

Wools,

ich,

-.

.

..

Switch

AcfiI Pumps
FRANCIS have
submitted to us for test and

ArESSRS. E. M.

report one of their AcM pufnps, which

lissa ore

specially designed for transferring
acid from carboys direct to the accuis

helter thui when new.

TABLET

-Toggle

Elstree Laboratories have examined one of the bakelite toggle
switches forwarded by Messrs. The
Rothermoll Radio Corporation of Great
Britain.
This awitch is exceedingly neat and
compact, consisting of a circular
moulding of insulating ma.terial 1 in.
in diameter. In the centre of this is
a small cylindrical projection trith a
dome top to it which has a slot cut
down its centre, and in this slot a
small black insulated lever moves.
The mechanism is neat and simple,
and provides a quick break and a
positive contact.
Tite actual resistance of ike coin-

use.

the lame day

The unsolicited opinion

-

«--

i

except for the fact that a base is provided so that the condenser may he
screwed to a panel or baseboard either
vertically or horizontally. The caso
containing the fixed condensers is
manufactured from ebonite.
When using the component one terminal which is marked .000 always
fornis one connetion, and the other
connections may 'be taken to any of
the points marked 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5,
which will give a. value of .0001, .0002,
.0003, .0004 or .0005 respectiveJy. If
higher capacity values are required it
is necessary to join the terminal No. 5
to any of the other terminals, and
take the connection from either of the
two so joined-thus 5 and 1 joined
together will give a value of .0006.
The sum of the numerals indicates the
value. ' Both nuts and soldering tags
aro provided.
When tested at our Laboratories the
capacities were found to be .0001,
.00015, .0002, .0004 and .0005.
We should have liked to see the .0002
and .0003 condensers nearer to the
rated value, but apart from this the
component can be recommended for

EQUAL TO NEW

and returned

0UR

Fourteen difTerent capacity values can
be obtained with thin C.A.V. multiple
fixed condenser,

We supply, by easy payments
components, accessories and sets

EASY

Ö

ECl

Manchester

REPAIRS
Power lOf.-

VALVE
B.E. 4/6:

D.E. 7/-:

j,

LTD

Cc swell Road
London,
Telephone: 7000 CLE]fKENWELL.

____________

s

ARLE..
I

mulator.

It is claimed that this punip is
f1ttd with a special expansion nozzle
by means of whic1i it may be fitted-to

Neatness and compactness charac fer.
¿se ch.' toggle switch of The Rother.
m11 Radio Corporat ion of Great

Britain.
ponent was measured and found to ho
negligible, and when in the off position the insulation resiistance was infinity

9.36
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HOW TO WIND
SPACED S!NGLELA'EJ
By W.

H.

COILS

FULLER.

Several methOds by which the constru:tor may space the turns on
single-layer coils are described in this helpful ccnislructional article.

D

T

rm
ir' OR so1ue considerable time plugin coils have been universally
used in every typo of reedyiig set, but of late there has
been a tendency to return to. the
Single - layer tYpe of inductance,
which was very popular at the beginning of brotdcasting, especially with

j'

crystal sot designers.

Hitherto the

-

-Wi er

Fig.

6AxE

5ce

wound with No. 22 d.s.. wire,
spaced 20 turns to the 'inch on a 6-in.
Pnxo]ín former. Thi9 coil was iuiade
by th writer for a Hartley oscillator,
and has a resistance of .028 ohms per
niicro-henry

Why the Turns are Spaced
The ksse which nay be overcoììe
spacing the turni of a oil aie various,

Suggested Winding Methods
When threaded orrners are not
available, the constructor may employ

r
1.- This

simple tool is useful for
winding spaced coils.

is

gauge is suitable for winding spaced thick wire coils.

Both are tb
wound on the tube side by side as
tightly as possible and close together
to ensure uniformity of spacing.
A useful tool which may help in the
winding of *uch a coil can be suade
froni a piece of u-end cut to the shape
shown in Fig. 1.
A small hole is
drilled through the head of the tool,
just large enough te pass both leads.
With the help of this tool it is possible
to pull the wire tight and to kecp- the
spacing correct, and vith the aid of
Fig. 2, which shows how tho gadget is
used, no difficulty should be eneointered in winding such a coil. When

/lRMER

,IfoLE

3.-A

drilled in the tube.

The Former to Use
The use of ordinary cardboard
formers has now been practically dis-

An Interesting Coil
Dkressin for a moment, it may be
of interest to readers to know thai one
of the most efficient jnductancs vet
measured at the Elstree Laboratories

Fig.

07

-

Fig. 2.-Both wire and spacer are fed
through She small hole. For clearness
the turns are shown well spaced, but
actually they are wound close, the
string being subsequently removed.
paused with in favour of materials
such as ebonite and Paxolin. The
latter named material je, however,
rather expensive, and is generally only
used in very special cases, such as
standard inductances. Thus perhaps
the best thing the home constructor
can use is ebonite, which can be
obtained from many of the advertisers
in this journal. Ebonite is not too
expensive, and is not very difficult to
work.
Ouie of the most satisfactory methods
of winding spaced coils is to have a
threaded former, which can be purchased, or, in the ease of Lucky
possessors of a lathe, made by cutting
a thread on the ebonite tube mounted
on a wooden mandril.

J,AU

716QN4

This loss i more
wound.
apparent when cotton-covered wires
are used, and although this may
be overcome by excluding moisture by
deping with shellac, by so doing the
dielectric loss is increased.
Th ideal coil would be one wound
with bare wire and supported by air,
provided that the ratio of length to
diameter was correct and none of the
turns were short-circuited.

wire is

siso of siile_layer coils was due generally to the large gauge of wire used,
it has been found that by suitably
l)U
spacing the turns öf wire from each
other ailci usiu a much fluer gauge of
wire, thus reTucing the size of the
complete inductance,- equally effieent
coils may be produced, and in many
eases mere efficient than the oldfashioned cardboard former type.
It does not necessarily mean that
the finer the gauge of wire used the
more efficient will he the inductance.
This is not so, as varions other considerations have an important bearing
on the efficiency. Readers are referred
to sorno of the articles by Mr. J. H.
Rner on coils which have appeared
in Radio Press lournals from time to

-

one of the following nìethods, the
simplest being to use a spacer of string
or wire. Both the wire and the apaer
should be
cured to a screw fixed in
the tube or passed through holes

the most important being the
reduction of self-capaèity
which exists between adjacent turns of the inductahce.
Another source of loss is the
leakage from turn to turn
due to faulty insulation,
=
which may our either in
the covering of the wire
or in the former upon which the

2:
:

ç

.11.

.

l.ìj..

-

Multi-layer plug-in coils still have
many advantages which render their
use popular.
-

I

I

I.

the end of the cofi has been secured
the spacer may then be unwound.

937
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HOW TO WIND SPAD
SINGLE-LAYER COILS-continued
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For Small Wires
This may be overcome when small
wires are being wound by a device

t

FIED Jzo

&O7S

using an ordinary earth lead to a
water pipe. This, however, will often
provide only a very short aerial, even
if the wire is run round the room
away from the walls.
It is always advisable to keep the
wire away from the walls, even if this
means sacrificing a certain amount of
length. The material of which walls
are constructed does not form by any
means a good di-electric, and appreciable losses may occur if the wire is
fixed close to them.
For the local
station the aorial may prove all right,
but for more distant work it will
hardly be successful, unless a very
sensitive receiver is used.

.

Furlher Examples

,'

-

j

:::

\'

With soild Bakelite Knob ... 3/9
With cold-moulded Tapered
......... 2/6
Knob
The Anodon Coil with iti unique
plug and perfect insulation
leaves no loophole for H.F.
losses, and because of its low
self-cspacity.cove,s an unusually
wide band of wavelengths.

izes

Fig.
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ECONOMY
l.oud 'ix'aker

Vojume

2Y -06

L

Suiting Your
2

.34 PV

CHASER

Obtainable front Zewi?a, Ltd., Lierrpool and Manchester, atad
LUSTROLUX LTD.. Weit Bollingion. near Mosslesfield.

IEBONITE
FOE MOUNTING
ON WOOD.
Orders under 11read lid. Foetoge

NUMBER

A long passage gives an' admirable
opportunity of putting up a good indoor aerial. Either one or tn-o wires
may ho slung along the length of it,
a foot or two below the coiling and
midway betwceñ the side wallt. If the
room where the receiver is-situated is
not at one end of the aerial, it inh
be necessary to determine by experinient the best point at which to attach
the lead-in to the horizontal wire.
A
staircase provides
another
opening '' for an aerial. The u-ire
in this case may be stretched from
top to bottoni of the stairs, straight
down in the
well " between the
banisters.
This will, of course, be
most suitable when the receiver is in
a room on the ground floor.
The
writer has also heatil of excellent resuits being obtained by stretching a
wire down the lift shaft of a high

block of flats.

.1.

2° -06 1-iP

flote In Boot
Price each:

made.

number of small teeth of a fixed pitch,
which engage in the ttirns already
wound, and so advances the wire in
the sanie manner.
The turn chaser may be made from
a piece of i-in. ebonite about i in.
u-ide and of any suitable length. Tito
ebonite is first filed up to shape, as
shown in Fig. 4, and the requited
number of slots made in the head of

¡feos,

THE STARS OF.VALVE

°' turn-chaser" referred

turn chaser. It
is not unlike an ordinary thread
chaser, consisting as it does of a

4r)0,bä

;;

LJL1
-

whicli may ho called a

Special 2 Megohm Hard Rubber
Grid Leak ... Price 1/8 each.

ÇJ

4.- The

fo is very simply

Price3f-each.

...

BUSHES
PERFECT

INSULATION.
Tao required
tor roch hole.

I

I
t
I
I

6
2
4
6
0
1
3
I
6BA. 4BA, 25tA. 1/4' 6/1V' '3/8' 7/15' I
24.
24. I
3d. la.
16. lfd. 2d

DAREX RADIO CO.,
Waidram Road, Forest Hill. London, S.E.23

LJ\
Fig. 5.-The employment of the chaser
ensures even spacing throughout the
length of the coil.

I

the tool with a fretsaw blade. The
slot may be eut deeper
any set
b0IId
than the others, as the wire is fed
FREE OFF.ER._we.
d
gnedbytheRadio
Absolutely no
Press et the cost of the components oy.
through this slot.
charge for con,tructing.
This offer ends on Sept. Ist.
First secure the end of the wire to
LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY, 11, Oat
Lane, London, E.C.2.
Phone City 1977.
the former and make one complete
turn round it and datch the wire in
the right-hand slot. When this is
done engage the beginning of the first
Capable, trustworthy nico with spare time who
wish to substantially lncrase income required
turn in the second slot and make
where we are not fully represented. Applicants
another turn. Continue winding,
insist have practical knowledge of installation
of Set and Aerial, be a Householder or live
keeping all the slots in register, the
with parents, and be able to give references;
tension of the wire being controlled by
Address
22,
Dept.
experience.
State age and
pressing the wire against the chaser
GENERAL RADIO COMPANY LIMITED,
Radio House, Regent Street, LONDON, W.l.
'vitli the thumb.
958
In replyij to advertisers, please ,nention THE W1REL1ss
I

right-handS

WIRFLESS

OF'

(Conduded from page 888.)

Another method which ha been used
by the writer with fairly stout conductors is to empioy a gauge. The
gauge is made from either wood or
ebonite, and is cut to shape as shown
in Fig. 3. The gauge is held in the
hûnd and is pressed against the preceding turn, while the wire is fed over
the small cut in the head of the gauge.
This method can only be employed
when large wires are used, owing to
the fact that the pressure is liable to
displace the turns alroiídy wound.

\'

MAKING TRE BEST USE
YOUR ENVIRONMENT.

-

Own

Conditiois

impossible to lay
It
down definite rules for the disposition
of aerial systems, simply because one
or other of them has to be i-iolatecl
in almost every individual case to suit
peculiar conditions or special requ irements. It is worth noting, however,
that it is not always the receiver
which is responsible for bad results,
even quite close to a broadcasting
is obviously

station.

The Deciding Factor
An error into which a number of
people are prone to fall is that of sup-

posing that it is worth while to make
use of a highly sensitive receiver,
without paying enough attention to
the aerial system on which it is to be
used. Possibly the receiver will give
good results on a poor aerial system4
but this is no argument for the use of
such a system, se long as anything
better can be arranged with the exer
cise 'of a little ingenuity5
CONSTRUCTOR..
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Number now on sale shows you
how to obtain loud-speaker results
The

Amplifier

Special

is the day of the loud-speaker. In addition to
many other attractive and iiteresting features the
THIS
issue of WIRELESS dated July 17th-now Ofl sale
-contains, under the following titles, full constructional
details of three efficient Valve Amplifiers incorporating
many modern improvements in design:

The WIRELESS Transformer Amplifier
The WIRELESS Choke Amplifier
The WIRELESS Resistance Amplifier
The authors have very successfully described the three
Amplifiers so that every possessor of a crystal seteither commercially or home-constructed-can, without
difficulty of any kind, build one of these WIRELESS
BOOM NUMBER AMPLIFIERS and obtain pleasing.
loud-speaker results.
The efforts of the Editors and Authors are well rewarded
since this issue is of great and absorbing interest. Every
crystal listener will buy a copy to read how the pleasures
of loud-speaker reproduction are so easily obtainable.

ri
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'

agreaterpleasure
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ITI-I the Rectalloy
Charger shown above
you can keep your high tension
accumulator fully charged at
practically no cost fromyour ac
mains. It will charge any high
tCnsiofl accumulator up to 90
volts, in the normal series arrangement. It takes very little
current, wasteful tesistancebeingentirelyobviated. At last the big
difficulty of charging
For ac.
high tension accumulators is solved by an
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entirely new and patented
method. No need to carry heavy
accumulators to the charging
station and wait while they are
char cd (and nerhaps ruined).
Insta a Rectalloy and leave lt
to do its work satisfactonly and
well.
The charging rate is automatic-
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has so designed
handsome
Eight-Valve Super-Hetérodyne Receiver to
contain only the most highly efficient features
which British and American designs have produced.
Two years' close study-both in this Country and
in the States-enable the author to give the readers
of MODERN WIRELESS constructional details of an
extremely reliable Supet-Heterodyne in an article
happily name&'° All Europe'on a Frame."
Such characteristics as simplicity of operation
particularly sharp tuning high quality of reproduction; a pleasing and compact appearance and
economy of operation (a very important point!) must
be added to that of the surprising ease with which
Stations all over Europe may be tuned in from a
previous calibration.
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further important artic'e-" Operating the
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receiver now creating so phenomenal an interest
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HE R.!. Multi-R)atlo Transformer will operate tt
maximum efficiency with any type of valve. The
wide range of impedance values available ensures
perfect results, because a suitable impedance can always
be found for the valve in use. Only by using this
transformer can you be-assured of the finest reception.

L

hundreds of letters testifying to the
obtained,
results
and the entire elimination
wonderful
of distortion. Perhaps yours is amongst them.
transformer solves all the difficulties expel
by most amateur constructors. It greatly simplifies the
construction of valve amplifiers. Incorporated in your set, it will at once prove
Ratio Table
its superiority..
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Its great advantages, backed by the fine
workmanship that is behind all R.!.
products, will give you assurance of
complete success.
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